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ing the waiting period. She was not sure of the duration of the clinic visit. When she arrived, 
the clinic was overcrowded with patients waiting in the queue.
Another hospital provides prior appointments to patients. Ram scheduled his appointment 
withtheoutpatientservices.Thedoctorarrivedlateandthen;thefirsttwopatientstooka
lot of the doctor’s time. Ram arrived at the scheduled time but had to wait as the preceding 
patient’s session had not yet finished.
Waiting for medical care has become the most common part of the clinic or hospital experience.
Patients usually wait for long periods before they get the required care in a hospital. Both 
thesepatients, thewalk-inandthescheduled,waited.Apatientarriving inpainandgrief
expects quality and timely care,[1,2] but is forced to wait throughout several processes, such 
as registration, consultation, laboratory, billing and pharmacy.[3,4] The prolonged waiting is 
unpleasant, and the patient’s health is liable to deteriorate, due to the entanglement in vari-
ous activities related to patient care and prolonged exposure to other patients’ infections.
In both the cases as mentioned above the resources were planned and scheduled well ahead 
oftheday.Walk-inpatientslikeMarycauseunpredictablevariationsinthepatients’volume
andarrivaltime.Therandomarrivalsofwalk-inpatientsdonotmatchthepaceofthesched-
uled service of the outpatient resources, resulting in the waiting of other patients. When 
patientarrivalisbyappointment,anOPCmighthaveaconsiderableamountofpriorinforma-
tionabouteachpatient.However,thesecondOPCstillcouldnotmatchitsservicepacewith
the patients’ demand. Therefore, it is the demand that determines the target conditions for 
thepaceofOPCservice.
Waiting times have recently been attracting national and international attention and are 
alerting hospital managements about the redesign and improvisation of the outpatient care. 




To date, ideas for process control optimisation and coordination have mainly come from 
research in industry, including queuing theory, business process reengineering, six sigma, 
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lean systems, demand forecasts, staff scheduling and user scheduling.[5,9-11] The utilisation of 
such measures in hospitals is effectively illustrated but is not sufficient as a solution.
TheOPCwithlargerlatencyintheiroperations,asintheexample,isapushsystemwhenthe
capacity of delivering care is modified on the basis of the projected average demand. However, 
careisprovidedonlywhentheresourcesarereadyandnotwhenthepatientneedsorasksfor
it.[1] Asystemwherecareisdeliveredwhenthepatientasksisapullsystemandisbasedon
system status.[12] The distinction between push and pull is to characterise logistic systems and is 
used in the lean management methodology (abbreviated to “lean”). Lean has become increas-
inglypopularinindustryafterthepublicationofthebooktitled“themachinethatchangedthe
world”byJamesWomacket al.[13]ThebookdescribedtheresultsoftheMITstudyonworld-
wide production practices in the automotive industry and showed the superiority of Japanese 
production systems, in particular, the “Toyota Production System” or “TPS.” All major auto-
mobile brands have switched to lean or integrated it into their production system. The lean 
methodologyhasbeenincreasinglyappliedtootherindustries, liketheserviceindustryand
health care. Since major differences can be found between industries, the question is whether 
lean can be applied to other industries in the same way as in automobile industry and to what 
level the lean application needs translation and adaptation and whether it is applicable at all.
Therearegoodreasonsforbeingcarefulwithusingwordslike“lean,”“push”and“pull.”Most
real-worldsystemshaveaspectsofbothpushandpull.TPSimplements“just-in-time”(JIT),
that is, “the right thing at the right place at the right time in the right quantity” utilising both 
push and pull.[14,15] TPS applies JIT for a system and not for a single department. It means that 
adepartmentshouldnotworkeitherslowerorfasterthantheotherdepartmentsintheline.
Apartofthesystem’sactivitymayalsobeacombinationofpushandpull.Fast-foodchains
store raw materials based on the projected demand (push), whereas burgers are prepared 
on the basis of customers’ order (pull). Hence, a good operating system probably uses a mix 
of push and pull to achieve a continuous flow in the system.[16] The appropriate mix depends 
on the demand to which the system or hospital must react to.
The patient demand is huge in developing countries like India, due to factors like ageing
population and various ailments; and at the same time, there is a shortage of health care 
workers,whichenlarges thegapbetweensupplyanddemand.Sucha situation results in
prolongedwaiting,lowutilisationofresourcesandexpensivehealthcare.OPCsconfrontthe
challenge of matching their limited supply with a huge patient demand, in short time hori-
zons, likehoursandsame-day.Thecurrentmethodsofworkflowmanagement,afunction
of the operating system, do not always accomplish the desired outcomes. Hence, an operat-
ing system for hospitals, which would be able to satisfy patients’ demand within short cycle 
timesatareasonablecost,shouldbedesigned.Thereisalackofknowledgeinoptimising
OPCsonareal-timebasistoimprovetheefficiencyandflowofpatients,wheretheactual
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The scope of this thesis is limited to human resources (service delivered by doctors and other 
hospital staff) and patient flow. The flow of other resources through the hospital, such as 
capital and materials (supplies required for operations, medical documents, etc.), is not con-
sidered.First,thecharacteristicsofOPCsaredescribed.Next,wedescribepush-pull,plan-
ningandcontrol,andconnect/relatethemtoOPCoperationssystems.Thischaptercloses
with a study aim, research questions and an outline of the thesis.
OPC SYSTEM
TheOPCsystem isasystemwith interdependentand interactingcomponents, suchasan





degeneration, or limit suffering. The time spent by a patient with doctors or other healthcare 
staff is called service time and depends on the patient’s specific condition. Usually, the pro-
cedures depend on the outcomes of the previous steps, which lead to the selection of the 
appropriate clinical pathway for the patient.[17] Erratic clinical pathways in the care processes 
requirepatientstomovethroughdifferentdepartmentsintheOPC,asthedepartmentsare
functionally organised.[8] Therefore, the patient spends more time in moving from one loca-
tion to another (travel time). In order to complete the care processes, patients wait in queues 
in various departments.[18] The distances between different departments affect not only the 
travel time of the patients but also resources, materials and costs associated with the move-
ment. Inbetween, thepatientwaits forhis/her turn,duetoseveral reasons, suchas late
arrivalofadoctor,anearlyarrivalofapatient,aformerpatienttakingmoretimethansched-
uled,or(rarely)medicalequipmentnotworking.Thepatienthastowaitinallthesecases.
Cycle time is the timespentbypatientsintheOPC,fromentrytoexit,constitutingservice
time,waitingtimeandtraveltime.AnOPCisanopen-loopsystem,influencedbyitsenviron-
ment.Outcomes likewaiting timeand cycle timeareaffectedbypatient volume,patient
types,resourcesandthemanagementandcontroloftheOPC.
5 




ability of patient volume. EvenOPCswith only scheduled patients face problems, due to
theearlyorlatearrivalofpatientsordoctors,no-showofpatientsandcancelledschedules.
Thearrivalpatternofwalk-inpatientsisnotuniformthroughouttheday.Itmostlyfollows
a Poisson distribution,[19] with patient demand changing from hour to hour and from day to 
day. Patients wait for service when the patient demand is greater than the supply. The avail-
ableresourceswaitforpatientswhenpatientdemandisless,resultinginunder-utilisation.
Variability is the change in the state of a system or the variation process from time to time. 
Variability is about the spreading out or the closeness of patients’ volume and arrival time 
throughouttheday.Akeymeasureofvariabilityistheratioofthestandarddeviationtothe
mean. The service time needed by a patient from a doctor depends on the patient’s medi-
calcondition,whichfurtherleadstoworkflowpathways,suchastheprescriptionofdrugs,
diagnostictestsandsurgery.ThecycletimediffersfrompatienttopatientbecausetheOPC
has different types of patients and different pathways.[7] These factors introduce uncertainty 
intheworkflowmanagement.Uncertaintyisastateoflimitedknowledge,whereitisimpos-
sible to exactly describe the present state and future outcomes of the patient’s condition.
OPCmanagementinvolvesschedulingand/orsequencingpatients,managingpeople,equip-
ment, technology, information and all other resources that are needed to deliver the ser-
vices.TheOPCmanagementalsoaffectsvariabilityanduncertaintyintheworkflow.Patients
alreadyintheOPCundergooneortheotherprocessandusetherequiredresources.Since
there is an interdependency among processes, patients often visit and revisit multiple 
departments,withhigh in-processwaitingateachdepartment.[20,21] Variability and uncer-
tainty in patients’ demand and service time impact care delivery and cause congestion or 
bottlenecksinOPCs.[20] High variability causes unregulated waiting time at departments and 
cycle time.[22,23]VariabilityanduncertaintyintheOPCscannotbeeliminated;therefore,this
thesis aims to describe ways to effectively manage them.
OPERATING SYSTEM
HoppandSpearman in theirbook“factoryphysics,”definepushandpullproduction sys-
temsinthefollowingway:Apushsystemschedulesthereleaseofworkbasedondemand,
whileapullsystemauthorisesthereleaseofworkbasedonsystemstatus.[23] In fact, Hopp 
and Spearman are critical about using “push” and “pull” to describe implemented produc-
tion/operatingsystems.Theuseof“push”and“pull”intheliteratureofteninvolvesavalue
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judgement, when authors describe pull systems to contrast them favourably to other sys-
tems, which are “not pull” and thus “push.” Hopp and Spearman argue that the use of “pull” 
is broad and diffused, where some authors define “pull” as broadly as “serving the goods 
that themarkets need” andother authors define “pull” as narrowly as “JIT deliverywith
Kanban.” According to Hopp and Spearman, “push” and “pull” should only be used on a con-
ceptuallevelforgaininganinsightintowhatmakesoperatingsystemseffectivebycontrast-
ing extreme push systems with extreme pull systems.[23] The examples mentioned at the start 
of this introduction suggest the following contrasts between an extreme push system and an 
extreme pull system.
Extreme Push
Patients are scheduled through appointments depending on the doctor’s planned availabil-
ity. Patients may arrive at the hospital, and no doctor may be available to see them. Care is 
provided on a predefined fixed schedule, based on the projected patient demand. Upstream 
departments often transfer patients to downstream departments (according to schedule) 
withoutthelatterbeingready,resultinginunregulatedwork-in-process(WIP).Sincethereis
nolimitontheWIP,correctiveactionsaretakenretroactivelyformanagingtheoverloadof
the system, e.g. stopping admissions, unplanned overtime, etc.
Extreme Pull
Care is provided when the patient asks for it. The information about the availability of
resources comes from within the system. Patients are served as much as possible on the first 
in-firstoutbasisunless thismakes thesystemunstable.Patientdemand inOPCs iseither
knownor unknown, and no upstreamdepartment should transfer patients to the down-
streamdepartmentuntil the latterasks for it.ThisestablishescertainWIP limitsandalso




the three quantities: cycle time, waiting time and throughput. The ratio of WIP to cycle time 
yields throughput at every WIP level, where the cycle time is directly proportional to WIP. 
Cycletime=WIP/Throughput.Therefore,lowerWIPwillresultinshortercycletime.[23]
Theexamplesmentionedaboveshowthatin“push,”thereislonglatencyandalackofregu-
lation (although the use of planning may suggest otherwise), whereas in “pull” we see short 
latencyandregulationofworkflowandresources.ForOPCsystemswithhighvariabilityand
uncertainty, questions could be raised about the best planning method and when we should 
plan? Earlier, we wrote that the distinction between push and pull is at the conceptual level 
7 





VARIABLES TO DESIGN AN OPC SYSTEM
An operating system consists of elements. We define the elements we will use in this thesis to 
design an operating system as well as to test the hypotheses (Box 1.1). Therefore, we use an 
example to show how the defined elements fit into the design of the operating systems and 






notmatch real-time demand, due to variability and uncertainty associatedwith demand
andworkflowpathways.Thistypeofdepartment-centric(local)optimisationdoesnotwork








Figure 1.1: Functional and operational basic structure of an outpatient clinic system
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Box 1.1: List of definitions
Aggregatelevelplanning:Itisanintermediate-term(3months-1year)planningtobalancecapacityanddemandin
such a way that costs are minimised.
Arrival time: The time at which a patient enters a hospital.
Assemblylinesystem:Alineofworkersandequipmentalongwhichaproductbeingassembledpassesconsecutively
from one operation to another operation, until it is completed.
Closedloop:Acontrolsysteminwhichanoperation,processormechanismisregulatedbyfeedback.
Continuous flow: A streamlined hat involves ongoing delivery of services.







structure, operations and management and yet, part of a larger system.
Downstreamprocess/department:Itreferstotheprocess/departmentthatoccurslater(towardstheend)inawork-
flow of service delivery or production sequence.
Dynamicenvironment:Aninteractiveenvironmentthatkeepschangingandinvolvesconflicting/competingforces.
Efficiency: The comparison of what is actually produced or performed with what can be achieved with the same 
consumption of resources. It can be defined as the optimum utilisation of inputs at lower costs.
Feedback:Informationcollectedbyanentity(individualoragrouporasystem)aboutitspriorworking,tofacilitate
themodificationofthecurrentandfutureworkingforachievingthedesiredresults.




Local: Relating or restricted to particular subsystems or units.
Openloop:Itdoesnotusefeedbacktodetermineifitsoutputhasachievedthedesiredgoalofinput.Itdoesnot
observe the output of the processes controlled by it.
Operatingsystem:Itisthewayasystemfunctionsandcontrolsdifferententitieslikepatients,resourcesandpro-
cesses.Itisaworkingmethodthatfocusesprincipallyonthecauseandeffectrelationships(orstimulus/response,
behaviour, etc.) of specific interest at a particular point in time.
Operationalcontrol:Itisthecontrolovertheexecutionofnormalbusinessprocessesattheoperationallevel.
Operatorload:Itisthetotalworkanemployee/operatorperformsdependingonhisworkingspeedandskills.
Pathways: Routes followed by patients that pass through various departments of outpatient clinics, depending on 
patients’ diagnostic complexities.
Patient: A person receiving or registered to receive medical treatment.
Planning: A process of organising the activities and developing a strategy of future action to achieve the desired set 
of goals.
Process:Sequenceofinterdependentandlinkedproceduresthatconsumeoneormoreresources(employeetime,
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Box 1.1: (Continued)
Real-time:Theactualtimeduringwhichaprocessoreventoccurs.
Resource: Staff that support functioning of the hospital.
Responsetime:Itisthetimetakenbytheschedulertoobtainanoptimalpath.
Scheduling: The process of converting plan into action based on given information with available resources and 
timeconstraints.Aschedulecanalsobedefinedasadetailedplanofthetaskswithrespecttotime.
Sequencing: Arranging or organising the activities one after the other or in a particular order, usually on the basis 
oftaskinterdependence.
Servicetime:Itisthetimetakenforprovidingcaretoapatient.
Subsystem:  A subsystem is a set of elements, which is a system by itself and a component of a larger system.
System: A system is a set of interacting or interdependent components forming an integrated whole. Every system 










Utilisation: The proportion of the available time that a resource or a system is operating.
Variability: It is the change in the state of a system or the process of variation, from time to time.
Waiting time: It is the time elapsed between the arrival of a patient and the start of a service or care.
Workflow:Seriesofactivitiesnecessarytocompleteatask/procedure,consistingofanorchestratedandthe
repeatable pattern of activities, enabled by the systematic organisation of resources into processes that transform 
materials, provide services, or process information.
WIP: WIP is partially completed processes or services that are initialised or started, but are not finished.
Workload:Itistheamountofworkanindividual,adepartmentorasystemhastodo.
WIP:Work-in-process




The patients in the OPC follow any of the pathways, D1, D2, D1-D3, D2-D3, D1-D3-D1,
D1-D3-D2,D2-D3-D2,D2-D3-D1,dependingonthetypeofcareandpatients’medicalcondi-
tion. Therefore, selection of the pathway is uncertain. New patient arrivals, along with the 
re-entryofpatientsfromvariousdepartments,increasepatientdemandandresultinvari-
ability. The schedules of resources or patients are based on forecasts of average demand. 
The resources are scheduled according to the forecasts of average demand and availabil-
ity constraints.[25]TheOPCsfollowaruleofmaintainingaratiobetweenafixednumberof
appointments andwalk-inpatients forpatient scheduling. If thepatientdemandexceeds
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theplannednumber(duetowalk-ins),thestaffextendtheirworkinghours,resultinginstaff
overtime.
Planning and control are local to the departments; hence every department controls its 
own patient flow with the aim to optimise its capacity and improve its efficiency. Due to 
thefunctionalstructureinanOPC,thedepartmentaldecisionsareindependentlytakenby
managers forachievingdepartment-specific goals,with limitedknowledge.[4,5,26] The man-
ager in D1, using the average demand anticipation, negotiates for an extra resource during 
planning and scheduling, and by obtaining it, D1 treats the patients faster. The patients are 
releasedfromupstreamdepartmentD1todownstreamdepartmentD3withoutknowingthe
downstream’s status. This definitely improves the departmental efficiency and the waiting 
timeofpatientsinD1.However,D3receivespatientsfasterfromD1andisnotreadytotake
many patients, as D3 resources are limited. Therefore, D3 has an increase in arrival rate but 
no change is caused in service rate, resulting in patients waiting longer in D3. D1 improved 
its patient flow, but its efficiency does not reduce the patient’s cycle time. Information about 
patient demand or available resources is not shared among the departments. This lack
of coordination between the departments creates bottlenecks in theOPC, disrupting the
patient flow and causing an increase in latency.[6,8] This shows that functional organisational 
structuresoftenfacilitateefficientdepartments,butnotoverallOPCefficiency.Duetothis,
hospitals accept inefficiencies in their organisations, and the department managers’ goals 
(local)donotmatchwiththegoals(global)ofthehospital/OPC.[6]




these two departments. Therefore, according to the queue limit (layout dependent) and sup-
ply, the departments can set some rules (WIP cap), based on which decisions can be made. 
Example:if(Queue3>t)→(D1:↓andD2:↓).TheOPCsoftencollectfeedbackaftertheevent
(end of the day). Cause and effect are experienced during the same time, whereas action is 
takenlaterthroughplanningandscheduling.Thelatencycanbeeitheradayorweekora
month.Becauseoflongerlatency,theworkflowcannotbeoptimisedinthesametimescale.
Atpresent,OPCsutilise feedback for futureplanningandcontrol and thisdoesnot influ-
encethecurrentworkflowproblems.ThislatencyhinderstheperformanceoftheOPCsys-
tem. Therefore, theOPC system requires constant feedback from all subsystems, so that
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thefeedbackandtakingactiontoimprovetheworkflow.Itisthislatencythatcategorisesthe
OPCasopenloopsystemratherthanclosedloopsystem.







such that the variability and the uncertainty (open system characteristics) are optimally buff-
ered,andOPCsystemisgenerallyoptimised.Beingresponsivetoachangingdemandcanbe
achievedbybeingflexibleenoughtoaccommodatechanges inreal-time,without latency.




The cycle time mainly constitutes of service time, travel time and waiting time. Service time 




the distance of departments or locations. Waiting time is the result of the management of 
patientsandresources,andthecoordinationamongdepartmentsintheOPC.Accordingto
Little’s law, the cycle time can be either controlled or minimised by reducing the waiting time, 
while holding the throughput constant.[12] In the example above, the cycle time is minimised 
if the total waiting time at all departments in the pathway is reduced. In order to achieve this, 
departmentsintheOPCshouldplan,scheduleandcoordinateasasystem,inreal-time.This
thesis demonstrates the various methods for optimising patient flow globally (overall) and in 
real-timetoimprovethecycletime,waitingtimeandutilisationofresourcesinOPCs.












In order to test the central hypothesis of the present study, the overall research question is:
Howcanoverall(global)optimisationalongwithreal-timeschedulingimprovethewait/cycle
time and hospital performance?
Thisresearchquestionleadstothefollowingsub-questions,whichareexploredinthisstudy.
1. Doesoverall(global)optimisationalongwithpredictive(nearlyreal-time)resourceplan-
ning improve waiting time and cycle time?
2. Doesoverall(global)optimisationalongwithreal-timepatientschedulingimprovewait-
ing time and cycle time?
3. Does overall (global) optimisation alongwith real-time coordination of resources and
patients improve waiting time and cycle time?
4. What combination of each optimisation model best improves (reduces) the waiting time 
and cycle time?
OUTLINE OF THE THESIS
The thesis is organised as follows:
Chapter2presentsliteraturesurveytoidentifythegapbetweenwhatisknownandwhatis
notknownaboutplanning,schedulingandcontrolinOPCsinreal-time.Ithighlightsthevari-
ous variables used in design operating system. Chapter 3 presents the research methodol-
ogy, selection of variables, research strategies used, research design and data collection and 
analysis. In Chapter 4, we present predictive resource planning model that determines the 
resources required to adapt to patient demand by considering variability and uncertainty, in 
short-term.WedevelopamathematicalmodelbasedonTakttimemanagementtogener-
ate resource plans. We present the simulation results along with the implementation results 
where the model has been implemented. The effect of reaction time on waiting times and 
cycletimesisalsoexplored.InChapter5,wepresentanintegralpatientschedulingmodel
13 
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forminimisingthepatients’timespentintheOPC.Forthat,wedevelopahybridantagent
algorithm to minimise patient waiting time. We show the effect of this patient scheduling on 
waiting times and cycle times through simulation and implementation results. In Chapter 6, 
wepresentreal-timeschedulingofresourcesandpatientsandthecoordinationrequiredto
achievereal-timescheduling.TheOPCismodelledasamulti-agentsystemwhereresources
and patients are agents that negotiate and coordinate to achieve their respective goals. We 
present the simulation and the implementation results (waiting time, cycle time and utilisa-
tion). Chapter 7 presents the synthesis and discussion of the main findings of the thesis along 
with the best mix of optimisation models required for an ideal operating system, followed by 
study limitations and future research.
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INTRODUCTION
Wepresentanoverviewoftherelatedworkonresourceplanningandscheduling,patient
scheduling and coordination in outpatient clinics (OPCs). Learning/exploring more about
operations management (planning, scheduling and control) of patients and resources (staff) 
willfacilitatetheresearchinfindingfurtherwaystooptimisetheworkflow.
Planning, Scheduling and Control in Hospitals
We now analyse how hospitals plan, schedule and control their operations, the input, out-
put and control variables used in such studies, and what can be used from the literature for 
designinganoperatingsystemthatoptimisesworkflowinreal-time.
Resource planning
Planning, schedulingandcontrolof resources,patients,andactivitiesare important tasks
that impact waiting time in hospitals.[1]Variousresearchershaveproposed frameworksof




limited to planning and scheduling that is performed in advance. The number of resources 
required for a patient group is determined at the aggregate level. Aggregate planning bal-
ances the capacity and demand to minimise costs. The term “aggregate” is used because 
planning at this level includes all resources “in the aggregate.” There are business manage-
mentsoftwarelikemanufacturingresourceplanningandenterpriseresourceplanning(ERP)
that are used in industries to collect, store and manage data from planning, inventory, ship-
ping, etc. Van Merode et al.[3] analysed the use of ERP to hospital systems. These planning 
systems do not reflect the reality due to variability and uncertainty in demand. The authors 
suggest that the available planning tools are inadequate for stochastic demand, thereby 
necessitating the usage of an advanced planning system (APS). APS simultaneously plans and 
schedules operations based on the available resources and actual demand. It provides visual 
management, increased throughput, and improved services.[4,5]
Demand forecasting is a way to deal with variability and uncertainty. Hospitals plan and sched-
uleresourcesmuchaheadoftime(weeklyormonthly)dependingontheirexpectedaverage
demand based on the clinic’s experience or through an appointment system.[6-8] Forecasting 
patientdemandisdoneinshort-termlikeaday,butnotshorterthanthat.Evenwithdaily
prediction, the variability remains high. Staff scheduling is often concerned with cost opti-
misation, utilisation and efficiency, and not with optimisation of waiting time. Mansdorf[6] 
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describes resource (staff) scheduling by using a mathematical model for a multispecialty 
clinicthat includedvarioustypesofcare,staffmix,staffworkinghoursandovertime.The
staff scheduling is based on the average deterministic demand and remains fixed for a 
month.Itdoesnotincorporatetheshort-termdemandvariability.AnotherstudybyHulshof
et al.[9] adapted resources to deterministic demand (not stochastic) in the longer time horizon 
(week).Waitingtimeandcostweretheparametersofinterest.Althoughtheresourceswere
scheduled on the basis of the patient demand, they did not capture the variability and uncer-
taintyintheshort-term.Demandforecastingmodelsusedinthehospitalspredictdemand
overalongtimehorizonandsuchmodelsdonotcapturevariabilityintheshort-term,hence
theexistingcapacityplanningdoesnotwork.[10] Resource planning and scheduling are strate-
gic and tactical decisions that fail to incorporate operational level information.
Staff scheduling using analytical models is not sufficient as they do not capture real life sce-
narios.[6,9] Therefore, hospitals, as well as researchers, use simulation models to study the 
effect of all significant variables on the patient flow in a department or the entire hospital. 
The individual parameters are adjusted through a series of simulations, providing the man-
agement with valuable material to support its decisions in a complex clinical production with 
constant demands for higher efficiency in several areas. Integrating simulation modelling and 




basis. A model was built on the basis of a real case study, utilising empirical data to rep-
resent real service time, patient arrival times, doctor lateness and absence. It focused on 
scheduledpatientsasithadonlyafewdailywalk-inpatients.Servicetimesandarrivalrate
were the independent variables, and the performance measures were resource utilisation, 
number of patients treated and patient lead time.[8] The hospitals schedule their resources on 
the basis of the average deterministic demand.[14] Harper[12] highlighted the need to capture 
variability inpatientdemandandcomplexityof thehospitalsystem.Ageneric framework
for operational modelling of hospital capacity was proposed, and a planning and manage-
menttoolcalledpatientandresourceoperationalmanagementplanningtool(PROMPT)was
developedusingthisframework.Thetoolincorporatedstatisticalanalysisofdatafollowed
by a simulation model of the hospital. It classified the patients into different groups and 




these capacities are used to schedule surgeries at the operational level. When demand is 
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lesserthanexpected,thetime-slotsremainidle.Itimprovesthewaitingtimebutiscoun-
terproductive to hospital efficiency.[1] Rouppe van der Voort et al.[15] demonstrated that 
the delays (waiting times) are caused by the system design resulting in a poor matching 
of supply and demand. Various ways were used to match the supplies with deterministic 
demand (through appointments) for a single department to improve delays in access to 
care. 
The study conducted by Vermeulen et al.[16]inacomputedtomographyscanOPCshowsthat






with fewer patients and larger variability, needs more surplus resources. Resource resched-
ulingwasnotdynamic.Stochasticpatientarrivalsfor20weeksweresimulatedtoanalyse
the effect of scheduling. The study coordinated resource scheduling and patient schedul-
ing. Scheduling was performed for a single procedure or a department, not for multiple 
departments. 
Van Merode[17] describes hospitals as functional structures that include several care stages 
performed by various health care professionals. The efficiency and effectiveness of the hos-
pital is a result of the planning and control decisions made for care services at each stage. 
Departments are often concerned with maximising the efficiency of their processes. Thus, 
they put their professionals and resources at the centre and organise everything around them, 
not around the patient. The departmental goals differ from that of the hospital.[18] Due to the 
interdependence of departments, fluctuations in either patient arrivals or resource availability 
or both in one department may affect the entire patient pathway. This may result in varying 
waiting times for the patients at different stages of the care pathway. From a hospital perspec-
tive, this may result in varying resources’ utilisation. The local management of patients and 
resourcesindepartmentsleadstosub-optimisation,whichisathreatasthecapacitydecisions
aretakeninisolationandnotinanoverallhospitalperspective.[18,19] Hospitals have tried to 
adapt production control principles to optimise their performance, but these are applied to 
the independent business units and not to the system as a whole.[20]
The literature shows that hospitals often match the demand with supplies. The resource plan-
ningisbasedonthedeterministicaveragepatientdemandinlongertimehorizons(weeks-
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optimisationofdepartments results inbottlenecks in thepatient flow.Hospitals schedule
patients (pre-scheduledorwalk-in) for carealongwith the resources.Next,we study the
impact of patient scheduling on the performance of hospitals. 
Patient scheduling
In general, patients are scheduled based on the availability of resources (doctors and 
equipment) with the goal of matching the patient demand with supply, most often to max-
imise resource utilisation and profit. Often, patient scheduling deals with appointment
scheduling.[21-24] In the literature, we notice that the appointment systems have evolved 
from manual methods to automated methods.[25-29] The first publishedwork on patient
scheduling was by Bailey who attempted to balance the patient and doctor waiting times 
through queuing models.[23] Unfortunately, the queuing models were insufficient to incor-
porate complexities within hospitals, whereas simulation modelling captured workflow
complexities. Therefore, various scheduling policies were analysed by simulation modelling 
to improve resource utilisation and waiting times.[22] Appointment scheduling considers no 
shows,cancellation,doublebookingandtime-slotallocationforwalk-inpatients.[21,24,26,30-32] 
OPCs reserve certain time-slots forwalk-inpatientsbasedon thedemand forecast.[33-37] 
Forecastingwalk-inpatientdemand improves scheduling.[33,34] However, the studies that 
includedwalk-inpatients inpatient schedulinghadconsidereda fewnumberofwalk-in
patients.[8,26,35]
Theonlystudythatconsideredahighpercentage(72%)ofwalk-inpatientsinaclinicapplied
four types of mixed registration strategies.[36]Oneoftheseminimisedthewaitingtimeand
throughput time (cycle time) for scheduled patients, while another minimised the same 
parameters for walk-in patients. This study provides effective management of time-slots
forregistrationofbothtypesofpatients,butthewalk-inpatientswerenotpre-plannedin
real-time.Differentstrategiesweretried,andoneofthemworkedforthatparticularsitua-
tion. There was no mathematical model that could be generalised for other hospitals. The 
study was only for the registration department. 
In literature, the research on patient scheduling has mainly dealt with optimising appoint-
ment scheduling. The patients are independently scheduled in different departments because 
ofdepartment-centriccontrolinOPCs.Becauseoflocalcontrol,variabilityanduncertainty,
some departments are overcrowded and some remain idle. Patients wait in queues of the 
overcrowded departments and are unaware of their pathways and the waiting status of other 
departments.Withincreasedcomplexitiesindiagnosesandtreatment,patientsmighttake
complex pathways and visit multiple departments. Patients are often scheduled without 
considering a complete patient pathway, because of which they repetitively wait at various 
departments. 
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Itisalsoobservedthatdisparatesub-systemsinOPCsmanagepatientschedulingandresource
scheduling in isolation.[2] The goals of the patients, resources, departments and management 
differfromeachother.Therefore,aquestionofinterestiswhetherOPCperformancecanbe
improved if resources, patients and their scheduling are managed in an integrated fashion. 
Forthis,theOPCsystemsrequirereal-timecoordinationamongdepartmentsforplanning,




patients.[38] Brailsford et al.[39] states that effective interactions between departments improve 
workflow,utilisationandprovidequalitycare.Theimportanceofcoordinationandcommu-
nication in process operations was demonstrated by the use of an electronic whiteboard in 
emergency and inpatient departments.[40,41]TheframeworkofVisserset al. is limited to plan-
ning and scheduling at a strategic and tactical level. The planning and scheduling of resources 
andpatientsareperformedatdifferentlevels(henceareisolated)andlacksacoordination
mechanism at the operational level.[2]
The analytical models are inadequate for modelling interactions in hospitals, and therefore, 
amethodologycalled“multi-agentsystems”(MASs) isused.Thismethodology iseffective
and efficient in handling interactions in distributed and dynamic environments.[42] Formally, 
the MAS is composed of multiple interacting agents within an environment. All the staff, 
resources, managers and patients represent the different types of agents with predefined 
goals, which interact and cooperate to collectively improve their state.[43] This system has 
been used in the modelling of emergency departments, operation theatres and inpatient 
hospitals.[44,45] Paulussen et al.[46,47] describe patients and resources as agents and show that 
scheduling and coordinating the patients increases efficiency. Patient agents compete for 
time-slotsofscarceresources.Alltheabovestudiesperformedsimulationmodellingtolook
at an optimal solution using the coordinating agents. However, the output was given to the 
departments to let themadopt. Thesemodelsdonothave feedbackandoptimisation in
real-time.
Decker[48] developed a coordination mechanism that modelled the hospital as MAS, with 
different rule-based agents bidding for resources or time-slots.Generalised partial global
planning (GPGP) is a scheduling coordination approach that provides a planner to create 
taskstructuresaimingforachievingagentgoalsandaschedulerthatattemptstomaximise
utility. A GPGP approach along with MAS modelling reduced the patient’s stay (cycle time) 
and increased throughput in a spatially distributed hospital. Deshpande et al.[49] extended the 
GPGP approach by providing a coordination mechanism for resource sharing across hospitals 
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withmultipleobjectiveslikequality,costanddurationforoptimisation,whichreducedthe
complexity.ŠtiglicandKokol[50] modelled hospitals as MAS to monitor and forecast patient 
demandforaweek,basedonwhichtheresourceschedulingwasadaptedforthatweek.A
schedulingagentevaluatedtheavailabletime-slotsandwaitingtimesbeforefixingappoint-
ments for patients to reduce the average waiting times. 
Vermeulen et al.[51]proposedmulti-agentParetoappointmentexchangingforpatientschedul-
ing. The patients’ schedule is improved by virtual agents, who negotiate and exchange appoint-
mentstoreducethewaitingtime.Zölleret al.[52] describe patient scheduling that allows them 
to bid for the earliest treatment based on the resources that are auctioned. Agents repre-
sentingthepatientscompetefortreatmentappointmentsinthefictitiousmarketplace.The
resourceagentsauctionofftime-slots,andifaresourceisfree,itsnexttime-slotisassigned
to the patient agent with the highest bid. Each patient agent determines the benefit of treat-
ment as the price it is willing to pay. The utility of a resource is defined according to how much 
it improves a patient’s health. This approach reduced waiting times and improved resource 
occupancyinthehospital,butfailedtoincorporateschedulingofwalk-inpatients.
As seen in the literature, scheduling of patients and resources has been performed in isola-
tion. A study conducted by White et al.[53] shows that integration of patient scheduling, capac-
ity scheduling and patient flow improves the patients’ experience and the clinic’s operational 
performance.[53] This study describes capacity allocation, various appointment scheduling 
policies and different patient flow configurations, but does not optimise its performance in 
real-time.Despitethepotentialimportanceofcoordinationandintegrationoftheseissues,
we find surprisingly few studies on this. 
CONCLUSION
The aim of this literature review was to analyse the methods and techniques used for plan-
ning, scheduling and control of patients, resources and activities. More specifically, we 
wanted to identify significant variables todesign anoperating system that improvesOPC
performancebyglobalandreal-timescheduling.
Operations’modellinginhospitalshasbeenresearchedextensivelyintherecentpast.The
resource planning is based on the deterministic and average demand over a long time hori-
zon. The variability and uncertainty in actual demand widen the gap between planning and 
reality. The current planning methods do not incorporate variability and uncertainty during 
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Inordertosumup,theOPCsystemsconsistofdisparatesub-systemsthatarelocallyman-




resource planning, patient scheduling and coordination mechanism and by incorporating 
variability and uncertainty, thereby improving the performance measures, namely, waiting 
time, cycle time and utilisation. We present the selection of design variables used to design 
an operating system in this study in Chapter 3.
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INTRODUCTION
In this chapter, we present the variables used, the research strategies and design, the settings 
wherethestudywasconducted,thedesign/plan,populationandthesamples.Ethicalconsid-
erations, data collection, analyses and the research flow are described.
VARIABLES
Initially, we did exploratory research to identify the variables through focus group discussions 
with the staff and doctors, who were the service providers in the hospital under study. In 
addition, we described the literature (Chapter 2), with attention to the variables that differ-
ent researchers have used and considered these for our own choice. Further, we have veri-
fied these variables with the administrators and managers of the hospital. We have selected 
the following dependent variables (also called output variables): Waiting times, cycle times 
and utilisation.
There are two types of independent variables, also referred to as input variables: Controllable 
and uncontrollable. The controllable independent variables in this study are resource sched-
uling, patient scheduling and coordination mechanism. The uncontrollable independent 
variablesare independentofeachotherandcannotbemanipulated in real-worldexperi-
ments; however, they can be changed in simulation models. The uncontrollable independent 
variables in this study are patient volume, arrival times, patient types, service times and 
skilllevels/cross-skills.Wecannotoptimisevaluesoftheseinthehospitalitself,butwecan
optimise the values of the controllable variables to give best results over a range of plausible 
uncontrollable inputs. We select reaction time as an uncontrolled independent variable that 





detail. In order to capture the finer and minute details about the variables and the constraints 
thataffecttheoutput,theworkflowneedstobeanalysed.
With the help of this understanding, a simulation model can be developed. Simulations can 
generally be conducted faster than in real-timeand allowexperimentationwithdifferent
values of the uncontrollable variables. Various experiments in different scenarios can be 
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conducted by using the simulation model. In order to observe the impact of interventions 
in the real environment, the optimisation models need to be implemented in the hospital 
settings.Theimplementationoftheresearchoroptimisationmodelsinreal-timeisthefinal
stage of this research. Therefore, we characterise the research strategy into three facets: A 
case study, model building and implementation.
Case Study
For the preliminary exploratory stage, we used a case study to investigate a contemporary 
phenomenonwithinitsreal-lifecontext.Acasestudyisusefulintheearlystagesofresearch
when a fresh perspective is needed. Its strength is its ability to deal with a full range of evi-
dence: Documentation, artefacts, interviews and observations. We examined an outpatient 
clinic (OPC) systemoveraperiod tounderstand itsworking conditions/environment. This
providedrealistic informationrelatedtotheproblemunderconsideration.Workflowopti-
misationintheOPCinvolvesmanycomplexitiesinpatientpathways,patientsandresources
management and various administrative issues. In order to record the fine details of the 










this model, each of the optimisation/intervention models was applied, and the output/
dependent variables were measured. The outcomes were analysed, and recommendations 
were deduced.
Implementation
Implementationof research in real-lifedealswithvarious issues related topatients, staff,
managementandinformationtechnologies(IT).Theoptimisation/interventionmodelswere
integrated into the hospital management system software. The data from the hospital data-
basewasutilisedtotestthemodels’workabilityinareal-timesystem.Themodel’scompat-
ibility with other functions of the software was tested. The models were implemented for 
2monthsintheOPCofAravindEyeHospital(AEH),afterwhichthedatarelevanttothestudy
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was collected to validate the optimisation models. Further, the data before implementation 
and after implementation were compared and recommendations were made. In addition, 
the opinion of the staff, doctors and administrators about their experience on waiting times 
were collected.
RESEARCH DESIGN
This study used a quantitative descriptive experimental design to identify, analyse and 
describethefactorscontributingtoprolongedwaitingtimesandcycletimesinOPCs.
Quantitative Research
This study attempted to quantify the factors identified as contributing to waiting times and 
cycle times in theOPCs.Thevariables thatwequantifyarepatientvolume,arrival times,
service times, number of resources, patient age, waiting times, cycle times and utilisation. 
Gender and clinical pathways are categorical; hence, they are not quantified. 
Descriptive Research
The study explored the factors influencing thewaiting times and cycle times in OPCs. It
attempted to identify new meanings and insights. This research attempted to investigate 
the full nature of the phenomenon (waiting times), the manner in which it manifests and 
propagates and the related factors that could influence it. This aims to identify accurate char-
acteristicsofthereal-lifesituationsintheOPC.AcasestudyinthenaturalsettingofanOPC
provided detailed information on the processes.
Experimental Research
Experimental research is a systematic and scientific approach to research that manipulates one 
or more variables and controls and measures any change in other variables. This study manip-
ulated the independent controllable variables (planning and scheduling rules of resources 
and patients and coordination between them) by experimenting with a range of values for 
independentuncontrollablevariables likedifferentpatientvolume,arrivalpattern/distribu-
tion and service times, to observe the effect on dependent variables: Waiting times and cycle 
times (Figure 3.1). The independent uncontrollable, controllable and extraneous variables are 
theinputstotheOPCmodel,anddependentvariablesarethemeasuredoutputs.
Stratified random sampling was used to select the experimental design. The monthly 
patient demand for a year was analysed. The observation and analysis of the data collected 
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helped in analysing the variability in the patient demand over a period of 1 year. No 2 days 
received the same patient demand. It was observed that around 30.2% was between 1000 
and 1600 patients/day, 53.4%was between 1600 and 2000 patients/day and 16.4%was
>2000patients/day.Basedonthisanalysis,thepatientdemand/loadwascategorised into
three groups: Low, medium and high. Different arrival times were generated for the same 
mean patient arrivals. The same randomiser input was used for simulation with the two dif-
ferentscenarios:Currentrulesandproposedreal-timerules.Thisassuredthattheresults
obtained were not due to randomness. The patient category is one factor with three levels. 
Reaction time plays an important role in waiting time, and we selected three levels for this. 
Thelevelswerer(t1)≤10min,11≤r(t2)≤20minand21≤r(t3)≤30min.Thereactiontimes
for different departments were randomly assigned to the mentioned level. Therefore, two 
factors with three levels were selected (Table 3.1). The experiments were conducted with the 
existing and the proposed models. Full factorial experiments were carried out to estimate the 
effectofselectedfactorsonperformanceparameters.Thiswasthebasicframeworkforthe
simulation model. It was further adapted to suit specific research questions and is described 
in detail in the subsequent chapters.
Figure 3.2 shows a schematic representation of simulation experiments. Experimental designs 
were replicated to estimate the variability associated with the phenomenon. The mean and 
standard deviation of the dependent variables were collected after the simulation run was 
over. The simulation was stopped with the completion of replications of the experimental 
designs. The study examines the influence of different variables and interventions on waiting 
Resources: Number and types 
Figure 3.1: Relations between variables
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Figure 3.2: Simulation experiments
Table 3.1: Experimental factors
Factors/independentvariables Setting
Patient class 1. Low
2. Medium
3. High
Reaction time r(t) in min ≤10
11-20
21-30
Intervention Existing  
Proposed
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times and cycle times by simulation and field experiment. The dependent variables, waiting 
times and cycle times were measured before and after optimisation or intervention to accept 
or reject the hypothesis. The level of significance is determined by P value in statistical tests. 
A P =0.05wasselected,meaningthatforP<0.05thenullhypothesis isrejectedandthe
alternative hypothesis is accepted.
RESEARCH HYPOTHESES









In a general hospital, a patient may have any ailment specific to one part of the body. This will 
be identified at the first level of screening and the patient is sent to the concerned depart-
ment. Similar to a general hospital, even in an eye hospital, patients are first screened and 
sent to the concerned specialty clinic. 
In India, out of several eye hospitals, AEH, Madurai (Tamil Nadu, India) has a name for 
quality. The hospital attains its goals by strict attention to cost optimisation and high qual-
ity through its operational excellence.[1-4] AEH is an integrated hospital[5] with standardised 
operations and the services are focussed on patients. AEH focusses on the maximum utili-
sationofresources.With<1%ofthecountry’sophthalmicworkforce,AEHaccountsfor
5%ofophthalmicsurgeriesperformednationwide.AEHprovidesspecialisedservices in
large volumes. It is theworld’s largest hospital that performed 401,529 surgeries and
treated 2,396,864 outpatients during 2014-15.[6-8] The hospital uses a manual schedul-
ingsystemandlocaloptimisationtomanageitsworkflow.Patientsareprovidedcareby
meansoffirst-comefirst-servedbasisattheregistration.Westudiedthereal-timeglobal
optimisation in this high volume hospital that does not use appointments and provides 
careto thepatientonthesameday.AdetailedworkingofAEHOPC isprovided in the
respective chapters. 
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two units. These units were identical in their structure with the same number of resources 
scheduledineachunit.Itisalsointerestingthatboththeunitsmaintainedequalworkload
and we chose these units for this study.
The research dealt with operational problems; therefore, the participants involved in this 
study were patients, staff, managers, administrators, paramedical staff, doctors and people 
workingintheITdepartment.
DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
The initial data were collected by observing and interviewing patients and hospital staff, 
such as doctors, paramedical staff, managers and administrative staff, to understand the 
workflowprocess.Theempiricaldatafromthe IntegratedHospitalManagementSystem
(IHMS) and the Clinical Management System (CMS) software were used to obtain data 
relevant to the study’s research questions. The relevant data were extracted and reported 
byusingMicrosoftExcelsoftware.Statisticaldatalikemeanandstandarddeviationwere
analysedandobtainedfromtheempiricaldata.Adata-fittingtool,EasyFit,wasusedto
estimate the probability distribution of service time and patient arrival time. The good-






The study did not include any of the patients directly. The research was related to operations 
management; therefore, the data were collected from the IHMS and CMS from the hospital 
database.Patientdatarelatedtologistics,namely,in-timeandout-time,ageandtypewere
extracted from the database. Confidentiality was maintained as no personal data, such as 
patient names and addresses, were extracted. The scheduling affected the patients’ experi-
encepositivelyintheOPC.Afewpatientswaitedlongerthantheywouldhavewithoutthe
intervention, but this was a small percentage of patients.
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RESEARCH FLOW
After data collection and its analysis, the research steps followed are shown in Figure 3.3. 
Based on the data collected during case study and empirical data, a simulation model of the 
OPCwasdeveloped.[9-14] The model was validated by using the mean and standard devia-
tion of the dependent variables, namely, waiting time and cycle time. Further, the research 
developed three optimisation models to test the hypotheses. Each of the optimisation mod-
els was applied (one at a time first and then together) to the AEH simulation model and run 
by manipulating (by using designs) the independent variables. Results of each model were 
analysed and compared with the empirical data. The optimisation models were implemented 
intheOPCofAEHfor2monthseachanddatawascollectedlater.Thedependentvariables
were compared with the existing and optimised models, and statistical tests were conducted 
for significance analysis. 
In Chapter 4, we present predictive resource planning to test the first hypothesis and answer 
thefirstresearchquestion.InChapter5,wepresentintegralpatientschedulingtotestthe
second hypothesis and answer the second research question. In Chapter 6, we present 
Figure 3.3: Research flow chart
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real-timeschedulingandcoordinationofresourcestotestthethirdhypothesisandanswer
the third research question. In Chapter 7, we mix different combinations of the models to 
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INTRODUCTION
Resource planning and control have become extremely important in operations management 
ofoutpatientclinics(OPCs).Owingtoexpandingpatientdemand,greaterpatientexpecta-
tionsandincreasinglycomplexpatientflow,OPCsystemsareunderconstantpressuretopro-
vide quality care despite limited resources.[1-3]Timelycareisameasureofhealth-carequality
that concerns many countries. Patients’ waiting time is the major reason for complaints, and 
patient satisfaction plays a crucial role in quality management.[1]
OPCsfaceoperationalproblemsbecauseofthevariabilityanduncertaintyindemandandser-
vicetimes,andresourceplanningisoftenbasedonaspectslike(1)averagepatientdemand,
(2) resource scheduling performed ahead of time and (3) local optimisation. In most of the 
OPCs,resourcesareplannedandmanagedthroughasimpledeterministicapproachusing
average demand and service times.[4] Patient arrivals are not uniform and follow Poisson dis-









by their environment and experience variability and uncertainties that are caused by late, 
early or random patient arrivals, varied service times and unpredictable clinical pathways.[7] 
Resource planning, on the basis of incomplete demand information, does not entirely reflect 






tal level (local). Every department controls its patient flow and resources. Decisions are often 
takenwithout coordinationwith other departments, because ofwhich patients from the
upstream departments are pushed to the downstream departments, which are not ready to 
service them. Thus, patients wait in some departments and resources remain idle in other 
departments. Ludwig et al. provide insight into the relationship between departmental and 
hospital efficiencies. Local optimisation in the departments might improve departmental 
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efficiency,butdoesnotnecessarilyimproveOPC-wideefficiency.[14] The departmentally opti-
misedOPCsmatch patient demandwith their services,while patient-centricOPCsmatch
their resources to patient demand. Van Merode et al.suggeststheuseofshort-termplanning
when the demand is nondeterministic.[15]
The commonly used planning and control approaches are inadequate as they are not 
demand-drivenandlacksynchronisation.Therefore,thereisaneedtodesignanOPCsystem
that synchronises patient flow between the departments and determines the service pace 
based on actual patient demand with minimum waiting time. We propose a robust predictive 
resource planning where resources are planned to adapt to demand variability in the short 
term(hour-hour)andsynchronisepatientflowbetweenthedepartmentsbyglobalplanning,
rather than simply reacting or responding to whatever comes their way.[16] It means that an 
OPCsystemthatservicespatientsbasedonsystemstatusoractualdemand(pullsystem)is
better than the one based on projected or average demand (push system).[17]
Toyota Production System (TPS) is a world leader in industrial production. It utilises a com-
binationofpushandpulltoreachandmaintainacontinuousprocessflowtoreduceWork-
In-Process(WIP).[18-20] TPS considers time as a systemic variable associated with the flow of 











and overproduction and stabilises the system.
TheOPCinAravindEyeHospital(AEH)wasagoodtestcaseforthisstudyasitfitsintothe
assumedworkingconditions. It isdepartment-centricanddeterminestheresourcesmuch
ahead of time, based on average demand. AEH has a resemblance to an assembly line system 
(alineofworkersandequipmentalongwhichaproductbeingassembledpassesconsecu-
tively from one operation to another until it is completed).[25-28]ThepatientsintheOPCmove
through various departments that perform specific and successive tasks. However, some
aspectsoftheOPC,suchaslocalcontrolofoperationsinthedepartmentsandunevenpatient
demand, differ from assembly line systems. The patient arrivals are random (no appoint-
mentsystemisused)andindependent,whichmakesthepatientdemandhighlyvariableand
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uncertain. Additionally, it has no control on input and constraints on output, as all patients 
visitingtheOPCareattendedtoonthesameday.[29,30] Therefore, there is a need to adapt 
Takttoaccountforthisvariability.Takttimemanagementisusedforglobaloptimisationin
manufacturing industries, where industry standard for all assembly lines is maintained and 
notappliedintheshortterm.Next,wepresenttheresourceplanningintheOPCandthen
state the hypothesis of this study.
Resource Planning and Scheduling in OPC of AEH
AEHisarenownedeyecarehospital inMadurai,South Indiathatprovidespatient-centred
care.[25,31,32]AEHhasperformed401,529surgeriesandtreated2,396,864outpatientsduring
2014-15.[33] The hospital runs with assembly line efficiency, strict quality norms, standardisa-
tion, cost control and above all, a high patient volume. The resources (ophthalmologists and 
paramedicalstaff)arewelltrainedanddedicated.TheOPCpredictsitspatientdemand,which






units. Departments, such as new registration (NR) and review registration (RR) are common 
to both units, and each unit has five departments, namely, vision (V), refraction (RF), tension 
(TN), dilatation (DL) and preliminary and final examination (PE and FE). For clarity, only unit 
1 is shown inFigure4.1.All thequeues (1-7)areon the first-comefirst-servedbasis.The
patient flow arrows show the possible pathways for new and review patients.
Figure 4.1: Functional structure and operational control in the outpatient clinic system of Aravind Eye Hospital
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TheOPCinFigure4.1functionsaccordingtotherulesinBox4.1.Managersarethecontrol-
lers (C) who plan, schedule and control the activities of the departments (local). Different 
managersareresponsible forschedulingtheresources (r) likeophthalmologistsandpara-
medicalstaff.TheOPCschedulestheophthalmologistsonceamonth,consideringtheiravail-
ability after academic (teaching and research) activities and surgery schedules.
Departments of both the units have the same number of resources, which remains fixed 
throughout thedayandmonth (Rule3).Duringpeakhours,managers (controllers) apply







tion. At any point in a day, a patient is in waiting, processing or finishing state. The patient 
moves through various departments by pathways:NR-V-PE-RF-TN-DL-FE for newpatients
andRR-PE-RF-TN-DL-FEforreviewpatients.TheorderofthedepartmentsRFandPEcan
beinterchanged.Around5%ofthetotalnumberofpatientsexitafterthePE.Wedefinefive
states (in perspective of operations) for a department. S1 → initial state, S2 → waiting state, 
S3 → regular state, S4 →reactivestateandS5→ finish state. Figure 4.2 shows the transition 
of a department in different states.
The department is in the initial state S1 at the time t = 0 (start of the day), when patients 
have not arrived yet. The department moves to the waiting state S2 at t = T if either the 
patientwaitsforresourcesorvice-versa.Thedepartment is intheregularstateS3when
patients arrive at t=Tandareservicedbyresources.Duringpeaktime,duetohighpatient
Box 4.1:RulesfollowedinOPCinAEH
Rule1:Allpatientsareprovidedwiththeservice/careonthesamedayofarrival.
Rule 2: All the queues are FCFS.
Rule 3: Resource planning and scheduling time window is 1 month.
Rule 4: Number of resources is fixed throughout the day and month.
Rule5:Managersscheduletheresources.
Rule 6: Number of resources in unit 1=Number of resources in unit 2.
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demand,thedepartmenthasthemaximumWIPthattheOPCcanhandle.Now,thedepart-
ment moves to reactive state S4. The manager who controls the operations in the depart-
ments responds to the changewith limited knowledge (local and available) and follows
Rule7.Oncethepatientdemandbecomesregular,thedepartmentmovesfromS4toregu-




when the resources to be transferred to departments are busy elsewhere. Therefore, the 
reaction time depends considerably on the resource availability at the time of need and the 
kindofmeasurestaken.Thecorrectivemeasuresimprovewaitingtimeinthedepartments,
but not necessarily the cycle time of patients.
Although theOPC inAEH isefficient, it facesoperationalproblems like longwaitingand
cycle timesandunder-utilisationof resources. TheOPC, likeotherhospitals, (Chapter2,
literature review) is an open-loop systemwith uneven demand, lack of synchronisation
betweendepartmentsandabsenceofdemand-drivenresourceplanning.Theresourcesare
scheduled once a month, based on the average projected demand (push) within the indi-
vidualdepartments.Therefore, inorderto improveitsoperations,theOPCshoulddeter-
minetheservicepacebasedonactualdemand(real-time)foralldepartments.Therefore,
Figure 4.2: State transition diagram for the department
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we develop a robust predictive resource planning, which globally matches service pace of all 
departments to the varying patient demand. The proposed planning accounts for the vari-
abilityinpatientdemandintheshortterm.Further,theTakttimemanagementisappliedto
theshort-termdemandandresourcesarescheduledaccordinglytomaintainpatientflow.
This system is similar to the fast food chains where the raw materials are stored on the 
basis of projected demand (push), while burgers are prepared on customers’ order (pull). In 
thisapproach,weintegrateglobalplanningwithalmostreal-time(neartoactualdemand)
planning.
We state the hypothesis of this study:
“An OPC system with disparate subsystems can reduce cycle/waiting time by global optimisa-
tion, using robust predictive resource planning.”
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: In Section 4.2, we present a robust predic-
tiveresourceplanningmodelthatincorporatesshort-termdemandvariabilityandallocates
resourcestoalldepartmentssuchthattheyaresynchronisedthroughTakttimemanagement
and a balanced patient flow. In Section 4.3, we present materials and methods that include 
data collection and analysis, model development, experimental design and simulation study. 
In Section 4.4, we report the results from different scenarios created on real case studies. 
ThenwediscussourfindingsinSection4.5followedbyaconclusioninSection4.6.




reality is different from the plan. The predictive resource planning model uses three levels of 
control (Figure 4.3). In the first level, the daily patient volumes and patient arrival patterns 
are forecasted by using a forecast generator. The patient volume is predicted on the basis of 
seasonal variations, such as vacations, short holidays and festivals; while, patient arrival pat-
ternsarebasedonhistoricaldata.Inthesecondlevel,apaceorTaktissetonthebasisofthe
forecast data in the short term. A resource planning model identifies the resource require-
ments of all departments throughout the day on the basis of patient demand, constraints on 
resources and precedence. This is a global control measure and the resource plan is shared 
with all departments. Finally, resources are planned to match the service with arrival rate, 
i.e., resources are matched to patient demand. In order to implement the predictive resource 
planningmodel,weproposeafewchangesintherulesoftheOPC(Box4.2).
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We modify the rules related to resources and their control but retain other rules 1, 2, 6 and 
8oftheOPCsystem.Theplanningtimewindowhasbeenchangedfromamonthtoaday
(Rule 3). Resources are scheduled every hour, and not fixed over a day and month (Rule 4). 




but follow the schedule given by the predictive planning model. The scheduling of resources 
isnotdepartment-centricbutOPC-wide.
In the proposed model, patient flow remains the same but the departments have four 
statesinsteadoffiveasshowninFigure4.2.ThestatesareS1-Initialstate,S2-waitingstate,
S3-regularstateandS4-finishstate.Thepredictiveplanningmodeldevelopsaresourceplan
on the basis of demand forecast and schedules resources to all departments accordingly. 
The model centrally determines the global resource schedules, which are applied locally. 
Thereisnoreactivestateintheproposedmodel,asintheOPC(AEH)model.Instead,there









Figure 4.3: Functional structure and operational control of predictive resource planning and scheduling in outpatient 
clinic system
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Takt Time Based Predictive Resource Planning Model
TakttimeintheOPCcontextcanbeexplainedastheaveragetimeatwhichapatientmoves
outoftheOPC.
Takt time Effective available time in a day
Number of patie
=








that the patients are treated for only 4 min (contradicting the service times in departments 









We discuss in detail the stochasticity associated with service times later in this section. In 
this example, we use only mean service time to calculate a number of resources. Therefore, 
departmentAwillneed10/4=2.5≈3resourcesanddepartmentBwillneed15/4=3.75≈4
resourcestokeepthepaceofthesystem.Asystemwouldworksmoothlywiththisnumber





are forecast by using the historical data, arrival times are generated, and the number of 











with a probability p. Some amount of time (referred to as surplus time sp(t)) is required to 
solve this problem.[34,35]Therefore,theoverallprocessingtimeuntilthetaskiscompletedis
p(t) = s(t) + p sp(t). For example, when a certain patient at a department requires more than 
the average service time, the excess time spent cannot be made up for by attending another 
patient for a lesser time. Therefore, the surplus time above the average service time should 
be included in theTakt timedesign. The squared coefficientof variationof service times
(Equation 3) includes the effects of surplus time, setup times, irregularities, etc. The mean 
processingtimeisE[p(t)]=E[s(t)]+pE[sp(t)].Varianceofp(t)isvars(t)+pvarsp(t)+p(1−p)
(E[sp(t)])2. The squared coefficient of variation of processing time p(t),
[ ]




var s(t) pvar sp(t) p(1 p)(E sp(t) )
C




Mean service time and coefficient of variation are the two fundamental process parameters 
with regard to cycle time performance.[36]Thewaitingtimeisdirectlyproportionaltotheco-
efficient of variation. Hence, in order to improve the cycle time, the coefficient of variation of 
service times, i.e., the surplus time should be minimised. Reducing the process time variability 
is equivalent to increasing the system capacity when measured by cycle time response.[37] The 
demandvariabilityandprocessvariabilityarebufferedby“FirstInFirstOut”queueandbuffer
size (number of patients who can wait in a queue) can be estimated by using Equation 4.4.
max( ) ( )Buffer size *Patient demand    
Takt( )




Where s(t) is the mean service time at the preceding department and s(t)max is the maximum 
service time at the preceding department. Each department could have patients being ser-





flow (line balancing), the relationship or the ratio of service times between the departments 
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that occur due to variability.[38]Operatorload(totalworkanemployeecanperform)varies
accordingto theworkingspeedofemployeesandthusdependsontheirskills.Arealistic




quality products.[39-41] In this case, it is estimated by coefficient of variation of the cycle time, 
c(t).
c(t)
 Standard deviation of c(t)f CV
Mean of c(t)















We develop a mathematical model to identify the number of resources required and the 
parameters used in the process is listed in Table 4.1. The margin is a variable that is not 
directly used in the optimisation problem. Reaction time is an exogenous variable that is 
affectedbytheinternalandexternalenvironmentoftheOPC.Therefore, itseffectonthe
dependent variables is analysed in the simulation model.




m 1 n 1




Subject to the condition that
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model. Constraints (4.7) and (4.8) dealwith the identical service rate in all departments,
which is neither too fast nor too slow, but in pace and within the total available resources 
(globaloptimisation).Constraint(4.9)relatesservicevariability,cycleandTakttimetothe
resources. The solution is not just increasing the resources when departmental demand is 
high, or conversely, but doing so without disturbing the flow of the successive upstream or 
downstreamdepartments.Thissynchronisesthespreadofworkbetweenthedepartments




rm,n Number of resources in mthtime-slotinnth department
RT TotalnumberofavailableresourcesintheOPC




gn Ratio of average service time of nth department to average cycle time
hn Ratio s(t)n /s(t)n+1
s(t)n Mean service time of the nth department




Squared coefficient of variation of processing time P(t) of nth department
OPC:Outpatientclinic
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intheOPC.Theconstraint(4.10)showsthatthenumberofresourcesinalldepartmentsin
the mthtime-slotshouldbewithinanavailabletotal.Thisconstrainttakescareofthecriterion
of line balancing and buffers. Constraint (4.11) assures that at least one resource is always 
allocatedtoeachdepartmentinalltime-slots.Finally,constraint(4.12)requirestheinteger
assignment of resources.
The mathematical model was solved using Integer Linear Programming (ILP). The ILP output 
was the resource plan that indicated the number of resources in each department in each of 
thetime-slots.Weexplaintheplanningmodelwithanexample.Weselected11time-slots











NR RR Vision 1 Preliminary and 
final exam 1




1 0.8 2 2 1 4 4 2 1 16/28
2 1.2 2 2 1 4 4 2 1 16/28
3 0.6 3 3 2 4 4 2 1 20/32
4 0.7 2 3 1 4 4 2 1 17/29
5 0.7 2 3 1 4 4 2 1 17/29
6 1.2 1 2 1 3 4 1 1 13/23
7 1.4 1 2 1 3 3 1 1 12/21
8 2.4 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 9/16
9 5.4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7/12
10 12 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7/12
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data Collection and Analysis
Initially, the data was collected from the observations and interviews of patients and hospital 
staff (ophthalmologists, paramedical staff, managers and administrative officers) of AEH. Patient 
andprocessdatawereobtainedfromJanuary2012toJune2012fromthein-housesoftware,
i.e., Integrated Hospital Management System (IHMS) and Clinical Management System (CMS). 
The data collected included the patient volume, arrival and exit times, service times, resource 
schedule, waiting and cycle times (including registration, service and waiting time in all depart-
ments) and the reaction time, obtained through interviews with the staff and managers. Data 
of53802patientswereanalysedandthedata-fittingtool“EasyFit”wasusedtodeterminethe
probability distribution of service and patient arrival time. The data analysis revealed that the 
patientarrivalpatternhadtwopeaks,ataround8:00amand10:00am.Therefore,abimodal
Poisson distribution[42,43] was selected to generate the arrival times (Equation 4.13).
P = {v1, v2}andλ={λ1,λ2} (4.13)
WhereP is the sumof twoPoissondistributionswithmeanarrivals λ1 andλ2 mixed with 






minimum and maximum service times from the empirical data of each department, which 
were randomly generated. The patient arrival time and the number of resources in each 
departmentwereutilisedfromtheempiricaldata.ThemanagersoftheOPCverifiedthepro-
gram. Further, the simulation model was calibrated by assigning the reaction time randomly 
between20-30mintoimproveitsaccuracy.Thesimulationmodelwasrunwiththeempirical
data and the performance parameters were collected. The results from the simulation model 
Table 4.3: ValidationofthesimulationmodelwiththeexistingOPCinAEH
Patient demand Waiting time in minutes Cycle time in minutes
Mean±SD P value Mean±SD P value
Existing AEH Simulation model Existing AEH Simulation model
Low 48.6±12.45 45.7±10.57 0.5 98.9±14.25 96.2±12.54 0.4
Medium 68.2±18.56 66.1±19.11 0.4 122.3±17.83 119.9±20.43 0.3
High 82.1±25.02 79±23.54 0.6 138.9±27.12 137.9±25.32 0.5
OPC:Outpatientclinic,AEH:AravindEyeHospital,SD:Standarddeviation
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werecomparedwiththeempiricaldataoftheOPCforvalidationasshowninTable4.3and
no statistical difference was found between the two.
The difference in waiting and cycle times of the simulation model and the existing AEH pro-
cedure is due to the local optimisation performed by paramedical staff in their units. In the 
existing AEH, whenever congestion is observed the paramedical staff manually changes the 
sequence for patients in RF and PE. However, in the simulation model, sequencing is per-
formed for each patient.
Experimental Design
It is observed from the literature and the case study on AEH that the difference between plan-
ning and reality results in the operational problems. In this study, we measured waiting times 
and cycle times. This experimental design had three factors, namely, patient demand, schedul-
ing rules (control of operations) and reaction time. Patient demand in AEH is huge and variable 




sified patient demand into low, medium and high. The scheduling rules varied in two levels, 
namely, existing rules with fixed number of resources (local) and the rules as per the predictive 
resource plan with varying number of resources within a day (global). Since the reaction time 
affects the waiting times, we chose to experiment with different reaction times in minutes: r 
(t1)thatis≤10,11≤r(t2)≤20and21≤r(t3)≤30.Reactiontimeswererandomlyassignedto
the departments in the selected range. Additionally, to analyse the effect of reaction times on 
departmental performance, we selected six combinations of reaction times based on service 
times (high and low). There were in total 21 × 31 ×91 =54experiments,andtheperformance
measures were recorded for all experiments in the design. A full factorial experiment was car-




seed in random variate was varied to generate different arrival times for the same mean 
patient arrivals. The same randomiser input was used for simulation, with two different 
scheduling scenarios, namely, existing (fixed) and predictive plan based (proposed). This 
assured that the results obtained were not due to randomness. The mean and standard devi-
ations of the waiting and cycle times were collected. These results were compared with the 
existingAEH.Analysisofvariance(ANOVA)testswasconductedforstatisticalcomparisons
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atasignificancelevelof0.05.Additionally,ANOVAtestswereperformedbyusingIBMSPSS
to determine the significance of the main and interaction effects of predictive planning and 
reaction time on waiting and cycle times. Further, the proposed model was implemented 
inunits1and2oftheOPC.Thedailyresourceschedulebasedonpredictiveplanningwas
implemented for a month, the performance measures collected from the IHMS and CMS are 
presented in the results section.
RESULTS
Simulation Results
Given the inputs described in section 4.3, we report the results of the proposed predic-
tive planning-based resource scheduling model, on two performancemetrics, i.e., mean
waiting time and mean cycle time. First, we present the results of the simulation experi-
ments and later present the results of implementation. The analysis centred on the statisti-
cally significant trends for the performance measures. The mean cycle time for the existing 
schedulingschemeandpredictiveresourceplanning(simulation)was120.1±19.7minand
89.3±9.3min,respectively.Themeanwaitingtimewas66.3±18.7minand37.5±8.9min,
respectively. The mean and standard deviation of the waiting and cycle times for existing and 
predictiveplanningarecomparedinTables4.4and4.5,respectively.
Average waiting times were reduced and regulated in all departments. The waiting times 
in both registration and preliminary and final examination departments were reduced sig-
nificantly. At the same time, we notice that there is an increase in average waiting time in 
the vision department by a few minutes as shown in Figure 4.4. The figure also compares 
the waiting times in the departments for various combinations of different reaction times 
and their respective cycle times. Reaction times were selected on the basis of low and high 
servicetimes.Exampleformix1:Departmentswithlow(L)servicetimes(<5min)isr(t1)and
high (H) service times is r(t2).
Reactiontimeisanexogenousvariablethatinfluencesperformancemeasures.Thetwo-way
ANOVA-tests(P=0.05)showedthesignificanceofthemainandinteractioneffectsofpredic-
tive planning and the reaction time is presented in Table 4.6.
Planning has a significant main effect on waiting times, whereas the main effect of reac-
tion time is not significant; however, the interaction effects of planning and reaction time 
aresignificant.Further,pair-wisecomparisonswereperformedforthethreelevelsofreac-
tiontimes:r(t1)-r(t2),r(t2)-r(t3)andr(t1)-r(t3)andtheirsignificancewere0.205,0.226and
0.023, respectively. The interaction effect of r(t1) and r(t2) was comparatively more than r(t3) 
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(Figure4.5).Theresultsshowthatthereactiontimecontributesaround5%(4.89%)inreduc-
ingwaiting times. As the reaction times between departments varied, tests of between-
subjects effects were conducted. Main and interaction effects of departments, planning 
Table 4.4: Comparison of average waiting time in minutes of existing and predictive plan based scheduling
Patientdemand/reactiontimer(t) Existing scheduling with local control 
of operations
Predictive plan based scheduling 
with global control of operations
Mean±SD Mean±SD
r(t1) min r(t2) min r(t3) min r(t1) min r(t2) min r(t3) min
Low 44.3±8.3 49.3±8.6 52.1±10.9 15.1±6.7 32.6±8.1 44.7±9.2
Medium 56.6±15.8 62.9±15.7 71.8±18.2 24.1±7.3 36.2±9.2 52.9±10.9
High 69.5±20.1 75.3±21.9 83.1±23.9 30.1±7.8 44.6±9.9 54.2±11.1
OPC:Outpatientclinic,SD:Standarddeviation
Table 4.5: Comparison of average cycle time in minutes of existing and predictive plan based scheduling
Patientdemand/reaction
time r(t)
Existing scheduling with local control of 
operations
Predictive plan based scheduling with 
global control of operations
Mean±SD Mean±SD
r(t1) min r(t2) min r(t3) min r(t1) min r(t2) min r(t3) min
Low 93.5±8.4 99.6±8.8 101.1±10.8 70.3±6.9 85.8±8 101.6±9.3
Medium 107.5±16.1 112.3±16.9 119.9±19.9 74.8±7.7 86.4±9.7 104.8±12.3
High 119.7±20.9 121.1±22.1 132.7±24.5 78.2±7.5 94.5±10.2 107.1±12.4
SD: Standard deviation
Figure 4.4: Effect of reaction times on average waiting times in all departments and average cycle time
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and reaction time on performance measures were analysed (with P-valuesfordepartment
*planning(0.001),department*reactiontime(0.50)andplanning*reactiontime(0.003).
We observe that main and interaction effects of planning are significant in all departments; 
whereas, the reaction time is not significant in the departments with shorter service times.
Implementation Results
The predictive resource planning was implemented during January 2014. The performance 
measures were collected from IHMS and CMS. The mean cycle and waiting times after imple-
mentationwere 92.4 ± 9.1min and 39.0 ± 8.2min, respectively (Table 4.7). The existing
resourceplanhadafixednumber(28)ofresourcesinbothunitsinaday;whereas,thepre-
dictiveresourceplanhadaminimumof12toamaximumofaround30-34resources.The
additional resources were scheduled from different clinics of AEH and the resources reduced 
during some time-slotswere utilised formaintaining patient records (back-endwork). As
seen in Table 4.2, when compared to the existing schedule, the number of resources required 
ishigherduringtime-slots3and4andislowerinafewtime-slots.
The performance measures of the proposed model were significantly different from those of 
the existing situation. A P-valueof0.05wasselected,whichmeansthatthenullhypothesisis
rejected for a P <0.05andthedifferenceisstatisticallysignificant.
Table 4.6:Testsofbetween-subjectseffects
Source Type III sum of squares df Mean square F Significance
Intercept 829177.965 1 829177.965 46.410 0.021
Planning 52486.767 1 52486.767 216.089 0.005
Reaction time 35732.657 2 17866.328 73.556 0.068
Planning*Reaction time 485.788 2 242.894 3.274 0.049
Figure 4.5:Resultoftwo-wayANOVAtest
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in literature), managed its services by locally planning resources on the basis of the average 
demand(day-wise)andnottheactualdemandanditsvariability.
In this study, resources are planned and scheduled in the global perspective on the basis of 
actualdemand(neartoreal-time)andbyincorporatingshort-termvariability.Thefindings
of the study confirm that the predictive planning model reduces the average waiting time by 
43.4%duringsimulation(from66.3minto37.5min)andby41.1%duringitsimplementa-
tion(from66.3minto39.0min)intheOPC.Inaddition,thestandarddeviationsofwaiting
times were reduced significantly. The study demonstrates the effect of patient demand, 
planning and scheduling rules, control of operations and reaction times on waiting and cycle 
times(Table4.5).Itisfoundthatglobalcontrolofoperationsforplanningandscheduling
resources in departments improves waiting times when compared to the local control of 
operations.
Besides scheduling rules and control of operations, the reaction time, an exogenous variable, 
alsoinfluencesthewaitingtimetosomeextent.ANOVAwasusedtodeterminethemainand
interaction effects of predictive planning and reaction time. Effects of predictive planning 
on performance measures are significant in all departments. Improvement in reaction times 
cannot influence waiting times on its own but has a significant effect on waiting times and 
cycle times when used along with predictive planning (Table 4.6). The reaction time varies 
among departments and the reaction time of the departments that have longer service times 
has a significant influence on waiting and cycle times (Figure 4.4). The influence of reaction 
time on the performance measures is of greater importance when the patient demand is high 
and being prepared for variability improves waiting times.
Table 4.7: Average waiting times and cycle times before and after implementation of the predictive resource 
planningintheOPC
Patient demand Number of resources Waiting time in minutes Cycle time in minutes
Before After Before After P value Before After P value
Min Max Mean±SD Mean±SD Mean±SD Mean±SD
Low 28 12 30 48.6±12.5 34.3±7.1 0.03 96.0±14.3 85.8±7.7 0.04
Medium 28 12 32 68.2±18.6 39.3±8.4 0.01 118.3±17.8 92.4±8.9 0.02
High 28 12 34 82.1±25.0 43.4±9.1 0.01 136.0±27.1 99.1±10.6 0.02
OPC:Outpatientclinic,SD:Standarddeviation
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Waiting times have increased in some departments like vision by a fewminutes. This is
because of the constraint (4.7) that balances the patient flow within the available resources. 
ThenumberofresourcesrequiredtoachieveaparticularTakttimemaybehigh;however,
duetoresourceandflowbalanceconstraints(anequalspreadofwork),theschedulingmodel
reduces the number of resources in few departments. As a consequence, waiting times in 
few of these departments have increased (Figure 4.4).
The resource schedule obtained by the proposed model shows that a different number 
of resources is scheduled during different times of the day (Table 4.2). When the patient 
demandisvarying,theservicerateshouldnotremainconstant.Hence,OPCsneedtoplan







planning stage. Additionally, the model helps the management to identify resource require-
ments, i.e., types and quantities of resources to be prepared for the growth and expansion 
of future demand.
Takt time management synchronises the total amount and spread of work. It has been












management can also be applied to open loop systems where variability is high.
The literature shows that patient demand has been matched with resources, but planning 
often considered forecasting only over a long period. Planning often failed to incorporate 
variabilityintheshort-term,whichincreasedthegapbetweenplanningandreality.Inthis
study, the predictive resource planning model integrates stochasticity in patient demand 
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throughoutthedayandmatchestheresourcesaccordinglyintheshort-term.Italsoincor-
porates the interdependencies between departments and generates a plan that optimises 
resourcesintheOPCperspective(global).
Some factors caused the implementation results to be different from what could be expected 
on the basis of the simulation study. Although the resources were scheduled on the basis of 
the predictive planning model, they sometimes arrived late to the departments as they were 
shared among other clinics in AEH. The predictive planning was implemented in only two 
unitsoftheOPCandotherclinicsfollowedtheirregularschedulingrules.Theplanningmodel




Healthcaresettings likeOPCsorhospitalsvary in termsofcomplexity,patientgroupsand
processes. Therefore, requirements for planning might vary. Many processes and arrivals are 
notdeterministicandneedtobeoptimisedintheshort-termthroughadvancedplanningsys-
tems. How we use this planning system might not only depend on the algorithms but also on 
otherfactors,suchastheorganisationofhospital/OPC,cross-skillsofthestaff(sothatthey
can be transferred between departments) and the layout of the building. As a part of future 
work,weintendtoanalysehowTakttimemanagementcouldinfluenceresourceutilisation
and how to extend this planning model and incorporate resource sharing.
CONCLUSION
This study analyses the roleplayedbypredictive resourceplanning (near to real-time) in
improvingwaiting and cycle times in OPCs. The study integrates two facets of planning,
namely,demand-drivenandglobalperspective.Theresourceplanningisbasedontheactual




between demand and service and balance patient flow by global optimisation.
Resource planning is especially important for the operations management of open loop sys-
temslikeOPCsaswaitingtimeisamajorconcernforqualitycare.Thevariabilityanduncer-
taintyinOPCsystemscanbeminimised(nearlyclosedloop)byincorporatingpatientvolume,
patient types, resources and reaction times in real-timeoptimisation, thus improving the
waiting and cycle times. Although this reaction time is an exogenous variable, the predictive 
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INTRODUCTION
Patient scheduling has become an important aspect in operations management of outpa-
tientclinics(OPCs).Inmostdevelopingcountries,studieshaveshownthatpatientsspenda
longtimeintheOPCsbeforeseeingadoctor.[1] These delays in care are detrimental not only 
due to the costs incurred but also in terms of patient satisfaction and adverse outcomes.[2] 
Providinghigh-qualityserviceswithlimitedresourcesplacesgreateremphasisontheneed
for efficient utilisation of resources. An important operational issue in health care delivery 
thereby involves increasing utilisation and access by minimising delays in care delivery.
Ingeneral,OPCsschedulepatientsdependingontheavailabilityofresources(doctorsand
equipment) with the goal of matching demand with supply, most often to maximise resource 
utilisation and profit. Previous studies on patient scheduling have discussed various meth-
ods for scheduling appointments.[3-6] In the literature, we notice that appointment schedul-
ing has evolved from manual methods to automated methods.[7-10] Different factors that can 
potentiallyincreasetheunpredictabilityinOPCs,suchasno-showsanddoublebooking,have
been incorporated to optimise hospital performance.[8]Alongwithscheduledpatients,OPCs
also getwalk-in patients; therefore,OPCs reserve few time-slots forwalk-in patients.[11-16] 
However,OPCsbeingopen-loopsystemsareaffectedbytheirenvironmentandexperience
variability and uncertainties that are caused by unpredictable clinical pathways, patient arriv-
als(early,lateorrandom)andvariedservicetimes.Patients,whetherscheduledorwalk-in,
wait for care.
Apatient pathway is a route taken by a patient fromhis/her first contact or registration
until thediagnosisor completionof treatment.Mostof theprocesses inanOPChave to
be carried out in sequence as they depend on the outcomes of the previous steps. With 
increasedcomplexityindiagnosesandtreatment,patientshavetotakecomplexpathways
and visit multiple departments for various tests or evaluations. Time spent in each depart-
ment by each patient may vary significantly.[17,18] The departments often manage and control 
their resources, patients and activities independently. In order to achieve efficiency, opera-
tions are most often optimised locally or departmentally without coordination from other 
departments, because of which patients wait in some departments and resources wait in 
someotherdepartments.SinceOPCsarefunctionallyorganised,thestatusofdownstream
departmentsisoftennotknowntoupstreamdepartments.Thedepartment-centricschedul-
ing (local optimisation) might improve departmental efficiency (waiting times), but does not 
necessarilyimproveOPC-wideefficiency(cycletimes).[19]
During registration, complete patient pathways or the actual status of the departments is not 
alwaysknownbecauseofwhichpatientswaitatvariousdepartments.Essentially,patient
pathways depend on the type of clinic, type of disease, type of treatment and type of patient. 
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Forexample,ageneralOPCmayhavemorecomplexpathwaysthanaspecialityclinic.Patient





based on actual status so that the waiting time is minimised. We propose an integral patient 




the study of ants) have been used to solve such optimisation problems.[20,21] These are used 
to find the shortest path between a source and its destination. Ants in the natural world 
wander randomly in search of food and leave a trail of pheromones while returning to their 
coloniesafterfindingfood.Otherantsfollowthistrailofpheromonestofindthefood.Over
a period, the shortest path will have the highest concentration of pheromones. However, the 
pheromonetrailstartsevaporatingwithtime.Thismakestheantssearchforalternativeand
sometimes better paths, thereby improving routing, congestion control, cost and time.[22-29]
TheOPCinAravindEyeHospital (AEH)wasagoodtestcaseforthisstudy,as it fits inthe
assumedworkingconditions.AEHresemblesanassemblylinesystem(alineofworkersand
equipment along which a product being assembled passes consecutively from one operation 





tion and then state the hypothesis of this study.
Patient Scheduling in the OPC of AEH
AEH is a renownedeye carehospital inMadurai, South India thatprovidespatient-centric
care.[30,34,35] AEHhasperformed401,529surgeriesandtreated2,396,864outpatientsduring
2014-2015.[36] The hospital functions with assembly line efficiency, strict quality norms, pro-
cessstandardisation,costcontrolandaboveall,highpatientvolumes.TheOPCinAEHisopen
from 7 am to 6 pm. It consists of two identical units (with the same number of resources 
andequipment).TheOPChasitsin-housesoftware,namely,integratedhospitalmanagement
system (IHMS) and clinical management system (CMS) that records process and patient infor-
mation. ThemanagersofAEHmanage thedepartments in theOPC locally. The functional
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tion (RF), tension (TN), dilatation (DL) and preliminary and final examination (PE and FE).
AEHfollowsseveralkindsofrulesthatarebrieflydescribedinBox5.1.Allthequeuesare
onthefirst-comefirst-servedbasis(Rule2).ThepatientflowarrowsinFigure5.1showthe
possible pathways for new and review patients. The patient pathway starts with registra-
tion and finishes with a FE. A patient moves through various departments, and the path-
waysfornewandreviewpatientsdiffer.Around5%ofthetotalnumberofpatientsexitafter
the PE. The order of departments RF and PE can be interchanged in the pathway. The IHMS 
Figure 5.1: Functional and operational structure in the outpatient clinic system of Aravind Eye Hospital
Box 5.1:RulesintheOPCinAEH
Rule1:Allpatientsareprovidedwithservice/careonthesamedayofarrival.
Rule 2: All the queues are FCFS.
Rule 3: Patients are scheduled to units 1 and 2 alternately.
Rule 4: Load distribution in both units is same.
Rule5:Numberofresourcesisfixedthroughoutthemonth.
Rule 6: Number of resources in unit 1 = number of resources in unit 2.
Rule 7: Patients must complete RF and PE before TN.
Rule8:Controlofoperationsislocal(department-centric).
FCFS:Firstcomefirstserve,OPC:Outpatientclinic,AEH:AravindEyeHospital,RF:Refraction, 
PE: Preliminary examination, TN: Tension
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patients to the pathway that has minimum waiting time. Further, hybrid ant agent algorithm 
is developed for integral patient scheduling.
We state the hypothesis of this study:
“An OPC system with disparate subsystems can reduce cycle/waiting time by global 
optimisation, using integral patient scheduling.”
Theremainderofthispaperisorganisedasfollows:InSection5.2,wepresentanintegral
patient scheduling model and describe a hybrid ant agent algorithm. In Section 5.3, we
describe materials and methods that include data collection, model development, experi-
mentaldesign,simulationstudyand implementationof theschedulingmodel in theOPC.
InSection5.4,wereporttheresultsfromdifferentscenarioscreatedwithrealcasestudies.
Then,wediscussourfindingsinSection5.5andconclusionsinSection5.6.
INTEGRAL PATIENT SCHEDULING MODEL
The integral patient scheduling model aims to schedule patients to the pathways that are 
determined by using the actual status of departments for minimising waiting times. The inte-
gralpatientschedulingmodelusesthreelevelsofcontrol(Figure5.2).
Patient arrival at registration triggers the scheduling model. At the first level, we collect patient 
data,processdatafromalldepartmentsanddefinethepossiblepatientpathwaysintheOPC.
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Atthesecond level,weconnecttheschedulingandcontrollingtasksofalldepartmentsto
the scheduler (software in IHMS) wherein upstream departments, such as NR and RRs, utilise 
the actual waiting time of all downstream departments. Finally, using all this system data, the 
schedulerfindstheoptimalpath/scheduleforthepatient.Thepatientisscheduledatregistra-




scheduling in AEH, we modify only Rule 3 (from scheduling patients alternatively to scheduling 
patientsbasedonactualsystemstatus)keepingtherestoftherulesunchanged.
It is a prerequisite that all departments constantly update their status, as this information 
isvitaltothescheduler.Inthiscontext,“responsetime”isthetimetakenbythescheduler
toobtainanoptimalpath.Sinceallpatientsarewalk-ins, theymayarrivecontinuouslyor
intermittently or there may be a lull. Therefore, how often the status of departments needs 
to be assessed and processed forms the design aspect of the scheduler. It should ideally be 
continuous,butthereisatrade-offbetweenresponsetime(cost)andoptimalpath.Thisis
dynamically selected by the algorithm depending on the number of patients arrived during a 
particular timeframe and is explained later in this section.
Figure 5.2:Operationalcontroloftheproposedintegralpatientscheduling
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Hybrid Ant Agent Patient Scheduling Algorithm
Ant algorithms are used to find the shortest distance between two nodes or points. Ants 
aregeneratedat thesourcenode,andantswalk randomly till they reach thedestination
node.Eachnodeinthenetworkhasapheromonetableandanextneighbournodeset.An
ant chooses its next node depending on the amount of pheromone deposition in the table 
(“transition rule”)and stores thevisitednodes list in itsmemory.Once theantsmove to
the next node, the pheromone table is updated locally. When all the ants have reached the 
destination,asearchtechniquefindsthebestpathamongthosegeneratedbytheants.Only




to how often the data needs to be accessed and processed and is fixed in the ant agent 
algorithm.[37] A high evaporation rate corresponds to a faster adaptation. If the pheromone 
evaporatestooquickly,thepriorknowledgecollectedbyantscannotbeused.Hence,the
ants become exploratory and the search time increases. Conversely, a low evaporation rate 
corresponds to slow adaptation. The ants exploit the information collected by previous ants 
and do not explore new paths. The dynamic environment requires an adaptive evaporation 
rate.Hence,wedevelopeda self-adaptiveevaporation rate foranantagentalgorithmto
schedulepatientsinreal-time.IntheOPC,patientshavetofollowasequenceinwhicheach
department is visited.[23] Hence, our hybrid ant agent algorithm was based on the precedence 
andloaddistributionconstraintsoftheOPC.
In this algorithm, ants (software packets) are generated at the registration department,
which virtually travel to all departments for finding an optimal path (with minimum cycle 
time). Generally, Tabu search is used to avoid cycle formation by the ants. We use a simple 
search as precedence constraints are already incorporated; hence, there is no need to han-
dle cycle formation explicitly. The search used in this algorithm satisfies the defined objec-
tive of minimising the total travel time (patient cycle time) and consequently minimising 
the waiting time. We define two sets of evaporation rates: Elow with lower values that are 
randomlygeneratedfrom(0.0,0.5)andEhigh with higher values that are randomly generated 
from(0.5,1.0).Theants,whengenerated,extractthetimeofprevious/earlierantgenera-
tion and use the last status update. If either of them is more than a set threshold, then the 
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Step1:Definethedepartmentsasnodesandtheconnectionsbetweenthemaslinks.Here,
we have defined 12 departments and their connections, along with the rules and constraints 
oftheOPC.
Step 2: Generate ants at the source. In this case, two types of ants were generated (one for NR 
and one for RR). We chose to generate several ants for each patient due to high variability and 
uncertainty in patient arrivals. The possible pathways for both new and review patients in the 
OPCwerefoundtobeeight(foureachforNRandRR),andthenumbersofnodesintheOPC
wereless,notasmanyasinwirelessnetworks.Therefore,fourantsperpatientweregener-
ated for finding an optimal path. The number of ants increased with the increasing number of 
nodes and pathways. The ants store the information about the nodes visited and the waiting 
time in each node.
Step 3: The ants travel from the source to the destination (registration to FE) with the phero-
monetablebeingmaintainedatallnodes.Thepheromonetableconsistsofanodenumber/
id, the number of patients in the department (in processing and queue), randomly generated 
service time, waiting time, precedence constraint, next feasible node and pheromone value.







τ η∑  
(5.1)
Where pij is the probability of an ant in node “i” selecting node “j” ∀ j∈F(i), τij is the phero-
mone value on the arc i,j and ηij is the reciprocal of waiting time. We use the same transition 
rules and pheromone tables for both types of ants.
Step5:Oncethenextnodeisselected,thecurrentnode=nextnodeandtheantsupdate
their visited node list. The ants then update the arc that they travelled, which is called the 
local update of the pheromone table.
τ(i,j)=(1−α)∙τ(i,j)+α∙τ0, (5.2)
Where τ(i,j) is the pheromone value of the arc connecting node “i” to node “j”andαisthe
evaporation rate of the pheromone (0< α <1). This evaporation rate is selected on the basis 
of the frequency of ant generation. τ0 is the initial pheromone value at the start of the algo-
rithm.Steps4and5arerepeateduntilallantsreachthedestinationnode.
Step 6:When all ants reach the destination, the time spent by them on the network is
obtained with the help of their memory.
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Step7:Oncethetotaltimespentisobtained,asearchmethodisusedtoselecttheoptimal
path with the minimum time spent (Tbest)byanant in thenetwork.The loaddistribution
between the units is considered before scheduling the patient to the path (Tbest). If the dif-
ference“Δ”betweenloadU1andloadU2ismorethanthethresholdvalue,thesecondbest
path is selected. The pheromone values for nodes in the selected optimal path are updated 
using the global update rule.
( )ij ij
best






Where (Tbest) is the minimum time spent by the ant in the system and the optimal path in the 
workflow.Antsaredestroyedafterprovidingthesolutionspace,andnewantsaregenerated
as and when needed. Steps from 2 to 7 are repeated either till the end of the day or till all 
patients are scheduled.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data Collection and Analysis
In the first phase, data were collected by observing and interviewing hospital staff, such as 
ophthalmologists, paramedical staff, managers and administrative staff, to understand the 




the total number of patients serviced in both units were extracted from the collected data. 
The probability distribution of service time and patient arrival time was determined by a data 
fittingtool,calledEasyFit.AKolmogorov-Smirnovtestwasusedtotestthegoodnessoffit.
Service times were assigned randomly between the minimum and the maximum service time 
fromempiricaldata.Itwasobservedthatthepatientarrivalpatternhadtwopeakloads,at
8amandat10am.Therefore,bimodalPoissondistribution[38,39] was selected to generate 
patientarrivaltimesusingEquation5.4.
P={v1,v2} and λ={λ1,λ2,P} (5.4)










examined. Further, the simulation model was calibrated by increasing the number of resources 
(areactivemeasure)toimprovetheaccuracyinsomedepartmentsduringpeakhours.Thesimu-




In the proposed model, patients were scheduled on the basis of patient arrival time and 
arrival pattern. Patient demand in AEHwas stochasticwith an average of 1800 patients/
daywith30.8%ofthemonthlypatientdemandbeing1000-1600patients/day,49.9%being
1600-2000 patients/day and 19.3% being greater than 2000 patients/day. Therefore, we
classified patient demand into low, medium and high. The evaporation rate in a traditional 
ant algorithm is fixed at a number between 0 and 1. Since the evaporation rate affects the 
responsetimeandqualityofsolutions,wechosetoexperimentwithafixedandself-adap-
tive evaporation rate. Therefore, this experimental design had three factors: Patient demand 
(three levels: Low, medium and high), patient scheduling rules (two levels: Existing and pro-
posed/integralpatientscheduling)andevaporationrate(fixed:Lowandhigh,andself-adap-
tive).Thereweretotally18experiments.Theperformancemeasures(waitingtimes,cycle
times and load balance) were recorded for all the experiments. A full factorial experiment 







Waiting time in minutes Cycle time in minutes Load distribution in number of 
patients













Low 48.6±12.5 45.7±10.6 0.5 98.9±14.3 96.2±12.5 0.4 3.3±1.2 1.9±1.0 0.4
Medium 68.2±18.5 66.1±19.1 0.4 122.3±17.8 119.9±20.4 0.3 4.1±2.5 1.9±1.3 0.3
High 82.1±25.0 79±23.5 0.6 138.9±27.1 137.9±25.3 0.5 4.3±2.8 2.1±1.4 0.5
OPC:Outpatientclinic,AEH:AravindEyeHospital,SD:Standarddeviation
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mean patient arrivals were generated using Random Variate (varied seed). The same randomiser 
input was used for simulation with two scheduling rules and evaporation rates, to ensure that 
the results obtained were not due to randomness. The collected mean and standard deviation 
of the waiting time, cycle time and load distribution are reported in the results section.
Implementation of the Integral Patient Scheduler Model in AEH
The patient scheduling algorithm was integrated into the IHMS (.NET and Visual Basic [VB] 
softwarewithaMySQLdatabase).Figure5.3showsthetiminganddatainteractionduring
patient scheduling in the IHMS. A staff member first enters patient details in the registration 
formandinvokesthescheduler,whichrequestsactualstatusfromthedatabase.Thedata-
base extracts data from all departments and sends it to the scheduler, which in turn finds 
the optimal path and prints it on the patient information card. The model was implemented 




The mean cycle time for the existing patient scheduling and integral patient scheduling (simu-
lation)was120±19.7minand97.9±12.9min,respectively.Themeanwaitingtimewas66.3
±18.7and44.2±11.6min,respectively.ThewaitingtimeintheOPCwasreducedby33%
using the integral patient scheduling. The mean and standard deviation of waiting time, cycle 
Figure 5.3: Timing and data interaction during integral patient scheduling in the integrated hospital management 
system of the outpatient clinics
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time and load distribution for the existing scheduling and proposed patient scheduling are 
comparedinTable5.2.ANOVA-tests(P=0.05)showthattheperformancemeasuresofinte-
gralpatientschedulingaresignificantlybetterthantheexistingpatientscheduling(Table5.3).
The average waiting time was reduced in all departments except registration because our 
model is applied at registration. The waiting times were significantly reduced in PE and FE 
departmentsandrefraction(Figure5.4).






Performance measures Patient demand Mean±SD
α=0.4 α=0.8 α=self-adaptive
Waiting time in minutes Low 39.3±11.8 32.8±8.7 30.9±7.7
Medium 57.2±15.6 49.6±12.8 46.9±11.2
High 69.4±17.1 57.1±16.1 54.9±15.8
Cycle time in minutes Low 90.1±12.5 84.3±8.8 81.9±9.2
Medium 110.1±17.1 98.7±14.1 98.8±14.2
High 122.5±18.9 117.2±16.8 112.9±15.4
Load distribution Low 17±4.2 9±4.5 4.9±2.4
Medium 21±4.8 10±4.8 5.2±3.2
High 25±4.9 12±4.3 6.6±3.3
SD: Standard deviation
Table 5.3: Comparison of performance measures of existing AEH, implementation of integral patient scheduler in 
thesimulationmodelandafterimplementationintheOPCofAEH
Performance measures Patient demand Existing AEH Simulation model After Implementation
Mean±SD Mean±SD P value Mean±SD P value
Waiting time in minutes Low 48.6±12.5 30.9±7.7 0.002 31.9±10.2 0.001
Medium 68.2±18.6 46.9±11.2 0.003 51.9±13.1 0.002
High 82.1±25.0 54.9±15.8 0.001 62.4±15.9 0.001
Cycle time in minutes Low 98.9±14.2 81.9±9.2 0.003 86.2±12.3 0.002
Medium 122.3±17.8 98.8±14.2 0.003 109.5±14.9 0.002
High 138.9±27.1 112.9±15.4 0.004 119.9±20.6 0.001
Load distribution Low 3.3±1.2 4.9±2.4 0.04 5±3.3 0.03
Medium 4.1±2.5 5.2±3.2 0.03 7±3.2 0.04
High 4.3±2.8 6.6±3.3 0.04 9±4.1 0.04
OPC:Outpatientclinic,AEH:AravindEyeHospital,SD:Standarddeviation
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DISCUSSION
TheOPC system in AEH, unlike other hospitals, gets onlywalk-in patients and schedules
patients alternatively to the two units and the scheduling is local within the units. The cur-
rentmethodofpatientschedulingisdepartment-centric;therefore,waitingtimesofdown-
streamdepartmentsareunknownandnotutilisedbyupstreamdepartments (mainlyreg-
istration). Therefore, patients wait in some departments and resources wait in some other 
departments.
In this study, we propose an integral patient scheduling model based on the actual status of 
thevariousdepartmentsintheOPCsystemwithaglobalperspective.Ourfindingsconfirm
that the proposed scheduling reduces the average patient waiting time by 33% (from 66.3 to 
44.2min)inthesimulationstudyandby26.5%(from66.3to48.7min)whenimplemented
intheOPCofAEH.Theaveragecycletimereducesby18.45%inthesimulationstudyand
by 12.3% during the implementation study. The criterion of equal load distribution (equal 
number of patients serviced in both units) between the two units was satisfied. Variability in 
patient waiting time, as well as cycle time, was reduced. Additionally, the number of patients 
spendingmorethan2hwasdecreasedfrom13.5%to8.7%(by35.5%).Sincepatientswere
scheduled at registration, there was no reduction in the waiting time in these departments 
(Figure 5.4). Thewaiting times in PE& FE and refraction departmentswere reduced sig-
nificantly. Excluding patient scheduling, other activities in the departments were controlled 
locally.
Patients were required to visit multiple departments and they were scheduled locally at each 
department without coordination among upstream and downstream departments, resulting 
Figure 5.4: Average waiting times in all the departments in the outpatient clinic (units 1 and 2)
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in waiting times and resource under-utilisation at the same time. The schedulingmodel
implements the global perspective with the pathway approach and schedules patients in 
real-timewiththeactualstatusofdepartments.Alocaloptimisationmightimprovewaiting
times but not the cycle times, whereas pathway approach (global optimisation) improves 
both waiting times and cycle times.[19]
Patient scheduling, when performed locally (local to departments) and ahead of time 
(throughappointmentsystems),doesnotaddressoperationalproblemslikewaitingtimes.
Thedifferencebetweenplanningandactualscenario,limitedknowledge(local)andlackof
coordination among departments results in waiting time. The number of patient arrivals is 
high at a particular time of the day and low at other times. Even with high and low demand, 
there is variability in the arrivals. The evaporation rate relates to how often data is accessed 
from the departments. It is advantageous if ants are exploratory, but accessing and process-
ingreal-timedatacoststimeandshouldbeperformedoptimally.Whenthearrivalsarefaster,
the generation of ants is frequent and the information collected (pheromone value) can be 
used by later ants. However, when there is a delay between generation of ants, the system 
statuschangeswithtimeandneedstobere-assessed.




atory to find optimal paths. The number of nodes (departments) is small and few ants are 
generated at a time, because of deterministic pathways. The life cycle of ants is shorter; 
hence, the high evaporation rate does not affect the response time. The selection of evapo-
rationratedependsonpatientvolume,arrivalpattern,pathwayandcomplexityoftheOPC.
The self-adaptive evaporation rate optimises the frequency of real-time data access that
would be beneficial in complex hospitals with more departments.
The response time can increase exponentially with the increase in the number of pathways 
anddepartments(50or100)inahospital.Therefore,toextendthismodeltoothertypesof
clinics or hospitals, the response time should be studied in detail. The pathways in specialised 
hospitalsorOPCsaremoredeterministicandlessvariablethanonewouldexpectingeneral
hospitals.
The load distribution between the two units was maintained throughout the day, with very 
few differences. The evaporation rate also affects the load distribution of the units, where 
alowervaluecreatesmoredifference.Asαwasself-adaptiveinthisstudyandloaddistri-
bution was one of the necessary criterions to be satisfied, we explicitly included this in the 
algorithm.
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The literature shows that patient scheduling often dealt with appointment scheduling and 
only a few researchers have addressed the issues and solutions ofwalk-in patients[14] by 
reservingafewtime-slotsforthem.Suchschedulingfailedtoincorporatethevariabilityin
short term (actual system status) and complete pathways. In this study, the integral patient 
scheduling model incorporates global optimisation along with actual departmental status. It 
schedulespatientsinsuchawaythatthetotaltimespentbythemintheOPCisminimised.










radio frequency identification tags for patients to update the status and explore the learning 
mechanism for selecting an effective evaporation rate. We also intend to explore the integral 
patient scheduling model in complex hospitals with stochastic pathways.
CONCLUSION
This study shows how integral patient scheduling improves waiting times and cycle times 
inOPCs. This study integrates two aspects of scheduling: Actual status driven and global
perspective. The integral patient scheduling overcomes the problem of unregulated waiting 
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INTRODUCTION
Coordination between resources and departments has become extremely important in oper-
ationsmanagementofoutpatient clinics (OPCs),asdemand foroutpatient carehasbeen
increasedduetovariousreasonslikeanageingpopulation,complexmedicalconditions,lim-
ited resources, etc. A high demand and stagnant capacity cause higher waiting times and neg-
atively affect patient satisfaction.[1,2]AnOPCisasystemwithvariousdepartments,resources,
patients, logistics, information systems and most importantly, human interactions along with 
differentgroupsofpeoplelikethestaff,patientsandthemanagement.Eachgrouphasits
own goals and limitations, which sometimes conflict. A patient’s goal is to get quality service 
in time, and a manager’s goal is to optimise quality, cost, flow and efficiency.[3-5]AnOPCisa
loosely coupled system where all departments are often managed independently (locally), 




crowded while some are idle. Patients wait in long queues of the overcrowded departments 
when they could be receiving a part of their treatment in less crowded ones. Some depart-
mentswork faster thanother departments. The faster departments pushpatients to the
slower ones, where patients wait for a long time. Although local control sometimes improves 
departmentalefficiency,itmightbesub-optimalfromtheOPCperspective.Itmightreduce
waiting time in certain departments, but not necessarily the cycle time (which includes regis-
tration time, service time and waiting time in all departments).[8,9]
OPCs being open systems are influenced by their environment and experience variability
anduncertaintiesduetovaryingservicetimesandrandompatientarrivals.OPCsschedule
resourcesaheadoftime(weekly,monthlyorbi-monthly),beforethearrivalofpatientsand
resources are determined at an aggregate level[10-12] because of which planning and sched-
uling fail to incorporate the variability and uncertainty. The management hierarchy limits 
thedecisionmakingby frontline employeeswhoactually dealwith variability anduncer-
tainty.[13-16] The resource scheduling, based on average demand and average service times, 
does not fully reflect reality.[17] The demand and supply mismatch results in prolonged wait-
ingtimeandunder-utilisation.OPCsoftenviewthesefrustratingdelaysasacapacityprob-




uled) mostly by appointment scheduling systems.[20-24] Time spent by patients in each depart-
ment significantly varies on the basis of the complexity of their medical condition. Patients 
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have to visit multiple departments for various tests, diagnosis or treatment.[25,26] Patients are 
scheduled at registration or at other departments. Resource scheduling and patient schedul-








limits.[30,31] MASs have been used in patient scheduling, where patients as agents compete 
for treatment appointments.[32-34] In order to achieve this purpose, the resource agents (RAs) 
auctionofftime-slotscorrespondingtotheircapacity.Iftheresourceisfree,itsnexttime-slot
is assigned to the patient agent with the highest bid. Defined utilities improve the patient’s 
health by providing earlier appointments.[32,35-38] Agents also negotiate with each other over 
scarceresources.VariablepathwaysinanOPCcanbeassessedandhandledefficiently.Based
on the distributed environment and information about the system, efficiency is increased by 
rescheduling the pathways.[33,34]ŠtiglicandKokol[39] have scheduled patients and nurses on 
the basis of adaptive scheduling in the long term. The nurse scheduling is performed on the 
basisofworkloadandpatientpredictionsonaweeklybasisbyusingaMAS.Coordination
can be achieved not only within the hospital but also between hospitals. Resource sharing 
and interaction between them provide better and timely care to patients. The interactions 
betweenthepeopleinOPCscanberepresentedbyaMASwhereagentsinteractandcoop-
erate to collectively solve problems.[40,41]AMASworksefficientlyandeffectivelywhenthe
environment is highly complex, dynamic and distributed.[42,43] If control and responsibilities 









achieve their individual goalswith respect toOPC-wideperformance.A game is a formal
descriptionofastrategicsituation.Inthiscontext,strategicmeansthatpeoplemakechoices
fromallpossibleactionsandtakedecisionstoimprovetheirsituation.Inthisstudy,theOPCis
viewed as collections of more than one type of agents, such as patient, doctor and manager, 
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with independentgoals.Theseagents interactandnegotiatetowardsachievingOPC-wide
(global)goals.Next,wepresentresourceandpatientscheduling intheOPC,andthenwe
state the hypothesis of this study.
Scheduling and Coordination in the OPC in AEH
AEH is a renowned eye care hospital in Madurai, South India, which provides patient centred 
care.[44-46]AEHhasperformed401,529surgeriesand treated2,396,864outpatientsduring
2014-15.[47] The hospital runs with strict quality norms, process standardisation, cost control 
andaboveall,highpatientvolume.AEHresemblesanassemblylinesystem(alineofwork-
ers and equipment along which a product being assembled passes consecutively from one 
operation to the other until completed).[46,48-50]However,someaspectsoftheOPC,suchas
local control of operations in departments and uneven patient demand, differ from assembly 




their availability. However, this is done manually and only as a reaction to situations where 
thepatientloadishighandthequeuesarebuildingup.TheOPChasitsin-housesoftware
Integrated Hospital Management System (IHMS) and Clinical Management System (CMS) 
that record process and patient information.
Inthisstudy,weconsideranOPCwithtwoidenticalunits.Departments,suchasnewregis-
tration (NR) and review registration (RR) are common to both units, and each unit has five 
departments, namely, vision (V), refraction (RF), tension (TN), dilatation (DL) and prelimi-
nary and final examination (PE and FE). For clarity, only unit 1 is shown in Figure 6.1. All the 
queues(1-7)areonthebasisof first-comefirst-served.Thepatientflowarrowsshowthe
possible pathways for new and review patients. Now, we describe the current method of 
resourceandpatientschedulingintheOPCandthenpresentitsdecision-makingcontrol.
TheOPCinFigure6.1followstherulesinBox6.1.Managersarethelocalcontrollers(C)who
plan, schedule and control the activities in the departments. Different managers are respon-
sibleforschedulingtheresources(r)likeophthalmologistsandparamedicalstaff.TheOPC
schedules the ophthalmologists on the basis of their availability after academic (teaching and 
research) activities and surgery schedules, and this scheduling is performed once in a month, 











changeandtakecorrectivemeasuresiscalledthereactiontimer(t) (an exogenous variable) 
that affects the waiting time. The reaction time varies as the resources to be transferred may 
be busy elsewhere. Therefore, reaction time depends on the availability of resources when 
neededandthekindofmanagerialmeasurestaken.
Figure 6.1: Functional structure and operational control in outpatient clinic system of Aravind Eye Hospital
Box 6.1:RulesintheOPCinAEH
Rule1:Allpatientsareprovidedwiththeservice/careonthesamedayofarrival.
Rule 2: All the queues are on the basis of FCFS.
Rule 3: Resource planning and scheduling time window is 1 month.
Rule4:Resourcesarescheduledbymanagerslocally(department-centric).
Rule5:Numberofresourcesinunit1=numberofresourcesinunit2.
Rule 6:  Patients are scheduled to units 1 and 2 alternatively.
Rule 7: The load distribution is equal to both units.
Rule8:PatientsshouldcompleteRFandPEbeforeTN.




clinics, AEH: Aravind Eye Hospital, TN: Tension
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ThepatientworkflowintheOPCstartswithregistrationandfinisheswithaFE.Thesched-
ulerintheIHMSschedulespatientstotheunitsduringregistration.OPCschedulespatients







lar roles and this group is shared among three departments (vision, tension and dilatation). 
AnMLOPmanagercontrolsthisgroupthroughanMLOPhead.AnotherMLOPgroupmeant
exclusivelyforrefractioniscontrolledbyMLOPmanagerthroughtherefractionMLOPhead.
The senior and junior ophthalmologists are shared between PE and FE and are controlled 
by the ophthal manager. The MRD staff members (NR and RR) are scheduled by the MRD 
manager.AllmanagersintheOPCreporttothepatientcaremanager.Asthedecisioncontrol
intheOPCishierarchical,managerstakethedecisionsregardingplanningandscheduling;









the system changes due to variability and uncertainty in demand.[51] Therefore, we develop a 
real-timecoordinationmechanismthatschedulesresourcesglobally,basedonactualdemand.
Inthisapproach,weintegrateglobalresourceschedulingwithreal-timecoordination.
Figure 6.2: Decision control in the outpatient clinic
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We state the hypothesis of this study:
“AnOPCsystemwithdisparatesubsystemscanreducecycle/waitingtimebyglobaloptimisa-
tion, by coordinating resources and patients in real time.”
This paper shall continue as follows: In Section 6.2, we present a real-time coordination
mechanismforschedulingpatientsandresourcesanddevelopingaMASmodelfortheOPC
system. We define agents and develop algorithms to implement interactions and negotia-
tions. Section 6.3 describes the data collection, model development, experimental design, 




In this section, we describe scheduling of resources and patients along with coordination mech-
anism,allinreal-time.Themodelusesfourcontrollevels,asshowninFigure6.3.Atthefirst
level,apoolkeepsarecordofall resources.At thesecond level, real-timedata iscollected
Figure 6.3: Controland functional structure in real-time resourceandpatient scheduling in theoutpatientclinic
system
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from all departments of the two units. At the third level, patients are scheduled to pathways 
through an integrated patient scheduler on the basis of the departmental system status. 
Finally, resources are scheduled. We develop a coordination mechanism where resources bid 
toincreasetheirutilisation.WemodifysomeexistingrulesoftheOPC(Box6.2)forimplement-
ingtheproposedmodel.Rules1,2,7and8remainthesame,andrules5and9areeliminated.
Theparticipants in theOPCaremappedtoagent roles in theMAS.Patients, resources in
each department and managers (C1, C2 and C3) in Figure 6.3 are mapped as natural agents 
and additional artificial agents are created to implement the coordination mechanism. 
Departments, patient scheduler, route agents (RoAs) and resource scheduler were defined 
to facilitate the necessary information and control operations and were mapped as artificial 
agents. First, we describe the roles of all agents in the MAS and then present the coordina-
tion mechanism.
Types of Agents










the optimal path for PAs
• Resourcescheduleragent(RSA):Thisagentrepresentsthepatientcaremanagerinthe
OPC.Wehaveaddedthetasksofmonitoringthewaitingtimeinalldepartments.Italso
monitors the resource pool and DAs and identifies the resource requirements in each 
department. This agent calls for bids from resources and schedules resources to reduce 
waiting time in the departments. This agent gives instructions to the MA.
Box 6.2:Rulesproposedbyreal-timeschedulingmodeltoOPC
Rule 3: Resource scheduling time window is every day.
Rule4:Real-timeschedulerschedulesresources.Managersfollowitsinstructionsandmonitorresults.
Rule 6: Patients are scheduled on the basis of waiting time in both units.
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The agents have attributes like name, address and identification number as shown in the
class diagram (Figure 6.4). An agent’s class consists of agent’s name, services and goals. The 
PAhasdatabaseentriesregardingthedepartmentsvisited,in-timeandout-time.Whenever
the patient enters the OPC, the class application uses an interface agent and connects all
other agents with the class application. The department, patient, resource and resource pool 
information are shared with the RSA. Now, we present algorithms for patient scheduling and 
resource scheduling.
Algorithm 1: Real-time Patient Scheduling Algorithm
ArecordforeachPAiscreatedwhenapatiententerstheOPC.Thedatabasestorespatient
ID,age,in-time,departmentsvisitedandout-time.Atregistration,thePAisscheduledtoone
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• The scheduler agent uses the collected information from RoAs and then chooses the
pathway with the minimum wait time and schedules the PA to that pathway. The optimal 
path is identified by using an ant algorithm.[52,53]




 Effective available time in a day 
Takttime






of 2 min does not mean that the patients are treated for only 2 min (contradicting the service 
times),butitisevery2minapatientshouldmoveoutofthedepartment.IftheTakttimeis
<2 min, the service in the department is faster than patient demand and the resources either 
waitorstayidle.Ifitexceeds2min,thenthepatientwaits.InordertoachieveaTaktof2min,
the department needs r resources:
Servicetime 5  3 
Takttime 2




exceeds the threshold waiting time. This threshold value is determined to avoid unregulated 
waiting times in departments. The RSA identifies the number of required resources, consider-
ingconstraintslikeconsultationroomsandequipmentinthosedepartments.
Let rn be the number of resources in the nth department where n = 1,..,N.
xn be the available equipment or consultation rooms in the department.
Rn is the total available resources for each department.
RSA calculates rn by using equations (6.1 and 6.2), such that:
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Inequality (6.3) requires that allocated resources be within the available equipment or con-
sultation rooms. Inequality (6.4) is satisfied when the allocation for each department is within 
theavailableresources.Inaddition,allallocationsmustbeintegers(6.5).
Coordination Mechanism




ersandresources. Itenablescomparison-basedselectionand fairlyallocates resources to
departments.Weimplementauction-biddingforresourceschedulingthroughthen-player
Bayesian game with incomplete information. The game consists of the following:
Players i ∈ {1, 2,.…, I}
A set of actions (pure strategies) for each player ai ∈ Ai
A set of types for each player i ∈ ɵi;
A payoff function (reward) for each player Ri, i = 1,…, I.
A probability distribution p(ɵ1,..., ɵI) over types of players.
Here, in this case, the players (also bidders) are the RAs. The auction-bidding is a game
between RAs where they are competing with each other to improve their utilisation. The 
playershavecertainstrategiesandbidforthedepartmentswithslackresources.
The RSA initialises the auction. It broadcasts the call for bids to all RAs in the units and 
resource pool. RA (bidder) i = 1…, I, observes a signal and prepares its bid value vi. Bidders 
areriskneutral, i.e.,theyare interested inmaximisingtheirutilisation.There isnoreal
cost associated, but the price that bidders offer is identified by the RSA. A set of auction 
rules or mechanism design will give rise to a game between the RAs. Bidders’ information 
and value are independent (private) from each other. In this case, bidders submit their 
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current utilisation ui (normalised value), time of last transfer ti, the number of transfers till 
the time TRi (at the start of the day it is 1) and the distance between current and required 
department di (stored in the database). The utility function for each bidder is computed 
as follows.
UFi = ui*TRi*di (6.6)
With these auction rules, RAs play the game within the strategy space. Bidders submit sealed 
bids b1, b2,.., bI. The bidder with the lowest value wins the bid (vacancy). The winner pays his 
own bids in the form of reward for RSA. The goal of RSA is to maximise its rewards. Initially, 
the reward is set to zero, Rold = 0.
While (bidders proposals arrive at RSA) do
{
Compare all bids and select the bid with Min UFi
}
RSA gets rewards that are calculated on the basis of reduction in waiting time for the action 
of resource transfer (w(t)new):
old new
old
( )   ( )
( )







R←Rold + R (6.8)
A Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents compliant ACL message is used for agent com-
munication. A confirmation message is sent to the winning bidder (RA) and to the related 
MA. The winner is transferred from the current department or from the resource pool to the 
required department and the database is updated. MAs monitor this transfer of resources. 
The selected RA then:
• Receivesthemessage
• Updatestheagentdata
• ti ←ti (new)
• TRi←TRi + 1.
If the rescheduled RA does not reach the allotted department by a predefined time (in 
minutes), then theRSAagain calls forbids. The time takenby the real-time scheduler to
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coordinate and reschedule resources is ‘response time’ of the MAS. With this mechanism, 
bothindividualgoals(utilisation)andglobalgoal(waitingtime)oftheOPCareachieved.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data Collection and Analysis
The initial data was collected by interviews with hospital staff of AEH to understand the 
workflow.Then,thedatarelatedtoprocessandpatientwerecollectedfromIHMSandCMS
fromJanuary2012toJune2012.Thepatientdemand,arrivaltimes,in-timeandout-timeof
patients and resources, resource schedule and load distribution in both units was collected. 
The waiting times, cycle times, patient mix, reaction times, service times and utilisation were 




P = {v1, v2}andλ={λ1,λ2,P} (6.9)
Where, P is the sum of two Poisson distributions with mean arrivals λ1 and λ2, mixed with 
proportions: v1 =0.35andv2 =0.65.Thegoodnessoffittestforinputandoutputdistribu-




AMASof theOPCwasdevelopedusingMicrosoft’s .NETFramework,Visual Studio .NET
2008,SQLServerManagementStudio(SSMS)databaseandC#programminglanguage.The
.NET frameworkwas chosen to create communicating agents. It providesunified sets of
classlibrariesandbuilt-insupportforthemulti-protocolrequest-responsecommunication
between agents. The message transport mechanism delivered messages to agents based on 
delegated method and publication mechanism. SSMS was chosen to store gathered and ana-
lyseddataoverthelife-cycleofthesystem.Patientsandresourcesweretheentitieswhose
progresswastrackedthroughtheOPC.Themodelwasdevelopedonthepredefinedopera-
tion logics, such as patient type, pathways, departments, resources, service times, arrival 
times (in-timeandout-time)and reaction time.Randomlygenerated service timeswere
uniformly distributed between the minimum and maximum processing times from empiri-
caldataofeachdepartment.ThemanagersandtheITdepartmentoftheOPCverifiedthe
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model. Further, the model was calibrated by assigning the reaction time randomly between 
20 and 30 min to improve the accuracy. The simulation model was run with the empiri-
cal data and the performance measures, namely, waiting times, cycle times, utilisation and 
load distribution, were collected. Results of the simulation model were compared with the 
empiricaldataoftheOPCforvalidationasshowninTable6.1andtherewasnostatistical
difference between the two.
Experimental Design
In this study, patient and resources were scheduled depending on demand and arrival time. 
Patientdemand inAEH is stochasticwith an averageof 1800patients/daywith30.8%of
themonthly patient demandbeing 1000-1600patients/day, 49.9%of it being 1600-2000
patients/dayand19.3%of itbeing>2000patients/day.Weclassifiedpatientdemandinto
low, medium and high. We tested two sets of scheduling rules, namely, the existing model 
and the real-time scheduling with coordination mechanism (MAS). When resources are
scheduled in real-time, the reaction time becomes extremely important. Therefore, we
select the reaction time (in minutes) as three levels: r(t1)thatis≤10,11≤r(t2)≤20and21≤
r(t3)≤30min.Reactiontimeswereassignedrandomly to thedepartments in theselected
range. Additionally, to analyse the effect of reaction times on departmental performance, 
we selected six combinations of reaction times based on service times (high and low). There 
were in total 21 × 31×91=54experiments,andtheperformancemeasureswererecordedfor
all the experiments in the design. A full factorial experiment was carried out to estimate the 
effect of selected factors on the performance parameters.
Table 6.1:ValidationofthesimulationmodelwiththeexistingOPCinAEH
Patient demand Performance measures Mean±SD P value
Existing AEH Simulation model
Low Waiting times in minutes 48.6±12.5 47.2±11.1 0.5
Medium 68.2±18.6 69.9±17.2 0.4
High 82.1±25 82.2±22.5 0.4
Low Cycle times in minutes 98.9±14.3 96.9±13.2 0.5
Medium 122.3±17.8 120.7±18.1 0.5
High 138.9±27.1 135.9±24.9 0.4
Low Load distribution in number of patients 3.3±1.2 1.7±0.9 0.4
Medium 4.1±2.5 2.4±1.2 0.5
High 4.3±2.8 3.9±1.6 0.5
Low Resource utilisation in percentage 76±3.2 73±2.1 0.4
Medium 78±2.4 76±2 0.6
High 82±2.2 80.9±3.1 0.5
SD:Standarddeviation,OPC:Outpatientclinic,AEH:AravindEyeHospital
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times for the same mean patient arrivals. The same randomiser input was used for simula-
tionwithtwodifferentschedulingscenarios(existingandreal-time)toassurethattheresults
obtained were not due to different inputs. The mean and standard deviation of the waiting 
times, cycle times, load distribution and resource utilisation were collected. These output 
resultswereanalysedandcomparedwiththosefromtheexistingmodel.ANOVA-testswere
conductedforstatisticalcomparisonsatasignificancelevelof0.05.Additionally,ANOVA-tests
were performed using Minitab to determine the significance of main effects and interaction 
effectsofproposed(real-time)schedulingandreactiontimeonwaitingtimes.Additionally,
effects of resource scheduling and patient scheduling were analysed independently as well 
as together.
Implementation of the Real-Time Scheduling Model in AEH
Theproposedschedulingmodelwas implemented in theOPCduringApril2014andMay
2014.TheschedulingalgorithmswereintegratedintotheIHMS.Figure6.5showsthetiming
and interactionofdataduringreal-timescheduling in the IHMS.Afterapatientarrivesat
Figure 6.5: Timing and interaction of data during real-time coordination and scheduling in Integrated Hospital
Management System
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theOPC,astaffmemberentersthepatientdetailsinaformattheregistrationdepartment
andinvokesthescheduler.Further,thepatientschedulerrequestsreal-timedatafromthe
database. The database extracts real-timedata fromall departments and sends it to the
scheduler. The patient scheduler finds the optimal path and prints it on the patient informa-
tion card.
The resource schedulerwas implemented in theOPC using the SQL PHP server, Android




mation of the waiting patients in the department. This enabled the auction procedure. The 
call for the auction was sent to the RAs via the Android device. The RAs were provided with 
mobilephonestobid.Thisauction-bidcommunicationwasperformedviawebservices.The
database was updated after the selection of RA. The performance measures were collected 















r(t1) min r(t2) min r(t3) min



















Low 44.9±9.6 12.4±6.8 0.001 45.3±10.2 20.33±7.9 0.001 50.9±11.2 30.6±9.1 0.003
Medium 57.8±14.3 16.9±6.3 0.002 66.1±15.9 30.6±8.9 0.003 70.1±18.9 40.1±11.7 0.004
High 70.1±19.4 22.4±7.1 0.004 78.9±20.1 37.7±9.9 0.004 87.1±23.6 53.4±15.2 0.006
SD:Standarddeviation,MAS:Multi-agentsystems
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The average waiting times in all departments were reduced (Figure 6.6). The figure com-
pares the waiting times in departments for various combinations of different reaction times. 
Reaction times were selected on the basis of low and high service times. For example, in 
mix1,departments thathave low (L) service times (<5min)have reaction times r(t1) and 
departments with high (H) service times have reaction times r(t2). Similarly, in mix 2, depart-
ments with low (L) service times have reaction times r(t1) and departments with high (H) 








r(t1) min r(t2) min r(t3) min



















Low 75.1±1.6 89.7±0.9 0.007 74.2±1.8 85.8±1.7 0.003 68.4±1.9 80.1±1.9 0.004
Medium 77.1±1.9 93.8±1.1 0.004 75.4±2.1 89.4±1.9 0.003 71.1±2.1 81.1±2.2 0.004
High 78.2±2.1 95.6±1.0 0.004 77.3±3.1 93.7±2.1 0.005 69.2±3.3 86.4±2.8 0.007
SD:Standarddeviation,MAS:Multi-agentsystems
Figure 6.6: Effect of reaction times on average waiting times in all departments
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time is not significant. However, the interaction effects of scheduling and reaction time are 
significant.
As reaction times between departments varied, tests of effects between subjects were 
Figure 6.7: Interaction effects of resource scheduling, patient scheduling and resource coordination
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conducted. Main and interaction effects of departments, scheduling and reaction times on 
performance measures were analysed (with P values for department*scheduling [0.001], 
department*reaction time [0.50]and scheduling*reaction time [0.003]).Weobserve that
main and interaction effects of scheduling are significant in all departments whereas reac-
tion time is not significant in departments with shorter service times. Interaction effects of 
resource scheduling, patient scheduling and real-time scheduling (resource+patient) are
compared in Figure 6.7.






The performance measures of the proposed model were significantly different from those of 






is prone to variability and uncertainty. Additionally, the current way of managing operations 
causes congestion resulting in long waiting times and cycle times. In this study, resources and 
Table 6.5: Comparison of waiting time, cycle time and resource utilisation before and after implementation of the 
real-timeschedulingmodelintheOPC(AEH)
Performance measures Patient demand Mean±SD P value
Before After
Waiting times in minutes Low 48.6±12.45 21.2±7.5 0.03
Medium 68.2±18.56 33.4±9.3 0.02
High 82.1±25.02 41.9±10.3 0.01
Cycle times in minutes Low 98.9±14.25 70.9±9.4 0.02
Medium 122.3±17.83 85.9±14.5 0.01
High 138.9±27.12 98±10.9 0.01
Resource utilisation in percentage Low 76±3.2 83.5±2.1 0.03
Medium 78±2.4 85.2±2.4 0.04
High 82±2.2 93.3±2.6 0.03
SD:Standarddeviation,OPC:Outpatientclinic,AEH:AravindEyeHospital
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the effects of patient demand, scheduling rules and reaction time on waiting times, cycle 
timesandresourceutilisation.Itwasfoundthatglobalcontrolofoperationsandreal-time
scheduling improves performance measures, such as waiting times and cycle times, com-
paredtothecurrentmethodofscheduling.TheagentsintheOPCrepresentedabadgame
where only individual goals were achieved. The Bayesian game played through coordination 
mechanismbasedontheactualstatusofdepartments:Auction-biddingprocedureimproved
thefulfilmentofindividualgoalsaswellasOPC-widegoals.
Besides scheduling rules and control of operations, reaction time influences waiting times 
in theOPC. ANOVAwas used to determine themain and interaction effects of real-time
schedulingandreactiontime.Effectsofreal-timeschedulingaresignificantonperformance
measures likewaitingtimes,cycletimesandutilisation. Itshowsimprovement inreaction
time does not improve waiting times on its own but has a significant effect on performance 
measureswhenimplementedalongwithreal-timescheduling.Further,thegreaterreaction
times in departments with longer service times affect the performance measures when com-
pared to shorter reaction times in departments with smaller service times.
Real-time scheduling, as studiedhere,used resource scheduling andpatient scheduling
simultaneously. The two scheduling methods perform well individually, but together as 
MAS, they perform even better (Figure 6.7). Patients were scheduled to the pathways 
with minimum waiting times at the registration by considering the complete pathway. 




of resources. This improved the resource utilisation. AEH has dedicated staff who pro-
actively participated in resource bidding. The resources were scheduled to the depart-
ments throughout the OPC system and the managers monitored them. The resources
werematchedtothevaryingpatientdemandinreal-time.TheMASmodellingoftheOPC
allowed harmonising the performance of the OPC with conflicting goals of the agents
(resources, patients and management). Coordination and information sharing between 
agentsimprovedOPC-wideperformance.Delaysindecision-makingduetomanagement
hierarchywerereduced,asdecisionsweretakenonthebasisofreal-timestatusandinfor-
mation of the departments.
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The literature shows that planning often fails to incorporate short-term variabilities and
uncertainties due to arrivals and service times. Previously, MAS has been used for patient 
schedulingandresourcescheduling,butnotsimultaneouslyforbothinreal-time.Themodel
in this study captures this stochasticity in walk-in demand, coordinates between depart-
mentsandschedulestheresourcesandpatientsinreal-time.Itactslikeaself-analysingand
self-correctingnetwork,whichincorporatestheslightestchangeintheOPCandeffectively
manages its patients and resources.
The number of interactions increases with the number of active agents. Patients were pas-
siveagents;hence,anincreaseinthepatientdemanddidnotaffecttheloadonthenetwork.
The resources were active agents, who communicated and negotiated to achieve their goals. 
The response timeof the real-timeschedulingmodel increasesexponentiallywhen there
isan increase inthenumberofpathways,hospitaldepartments (50or100)orresources.
Therefore, to extend this model to other types of clinics or hospitals, the reaction time as well 
astheresponsetimeshouldbefurtherstudied.ThepathwaysinspecialisedOPCsaremore
deterministic and less variable than one would expect in general hospitals. General hospi-
tals have a more complex management hierarchy and more resource types than specialised 
OPCs.Ourmodelcanbeappliedtoageneralhospitalmodelifresponsetime,reactiontime
and patient pathways can be studied in detail. The outcome of this model in other situations 
isdependentonthefrequencyofreal-timedatacollectionbasedonthehospitalinformation
system.
Limitations of this implementation are the cost involved for the database servers and the 
main(hospital)server,andthelimitedaccessibility(narrowarea)ofthenetwork. Inorder
to overcome the latter, data can be stored in a common place (the cloud) where all applica-
tionprograminterfacesareclients.ThesecommunicatewitheachotherviaServiceOriented
Architecture Protocol and use Web Service Definition Language as the communication lan-
guage between them. The patient and process data were updated by hospital staff in the 
departments. As futurework, we intend to utilise radio frequency identification tags for
patients to update patient and process data, and to identify the resource location.
HealthcaresettingslikeOPCsorhospitalsdifferintheircomplexity,patientgroupsandpro-
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Scheduling of resources as well as patients have been researched extensively in the recent 
pastbuthasnotbeenperformedinreal-time,andcoordinationinreal-timehasnotbeenana-
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INTRODUCTION
The overall objective of this thesis is to extend knowledge concerning hospital operating sys‑
tems. This thesis tests the hypothesis that “a hospital system with disparate subsystems can‑
not minimise cycle/waiting time by separately optimising subsystems, or by scheduling that 
does not adjust in real‑time.”
Patients usually wait for long periods before they get the required care in a hospital. A patient 
arriving in pain and grief expects quality and timely care.[1,2] Prolonged waiting is not only 
unpleasant and redundant but can also have adverse effects on the patient and their attendants, 
as chances of acquiring infections from hospital increase. It is common to see patients struggling 
and arguing to get ahead of the queues, leading to increased stress on the patients as well as 
the hospital staff managing them. From the hospital perspective, it is important to increase effi‑
ciency and distribute the workload uniformly across equally skilled human resources.
Hospital managements are getting more inclined towards improving and redesigning their 
care delivery and are focusing on waiting and cycle times, spurred by the increasing national 
and international attention and by a felt need.[3] Although several operation system meth‑
odologies have been adapted from the industry for solving these issues, they have not been 
adequate to address the problem efficiently.
There are several reasons why various applications of the operating systems have not yet 
worked optimally, and we continue to face challenges in the real world. The outpatient clinics 
(OPCs), with larger latency in their operations, are designed to deliver care mostly as a push 
system, where the capacity for care is delivered on the basis of projected average demand. 
Care is provided whenever the resources are ready and not when the patient needs it.[1] 
Although operating systems have been developed looking at this projected demand based on 
appointment systems, they have not been able to address the problem adequately. In prac‑
tice, even an OPC with only scheduled patients through appointments faces problems, due 
to the early or late arrival of patients or doctors, no‑show of patients and cancelled appoint‑
ments. Moreover, in many instances, especially in India, OPCs have high levels of walk‑ins and 
systems that have been designed for appointment‑based projected demand fail. Even if some 
appointments are given, OPCs cater to walk‑ins as well, thus functioning as a mixed system. 
The walk‑ins and mixed systems make OPCs function more like a pull system or a combination 
of push and pull, undermining the impact of the systems designed as a push system. Here we 
use the terms push and pull to differentiate only at a conceptual level[4] and do not delve into 
the varying definitions used by different authors.
In the automobile industry, some successful models use “Just In Time” (JIT) system champi‑
oned by Toyota Production Systems, which is a combination of push and pull mechanisms. 
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JIT mechanism works well when it is applied to the entire system and across departments. 
Although JIT has been tried in health care, it has been sub‑optimal. This was because OPCs are 
functionally organised in general, the departments are managed locally and the application 
of operating system design is done at an individual department level. Planning and control 
are local to the departments, hence every department controls its patient flow for optimising 
its capacity usage and improving its efficiency. The departmental decisions are independently 
taken by managers to achieve department‑specific goals, with limited knowledge[5‑7] about 
workflows and processes of other departments. Moreover, as the processes are interdepen‑
dent, patients often visit (and re‑visit) multiple departments.[8,9] The local control and lack of 
coordination results in faster upstream departments pushing patients to slower downstream 
departments, resulting in patients waiting for care. When upstream departments are slower 
than downstream departments, the latter waits for work, resulting in under‑utilisation of 
resources.[10] Since there is no global approach that takes the entire OPC as a unit, increasing 
the efficiency of individual departments does not necessarily improve the overall efficiency 
of the OPC.[7,11‑13]
Unlike the situation in other industries, the OPCs experience high variability and uncertainty 
of patient demand which makes the direct use of existing methods of operation system chal‑
lenging. High walk‑ins, appointment cancellations, unpredictable patient conditions resulting 
in patient‑to‑patient variations in service times, the number of departments visited by the 
patient and complex patient pathways lead to variability and uncertainty. The ageing popu‑
lation with multiple comorbidities, the delayed care seeking behaviour of the population, 
human resource shortages, lack of education and knowledge of patients, hierarchical subjec‑
tive management systems, etc. make the entire system highly complex and increase the vari‑
ability and uncertainty to a further extent. Such variability and uncertainty necessitate the 
OPCs to be very dynamic and responsive.
However, OPCs often collect feedback after the event on the basis of which planning and 
scheduling are carried out in longer time horizons, usually in weeks to months and occasion‑
ally in days. Action taken through planning and scheduling at a later point cannot solve the 
current workflow problems when cause and effect are experienced at the same time. The 
OPC is an open loop system[14] that is affected by variability and uncertainty caused due to 
the delay in utilising the feedback and taking action to improve the workflow. Aggregate 
planning does not capture short‑term variability in demand in OPCs.[15] While scheduling in 
OPCs is extensively studied, real‑time scheduling remains understudied. Being responsive to 
a changing demand can be achieved by accommodating changes in real‑time.
As the current OPC workflow management methods are not demand‑driven and are not opti‑
mised either globally or in real‑time, they do not always accomplish the desired outcomes. 
In order to achieve the goal of reduced waiting and cycle time, it is hypothesised that OPCs 
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should not only plan, schedule and control operations in real‑time but should also be opti‑
mised globally as a system.
METHODS
Research Hypothesis
We adopt a stepwise approach to addressing this hypothesis. The main research question 
being, “Does overall (global) optimisation along with real‑time scheduling improve the wait/
cycle time and hospital performance?” is examined with respect to each of the major sub‑
components of OPC system – resource planning, patient scheduling and coordination – to 
attain results at each level. Since each of these sub‑components function together in reality 
to address the main research question fully, we look at various combinations of the optimi‑
sation models built at each sub‑component level are to find the combination with the best 
outcomes.
This research question leads to the following sub‑questions, which are explored in this 
study.
1. Does overall (global) optimisation along with predictive (nearly real‑time) resource plan‑
ning improve waiting and cycle times?
2. Does overall (global) optimisation along with real‑time patient scheduling improve 
(reduce) waiting and cycle times?
3. Does overall (global) optimisation along with real‑time coordination of resources and 
patients improve (reduce) waiting and cycle times?
4. What combination of each optimisation models best improves (reduces) the waiting and 
cycle times?
Additional Outcomes
1. Does overall (global) optimisation along with real‑time coordination of resources and 
patients improve (increase) resource utilisation?
2. Is resource shifting across departments feasible? Is resource shifting possible for all 
skill levels, provided similar skills of resources be grouped and shifted within the same 
level?
Research Approach
The overall approach to the method while answering these questions consists of the follow‑
ing steps (Figure 7.1).
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Study Variables
The inputs to the operating system are the independent, uncontrollable, controllable and 
exogenous variables and dependent variables like waiting times, cycle times and resource 
utilisation are the output variables (Figure 7.2).
Study Setting
In order to test our hypothesis, it was important to choose a study setting that satisfied the 
following criteria:
•	 Patient	arrivals	are	random	and	independent	(all	walk-ins	or	a	mix	of	walk-ins	and	appoint‑
ments), leading to high variability.




Figure 7.1: Research approach
-
utilisation
Figure 7.2 Variables in operating system of an OPC system
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Aravind Eye Hospital (AEH)
AEH, Madurai (Tamil Nadu, India) was chosen for the present study as it satisfied all the 
criteria listed above. In AEH, all patients are walk‑ins and are provided care on “first‑come, 
first‑served” basis at registration. The hospital attains its goals by strict attention to cost 
optimisation and high quality through its operational excellence.[16‑19] While employing 
<1% of the country’s ophthalmic workforce, AEH accounts for 5% of ophthalmic surgeries 
performed nationwide. AEH has performed 401,529 surgeries and has treated 2,396,864 
outpatients during 2014‑2015.[20] It is one of the world’s largest eye care service provid‑
ers.[21,22] The hospital uses a manual scheduling system and local optimisation for workflow 
management.
Case Study and Findings
We examined an OPC system over a period of 2 months to gain an in‑depth understanding of 
its working environment. Patient pathways, service times for various processes and depart‑
ments, workflows, managing of patients and resources, interdependencies and factors influ‑
encing waiting and cycle times were studied. This information was gathered through direct 
observation, interviews and sourcing of pertinent data from the integrated hospital manage‑
ment system and the clinical management system.
The case study revealed that resources (mainly doctors) were rescheduled to compensate 
for the increase in workloads in AEH. However, these modifications were under local con‑
trol and were typically made through phone calls to check if anyone was available, without 
complete knowledge about the types of resources and patient loads in other departments. 
In order to address this inefficient approach to resource management, it was necessary to 
conduct resource coordination in a way that allows staff members with the same level of skill 
and expertise to be deployed in real‑time, wherever necessary. We believe that this is an 
important contribution to the field since extensive literature review failed to reveal studies, 
in which a similar demand‑driven resource shifting was attempted. Therefore, it is reasonable 
to assume that ad‑hoc approaches similar to the one described above are utilised in other 
OPCs.
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RATIONALE FOR COMBINATION MODELS
As explained in the previous chapters, each of the optimisation models we have developed 
has helped in independently reducing both waiting and cycle times. Thus, the aim of this 
research was to design an operating system for hospitals that would satisfy patient demand 
with short cycle times. As the three processes (planning, scheduling and coordination) are 
interrelated in reality, the study intended to develop a model that allows their concurrent 
application.
Moreover, each model has certain limitations in isolation. For example, although the pre‑
dictive resource planning is demand‑driven and global, it is still at the planning level. Thus, 
it can only be viewed as a step towards matching resources with demand, rather than a 
complete solution. It gives preparedness to OPCs to handle demand variability. In practice, 
the actual demand needs to be handled more effectively. We observed that although the 
integral patient scheduling model minimises waiting times, workflows in some departments 
like registration remain sub‑optimal. The optimisation of registration departments along 
with patient scheduling would further improve waiting times. When real‑time scheduling 
is adopted, both patients and resources are scheduled efficiently with timely coordination. 
This model results in shorter waiting times compared to those produced by the other two 
models. We also noted that a higher variability mandates greater resource availability and 
more frequent rescheduling. The reaction time is also highly important in real‑time schedul‑
ing. By incorporating resource planning, the pressure of coordinating and rescheduling would 
be lessened.
We presume that the impact of the inherent variability and uncertainty in an OPC system is 
best reduced when the optimisation models are applied jointly. Additionally, a good operat‑
ing system is a combination of both push and pull. By combining the optimisation models, we 
can realise a right mix of both pull and push system. Therefore, we employ these three opti‑
misation models in different combinations of the basic models as detailed below (Table 7.1).
We have dealt in detail the models that address the first three research questions in chapters 
4‑6 and we summarise them here. In this chapter, we deal with the fourth research question 
by exploring the combination of models 4, 6 and 7. Finally, we present the contribution to 
theory and practice followed by limitations and future research.
Question 1: Does overall (global) optimisation along with predictive (nearly real‑time) 
resource planning improve waiting and cycle times? (Model 1).
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What is known in the literature?
•	 Resource	planning	and	scheduling	are	done	on	the	basis	of	availability	of	resources,	and	








entire day or week or month.
•	 Most	of	the	time	resource	planning	is	performed	to	match	with	supply	(resources)	only.	





•	 Takt	 time	management	 is	 not	 applied	 for	 varying	 demand	 (stochastic	 demand)	 and	 a	







required during each time‑slots, with resources being scheduled accordingly.
•	 Takt	time	management	was	applied	to	the	entire	OPC	system	and	it	accounted	for	sto‑
chastic demand at shorter intervals of 1 h.
Table 7.1: Operating models: 1‑3 studied in the previous chapters, 4‑7 combinations of 1‑3
Models Details of models and their combinations
Model 1 Predictive resource planning
Model 2 Integral patient scheduling
Model 3 Real‑time coordination for scheduling
Model 4 Predictive resource planning + Integral patient scheduling
Model 5 Real‑time resource scheduling
Model 6 Predictive resource planning + Real‑time resource scheduling
Model 7 Predictive resource planning + Integral patient scheduling+ Real‑time coordination for 
scheduling 
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Main results
•	 The	predictive	planning	model	reduced	the	average	waiting	time	by	43.4%	during	sim‑
ulation (from 66.3 to 37.5 min) and by 41.1% during its implementation (from 66.3 to 
39.0 min) in the OPC.
•	 The	mean	cycle	time	was	reduced	by	25.6%	(120.1-89.3	min)	during	simulation	and	by	




whereas, the predictive resource plan has a minimum of 12 to a maximum of around 
30‑34 resources (only for few time‑slots) in a day.
Strengths of our study
•	 This	predictive	resource	planning	model	has	been	able	to	bring	in	a	level	of	preparedness	
and indirectly reduce the reaction time.
•	 It	has	been	demonstrated	 that	Takt	 time	management	 can	also	be	globally	 applied	 to	
open loop systems, where variability is high.
•	 An	optimisation	model	has	been	developed,	which	is	not	only	tested	in	theory	but	also	in	
implementation to see its actual effect.
•	 Although	still	being	a	push	model,	it	adapts	to	demand.
Limitations	of	our	study
•	 Though	 short-term	 variability	 (hour-wise)	 is	 captured,	 patient	 arrival	 can	 remain	 vari‑
able and uncertain to some extent within the 1‑h time‑slot. For example, all patients may 
arrive either at the beginning or at the end of the 1‑h time‑slot.
•	 The	optimisation	model	 is	 limited	by	other	constraints	during	planning.	For	 instance,	 if	
the required number of resources is five and there are only four consultation rooms, then 
the resource allocation to other departments changes accordingly, accounting for the lay‑
out constraint. Similarly, lack of equipment limits optimisation of the workflow further 
despite the availability of human resources. Although our optimisation model does not 
include these variables directly, they are accounted during the initial study and the model 
works with the existing limitations. However, it can quantify the improvement in waiting 
and cycle times that can occur with change in layout or equipment and give inputs for 
long‑term planning. Reaction time is an exogenous variable that affects output and can‑
not be controlled in open loop systems. If departments have greater reaction times, then 
waiting times do not improve much.
From this optimisation model, we learn that it is important to not only account for short‑
term variability while planning resources, but also to have a global approach for planning. 
Prediction of demand in the short‑term helps in better preparedness and indirectly reduces 
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reaction time. However, departments with higher reaction and service times are not able to 
show the same level of improvement compared to lower reaction and service times, prompt‑
ing the need to explore other ways to overcome this limitation.
Question 2: Does overall (global) optimisation along with real‑time patient scheduling 
improve (reduce) waiting and cycle times?
What is known in literature?
•	 Patient	scheduling	is	commonly	performed	through	appointment	systems.
•	 Appointment	systems	range	from	manual	to	online.	There	are	studies	which	have	applied	
operations system research to an appointment‑based system and have been able to 
account for variability arising out of no shows and double booking.
•	 However,	patients	are	scheduled	on	the	basis	of	resource	availability,	and	the	scheduling	






•	 An	 integral	patient	 scheduling	model	has	been	developed	 that	uses	 the	actual	 system	









66.3 to 48.7 min) during implementation.
•	 Prior	 to	 implementation	of	 integral	patient	 scheduling	model,	13.5%	of	patients	 spent	
more than 2 h in the OPC, which reduced to 8.7% after the implementation of the model 
(reduced by 35.5%).
Strengths of our study
•	 An	optimisation	model	has	not	only	been	tested	in	theory	but	also	implemented	in	prac‑
tice to see its actual effect in the reality of a hospital.
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So far, a patient‑centric model which looks into patient scheduling and considers patient path 
optimisation (a global perspective) in real‑time has not been tried in an OPC in a systematic 
way. We have learnt from the study that this model has improved outcomes with no additional 
staff (human resources). This model is in real‑time adjusts for the variability in actual demand.
Question 3: Does overall (global) optimisation along with real‑time coordination of resources 
and patients improve (reduce) waiting time and cycle time?
What is known in literature?
•	 Resource	scheduling	and	patient	scheduling	are	performed	separately.
•	 Coordination	is	limited	to	the	appointments	of	patients	only.
•	 OPCs	 are	modelled	 as	multi-agent	 systems	 (MAS),	where	performances	 are	optimised	
ahead of time, and the results are applied by OPCs.
•	 Resource	and	patient	scheduling	are	department-centric	and	are	done	ahead	of	time.
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Main results
•	 The	real-time	scheduling	model	reduced	the	average	waiting	time	by	55.8%	during	simu‑
lation (from 66.3 to 29.3 min) and by 51.6% during its implementation (from 66.3 to 32.1 
min) in the OPC.
•	 The	mean	cycle	time	reduced	by	30.6%	(120-83.3	min)	during	simulation	and	by	29.25%	
during implementation (120‑84.9 min).
•	 Average	 resource	 utilisation	 improved	 by	 14.4%	 during	 simulation	 and	 by	 8.3%	 with	
imposed constraints during implementation.
•	 During	 simulation,	 resource	 utilisation	 improved	 by	 12.6%,	 13.5%	 and	 17%	 for	 low,	
medium and high patient demand, respectively.
•	 During	implementation,	resource	utilisation	improved	by	7.5%,	7.2%	and	11.3%	for	low,	
medium and high patient demand, respectively.
•	 The	effect	of	real-time	coordination	on	resource	utilisation	is	significant	for	high	demand,	
both during simulation and implementation.
Strengths of our study
•	 An	optimisation	model	has	not	only	been	tested	in	theory	but	also	been	implemented	in	












We have learnt that demand‑based resource rescheduling captures variability in demand in 
real‑time. The global perspective improves patient flow, reduces unregulated waiting times 
in departments and improves cycle time across departments. The real‑time coordination 
system improves resource utilisation. Making resource utilisation as an objective (reward‑
ing resources) improves utilisation as well as waiting and cycle times. We have learnt that 
synchronisation of patients and resources in real‑time improves performance in OPCs. The 
successful experimentation of shifting skilled resources contributes to a new approach in the 
optimisation methods.
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Applicability of all three models
•	 Can	be	applied	to	OPC	systems	with	stochastic	(walk-ins)	demand	and	can	be	extended	to	
deterministic (appointment‑based) demand.
•	 Can	be	applied	 to	 single	departments	with	 subsystems	and	general	hospitals,	wherein	
both real‑time scheduling and global optimisation will improve outcomes.
Question 4: What combination of optimisation models best improves (reduces) the waiting 
time and cycle time?
According to different combinations listed in Table 7.1, we describe the effects of these mod‑
els on waiting times and cycle times. We compare waiting times and cycle times of all the 
seven models (base models as well as combination models) with the existing situation of the 
OPC in AEH in Figure 7.3. Additionally, we look at department‑wise waiting times and sum‑
marise the results for all these models in Figure 7.4.
Model 4 is a combination of predictive resource planning and integral patient scheduling. 
Waiting times improved by 60% as compared to Model 1 and Model 2. Waiting times of 
Model 4 are less than that of Model 3 because the predictive planning provides a level of 
preparedness to OPCs to handle the variability caused by actual demand. Model 4 matches 
patient pathways to actual demand and resources to predicted demand. The variability caused 
by actual patient demand affects waiting and cycle times. Model 5 is not a combination of any 
models but is obtained by excluding patient scheduling from Model 3. We compare Model 1, 
i.e., predictive resource planning that schedules resources on the basis of predicted demand, 
at each time‑slot, with Model 5, i.e., real‑time resource scheduling that reschedules resources 
through real‑time coordination on the basis of actual demand. Model 1 improved waiting 
Figure 7.3: Average waiting times and cycle times in all the models
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times	by	44%;	whereas,	Model	5	 improved	 it	by	46%	(Figure	7.3).	There	 is	 little	difference	
between the performance of Model 1 and Model 5 because of short‑term demand prediction 
(very	near	to	reality).	Resources	are	aware	of	their	schedule	in	Model	1;	whereas,	in	Model	5	
they are transferred when required. Here, patient scheduling is not optimised.
Further, we analyse Model 6 that is a combination of predictive resource planning and real‑
time resource scheduling. First, the resources are scheduled to each department on the 
basis of projected patient demand throughout the day, according to the schedule obtained. 
Further, Model 6 coordinates resources in real‑time and reschedules them depending on 
actual demand. A level of preparedness to manage demand variability is provided by Model 
1 and additional flexibility to deal with actual demand is incorporated by Model 5. The num‑
ber of transfers is less when compared to Model 3 as it is already demand‑based (though 
predicted). Model 5 matches resources according to actual demand, but does not optimise 
patient scheduling. This means that it does not optimise pathways on the basis of the actual 
demand.
Finally, we integrate predictive resource planning, integral patient scheduling and real‑
time scheduling (coordination) in Model 7. We schedule resources on the basis of predic‑
tive resource planning, which matches supply to demand. Resources are aware of the plan 
(department and time) a day ahead. Next, the patients are scheduled on‑arrival depending 
on actual OPC system status, in order to optimise their waiting times. Further, resources are 
rescheduled depending on actual demand (if variability exists). As the resource planning is 
demand‑based, real‑time rescheduling does not need more resource transfers. This combi‑
nation completes the design of the operating system that includes planning, scheduling and 
coordination,	all	in	real-time	and	in	a	global	perspective.	Latency	is	minimised	by	utilisation	
Figure 7.4: Average waiting times (minutes) in all the departments
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of continuous feedback from all departments for scheduling and coordination. This trans‑
forms the open loop characteristic of the OPC into a closed loop.
We have earlier discussed how a good operating system uses a combination of both push and 
pull in workflow optimisation. A system where care is delivered when the resources are ready 
is a push system, while a system where care is delivered when the patient asks for it, on the 
basis of system status, is a pull system.[1,4,23] Although predictive resource planning matches 
supply with demand, it is a push as it is planned ahead of time and is dependent on projected 
demand. Both integral patient scheduling and real‑time resource scheduling are pull as they 
are based on system status and actual demand. Model 7 makes an optimal mix of both push 
and pull for a good operating system.
CONTRIBUTION TO THEORY
Most of the operational modelling studies about hospitals are department‑specific where 
planning, scheduling and control are managed locally. Scheduling in hospitals is often based 
on the average demand (a day, a week or a month) and ahead of time. They are not demand‑
driven, are not in real‑time and often lack coordination.
The optimisation models in this research attempt to adapt resources and patient pathways to 
patient demand that varies. There is no study available on an operating system in OPCs that 
optimises operations in real‑time with a global perspective.
Most	operations	 in	OPCs	are	push;	whereas,	pull	 is	 ideal	 for	continuous	patient	 flow.	This	
research attempts to find an optimal mix of push and pull[10] so that OPCs manage their work‑
flows effectively and efficiently.
Predictive resource planning on the basis of forecasted demand (push) captures certain vari‑
ability and uncertainty and prepares the OPCs to manage operational problems. Additionally, 
Takt	 time	management	 has	 been	 applied	 to	 stable	 demand;	 whereas,	 in	 this	 study,	 it	 is	
applied to hospital workflow where demand is highly variable. Patient scheduling on the 
basis of system status (pull) allows OPCs to capture the variability and uncertainty caused by 
local optimisation (sequencing and scheduling). Finally, real‑time resource scheduling cap‑
tures the remaining variability caused by actual demand. The coordination mechanism inter‑
acts with resources in real‑time and involves them actively in the optimisation. This research 
contributes in designing an operating system that has an intelligent and optimal combination 
of push and pull in OPC workflow management.
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With this research, we transform an open‑loop system to a closed‑loop system.
CONTRIBUTION TO PRACTICE
Since all parts of the OPC are interdependent, even if one department does not function 
well in a timely manner, the entire system malfunctions. The global perspective of patient 
flow in OPCs integrates all departments involved in the patient flow that includes individuals, 
groups, interactions, goals and statuses.
The operating system acts as a decision support system for analysing the future resource 
requirement. OPCs can utilise these optimisation models independently or in combination 
(together) on the basis of their working environments. The unnecessary travel of patients 
and resources can be eliminated. This research provides a hospital management tool that 
takes care of the operations management in hospitals and increases the accountability as 
well as utilisation of resources.
This operating system has been implemented in an OPC of a speciality eye hospital (AEH). 
Subsequent to the study, the hospital is continuing to use model 7, which is a combination of 
all three optimisation models, and has found it very useful.
Various combinations of the three models can be applied on the basis of the situation from 
single OPCs, single departments to entire general hospitals. However, the extension of the 
models to general hospitals would require further study to adapt them in accommodating 
the variables specific to the particular setting.
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
The	study	considered	a	non-general	hospital;	whereas,	general	hospitals	differ	in	complexi‑
ties, patient groups, processes and human interactions. The resources have to be cross‑skilled 
to work at various departments, which is necessary for resource rescheduling to be a success‑
ful element of operations management. In this study, the resources participated proactively 
in rescheduling due to the working culture of AEH, which may not always be the case in other 
hospitals. A greater insight would have been gained into the workflow management if the 
current research had included a qualitative approach (patient satisfaction, staff satisfaction, 
etc.). In addition, this study did not include travel time that depends on the physical layout 
of the OPC. Although we know that costs have been reduced, it was not measured directly. 
We have implemented the optimisation models only in the OPC of AEH and have not tested 
them in other settings.
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FUTURE RESEARCH
As part of the future research, it will be interesting to study the opportunities for developing 
an operating system for general hospitals with complex workflows and stochastic pathways.
Tracking of patients and resources in real‑time provides accurate details about waiting time, 
utilisation, etc. for which the use of radio frequency identification can be explored. Along 
with that, the waiting time depends on travel time between departments. Therefore, we 
intend to explore the effects of layout optimisation on the performance of OPCs. In addition, 
the financial impact of the model could be examined by using cost‑benefit analysis.
In conclusion, this thesis examined whether global real‑time scheduling in OPCs would 
improve their performance and explored ways to introduce the same. The research study 
found that an operating system that globally schedules patients and resources in real‑time 
improves waiting and cycle times.
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Va l o r i s at i o n
This section focuses on the usefulness of the results of this thesis to researchers as well as 
others,suchashealthcareprofessionals,policymakers,industrypeopleandhospitalman-
agement. This thesis includes several analyses about planning and scheduling that could be 
useful in minimising patient waiting times and in optimising resource utilisation. The hospital 
workflowoptimisationservicesfocusoncapturingtheexistingworkflowofthehospital,and
an optimised solution can be simulated by applying the outcome of this study in terms of 
algorithms and process flows. The goal is to ensure that resources are utilised to the best 
and outcomes are maximised. This in turn not only leads to highly efficient systems but also 
reduces costs and brings in affordability.
Societal Relevance
The societal impact of this optimisation could be higher patient satisfaction due to reduced 
waitingtimesandcosteffectiveness.Thehospitalmanagement,oneofthemainstakehold-
ers,isalsobenefittedforincreasedthroughput.Overall,thesocietyisbenefittedbygetting
more value for the investments made in hospital infrastructure. The pressure on hospitals, 
due to growing patient demand, need for quality care, and limited capacity could be reduced 
to a great extent with intelligent planning and scheduling systems.
Business and Innovation
Researchandmodellingforhospitalworkflowoptimisationhavegreatbusinesspotential.A
business model can be developed by utilising a percentage of the cost saved in sustaining the 
business and enabling it to grow profitably with higher volumes. Commercialisation of these 
modelsisrelevanttostakeholders,asitcouldguidedecisionmakersabouttherequirement
of resources and they can identify whether to increase or reduce the number of resources. 
Goingforward,asthemodelisdigitised/automated,different/newclinicalpathwayscanbe
discoveredbyusing latesttechniques likeArtificial Intelligenceandmachine learning.This
helps to automatically capture the best practices and replicate them in other healthcare 
systems.
In order to conclude, the studies presented in this thesis could be useful for patients, admin-
istrators,managers,decisionmakersandclinicians.Itmightbeonlyasmallstepandthere
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Waiting time is an important indicator of the quality of service offered by outpatient clinics 
(OPCs).Inspiteofitsgrowingimportance,OPCsarestillill-equippedtoreducethewaiting
time effectively. The current applications of operations management often match patients’ 
demandwithsupply.TheOPCsystemisapushsystemthatplansandschedulespatientsand
resourcesaheadoftimeand isoftennotbasedontheactualdemand.Additionally,OPCs
are functionally organised to manage and optimise resources, patients and activities of the 









1. The planning and scheduling are performed in advance.







respect to the prevailing situation. The present thesis aims to design an operating system 
to minimise the waiting and the cycle times. The current thesis tests the hypothesis that “A 
hospitalsystemwithdisparatesubsystemscannotminimisecycle/waitingtimebyseparately
optimisingsubsystems,orbyschedulingthatdoesnotadjust in real-time”. In thepresent
research,real-timeschedulingandglobalperspectivesareappliedtoeachsubcomponentof
the operating system, namely, resource planning, patient scheduling and resource coordina-
tion.Thereal-timeworkflowoptimisationusesthefeedbackinthesametimehorizon,thus
reducingthelatency.ThistransformstheOPCsystemfromanopenloopsystemtoaclosed
loop system. The optimisation models and the results of all studies described in this thesis 
are summarised.
Chapter1givesanintroductiontoOPCsystems(functionalandoperationalstructure)and
explains the causes of operational problems, such as waiting and cycle times. It explains the 
pushandthepulloperatingsystemsthatareusedinmanufacturingindustries,likeToyota
Production System (TPS), albeit from the hospital context. The chapter ends with the thesis 
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outline and a list of operational definitions of the terms used in the thesis. The overall research 
questionofthepresentthesis“Doestheoverall(global)optimisationalongwithreal-time
scheduling improve thewait time/cycle timeandhospitalperformance?” is introduced in
thischapter.Theresearchquestionleadstofoursub-questionsonresourceplanning,patient
scheduling,resourcecoordinationandanoptimalmixofthesesub-components.
Chapter 2 describes the literature survey done in the present study. This chapter exam-
ines different studies in this field and identifies the important variables required to design 
anoperatingsystemthat improvestheperformanceofOPCs.Thechapterreviewsvarious
methods and techniques used in resource planning, scheduling of patients and resources and 
resource coordination. The literature review forms the basis of the present study, building on 
whatisalreadyknownandidentifyingtheresearchgapsthatcanbeexploredinthisstudy.
Chapter 3 presents the research methodology, the design variables which were identified 
through the literature survey and the research strategies and design, which describes the 
research location (Aravind Eye Hospital (AEH), Madurai, India, one of the largest eye care 
providers in the world), the participants and the data collection method. The chapter ends 
with a presentation of the research flow.
Chapter 4 describes how a robust predictive resource planning reduces the waiting and the 
cycletimesinanOPC.Asapreliminarystep,thepatternsofpatients’arrivalandresource
schedulinginAEHwerestudiedindetail.TheOPCinAEHscheduledtheresourcesoncein
a month, ahead of time and on the basis of the average demand, with local control in the 
departments. A simulation model was built to understand the baseline functioning of the 
variables. In the proposed optimisation model, the predictive resource planning considered 
aglobalperspective(entireOPC)andshort-termdemandvariability.Themodelemployed
the patient demand, the number of resources available and precedence constraints as inputs 
andthedailyresourceplanoftheOPCsystemasoutput.Theglobalperspectiveofresource
planningwasimplementedthroughTakttimemanagement,whichiswidelyusedinTPS.
Resource plans were obtained from the proposed optimisation model for different patient 
demands. The resources were accordingly scheduled both in the simulation model and in 
theactualmodelofAEH.TheresultsconfirmedthattheaveragewaitingtimeintheOPCwas
reduced by 43.4% during the simulation study and by 41.1% during its actual implementa-
tion.Thereactiontimeisthetimetakentorespondtothechangethatistriggeredbyexter-
nal or internal factors. Along with the demand variability and planning methods, the reaction 
time was also found to influence the waiting and cycle times. Therefore, the resource plans of 
the optimisation model were analysed with different reaction times. The present study dem-
onstratesthematchingofsuppliesaccordingtoshort-termdemandwithaglobalperspective
that enables a better planning, thereby reducing the waiting and cycle times.
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agent algorithm was developed, which considered the actual status of all departments in the 
OPC.Thealgorithmidentifiedanoptimalpathwayforpatientsthatminimisedthewaitingand
cycle times. The proposed model was integrated into the simulation model of AEH and was 
implemented in their Hospital Management System. Integrated patient scheduling reduced the 
averagewaitingtimeintheOPCby33%duringthesimulationstudyandby26.5%duringits
actual implementation.Onanaverage,allpatientsspent thesameamountof time inwait-




Chapter 6 describes how a real-time coordinationmechanism for rescheduling resources
reduces the waiting and cycle times. The individual goal of the patients is to reduce their 




schedules the patients according to the optimal pathway, depending on the actual status of 
alldepartmentsintheOPC.Theschedulermaintainsapooltoidentifytheavailableresources
intheOPCandenablethereschedulingofresources.Thecoordinationmechanismusesthe
Bayesiangameandauctionbiddingmethods for real-time reschedulingof resources.The
resources are transferred from either the resource pool or other departments, as and when 





Chapter 7 discusses the main findings of each of the research questions of the present thesis. 
All optimisation models developed in this thesis were employed in different combinations, 
intended for designing the operating system. The results show that the optimal mix was the 
combination of predictive resource planning (push), integral patient scheduling (pull) and 
real-time coordinationmechanism (pull). The research confirms that anOPC systemwith
disparate subsystems cannot minimise the waiting time by separately optimising the subsys-
temsorbyschedulingthatdoesnotadjustinreal-time.Thischapterreflectsthecontribution
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Wachttijd iseenbelangrijke indicatorvoordekwaliteitvandedienstenaangebodendoor
poliklinieken.Ondankshettoenemendebelangervanzijnpolikliniekennogsteedsnietgoed
uitgerust om wachttijden substantieel te reduceren. De huidige toepassingen van operations 



























en doorlooptijden minimaliseert. De huidige thesis toetst de volgende hypothese: “Een 
ziekenhuis systeem met ongelijksoortige subsystemen kan wacht-/doorlooptijden niet
minimaliseren door subsystemen afzonderlijk te optimaliseren, of door niet real-time te
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besturing door de afdelingen. Een simulatiemodel werd gebouwd om de huidige situatie te 






De resourceplannen werden geproduceerd op basis van verschillende vraagpatronen. Deze 
plannen werden vervolgens getest in een simulatiemodel en op bepaalde patiëntenstromen 
inhetAEH.De resultaten toondenaandatdegemiddeldewachttijd indepolikliniekwas
verlaagd met 43.4% volgens de simulaties en met 41.1% in de implementatiestudie in het 
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realloceren van resourcesdewacht- endoorlooptijden vermindert.Depatiëntenwensen
hun wachttijden te minimaliseren en de resources willen hun bezettingsgraad maximeren. 
Hetdoelvanhetpolikliniek-systeemishetverminderenvandewacht-endoorlooptijden.







echanisme werd onderzocht met verschillende reactietijden omdat deze van invloed zijn op 
wachttijden.De bevindingen van de studie bevestigendat de real-time coördinatiemech-
anismenvoor real-timeplanningen reallocatiedewachttijdmet55,8%reduceren tijdens
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simulatieexperimentenenmet51,6%tijdensdefeitelijkeimplementatie.Debezettingsgraad
is8,3%gestegentijdensdefeitelijkeuitvoering.
Hoofdstuk 7 bespreekt de belangrijkste bevindingen van dit onderzoek. Alle optimalisa-
tiemodellen ontwikkeld in dit proefschrift kunnen in verschillende combinaties worden
getestengeïmplementeerd.Devraagisdanwelkecombinatiehetbesteontwerpisvooreen
besturingssysteemvaneenpolikliniek.Hetblijktdatdeoptimalemixeencombinatiebetreft
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ಹೊರರೋಗಿ ಚಿಕಿತಾಸಾ (ಓಪಿಸಿ) ವಿಭಾಗದಲ್ಲಿ ಚಿಕಿತಾಸಾರ್ಥಿಗಳು ಕಳೆಯುವ ನಿರೕಕ್ಷಣಾ ಸಮಯವು, ಆ ವಿಭಾಗದ 
ಸೇವಾ ಗುಣಮಟ್ಟ ನಿರಥಿರಸುವ ಪ್ರಮುಖ ಸೂಚಕವಾಗಿದೆ. ಈ ಅಂಶವನುನು ಸಮಪಥಿಕವಾಗಿ ಕಡಿಮೆ ಮಾಡಲು 
ಇನೂನು ಸಾರ್ಯವಾಗಿಲಲಿ. ಪ್ರಸುತುತ ಕಾಯಥಿನಿವಥಿಹಣಾ ವಿಧಾನಗಳು ತಮ್ಮ ಸಂಪನೂ್ಮಲಗಳಿಗೆ ಅನುಗುಣವಾಗಿ 
ರೋಗಿಗಳ ಚಿಕಿತೆಸಾಗಳನುನು ಕಾಯಥಿಯೕಜನೆ ಮಾಡುತತುವೆ. ಓಪಿಸಿಗಳು ಹಳೆಯ ಸರಾಸರ ಅಂದಾಜಿನ ಮೇಲೆ 
ತಮ್ಮ ಸಂಪನೂ್ಮಲಗಳನುನು ಕೊ್ರೕಢೕಕರಸುತತುವೆಯೕ ಹೊರತು ನೆೈಜ ಬೇಡಿಕೆಯ ಆಧಾರದ ಮೇಲೆ ಅಲಲಿ. 
ಚಿಕಿತಾಸಾನುಗುಣವಾಗಿ ವಿಭಾಗಿಸಲ್ಪಟ್ಟ ಓಪಿಸಿಗಳು ವಿಭಾಗೀಯ ಮಟ್ಟದಲ್ಲಿ ಅತು್ಯನನುತೆಯನುನು ಸಾಧಿಸಲು 
ಶ್ರಮಿಸುತತುವೆಯಾದರೂ ಇತರೆ ವಿಭಾಗಗಳಲ್ಲಿ ನಡೆಯುವ ಬೆಳವಣಿಗೆಯನುನು ನಿಲಥಿಕ್ಷಿಸುತತುವೆ. ಹಾಗೂ ತಮಗೆ 
ದೊರಕುವ ಪ್ರತಿಕಿ್ರಯಗಳನುನು ಕೇವಲ ದೕರಥಿಕಾಲದ ಯೕಜನೆ ರೂಪಿಸುವಲ್ಲಿ ಬಳಸಿಕೊಳುಳುತತುವೆ.
ವಾಸತುವಿಕವಾಗಿ ಓಪಿಸಿಗಳು ತೆರೆದ ವ್ಯವಸೆಥೆಗಳಾಗಿದುದು, ತಮ್ಮ ಪರಸರದಲ್ಲಿ ನಡೆಯುವ ಬದಲಾವಣೆಗನುಸಾರವಾಗಿ 
ಸ್ಪಂದಸುತತುವೆ. ಭಾರತದಲ್ಲಿ ಅ ನಿರೕಕ್ಷಿತವಾಗಿ ಆಗಮಿಸುವ ರೋಗಿಗಳು, ಚಿಕಿತಾಸಾ ಸಂಕೀಣಥಿತೆ ಹಾಗು ರೋಗಿಗಳ 
ಸಂಖೆ್ಯಯ ಅನಿಶ್ಚಿತತೆಗಳು ನಿರೕಕ್ಷಣಾ ಸಮಯವನುನು ಕಡಿಮೆ ಮಾಡಲು ತೊಡಕಾಗಿವೆ. 
(1) ಅಂದಾಜಿನ ಮೇಲೆ ಕಾಯಥಿಯೕಜನೆ ರೂಪಿಸುವುದು.
(2) ಕಾಯಥಿಯೕಜನೆಗಳು ನಿಜ ಬೇಡಿಕೆಗನುಗುಣವಾಗಿಲಲಿದರುವುದು.
(3) ಪ್ರತಿಕಿ್ರಯಗಳನುನು ದೕರಥಿಕಾಲದ ಯೕಜನೆಯಲ್ಲಿ ಮಾತ್ರ ಬಳಸಿಕೊಳುಳುವುದು. 
(4) ಓಪಿಸಿಯನುನು ಸ್ವತಂತ್ರ ವ್ಯವಸ ಥೆೆಯಂದು ಪರಗಣಿಸುವುದು. 
ಸಮಯಕೆಕೆ ಸರಯಾಗಿ ಚಿಕಿತೆಸಾ ಒದಗಿಸುವುದು ಓಪಿಸಿಗಳ ರಮಥಿ. ಅದಕಾಕೆಗಿ ತಮ್ಮ ಸಂಪನೂ್ಮಲಗಳನುನು ನೆೈಜ 
ಬೇಡಿಕೆಯ ಮೇಲೆ ಬಳಸಿಕೊಳಳುಲು ಯೕಜಿಸುವುದು ಸೂಕತು. “ನಿರೕಕ್ಷಣಾ ಸಮಯವನುನು ಕಡಿಮೆ ಮಾಡುವ ನಿಟ್್ಟನಲ್ಲಿ 
ವ್ಯವಸೆಥೆಯ ಬದಲಾವಣೆ” ಈ ಪ್ರಬಂರದ ಗುರಯಾಗಿದೆ. ವಿಭಾಗೀಯ ಮಟ್ಟದಲ್ಲಿ ಅತು್ಯನತೆ ಸಾಧಿಸುವುದರಂದ 
ನಿರೕಕ್ಷಣಾ ಸಮಯವನುನು ಕಡಿಮೆ ಮಾಡಲು ಸಾರ್ಯವಿಲಲಿವೆಂದು ಭಾವಿಸಿ ನೆೈಜ ಬೇಡಿಕೆಯಂತೆ ಸಂಪನೂ್ಮಲಗಳನುನು 
ಬಳಸಿಕೊಳುಳುವುದು, ಸಂಪೂಣಥಿ ಓಪಿಸಿಯನುನು ಪರಗಣಿಸುವುದು ಮತುತು ಸಿಗುವ ಪ್ರತಿಕಿ್ರಯಯನುನು ಸಿ್ವೕಕರಸಿ 
ವ್ಯವಸೆಥೆಯನುನು ಅತು್ಯತತುಮ ಗೊಳಿಸುವುದನುನು ಈ ಪ್ರಬಂರದಲ್ಲಿ ಮಂಡಿಸಲಾಗಿದೆ.
ಅಧಾ್ಯಯ ೧ ಓಪಿಸಿ ಕುರತು ಪರಚಯ ನೀಡುತತುದೆ. ಕಾಯಾಥಿಚರಣೆ ಸಮಸೆ್ಯಗಳಿಂದ ನಿರೕಕ್ಷಣಾ ಮತುತು 
ನಿವಥಿಹಣಾ ಸಮಯಗಳನುನು ವಿಸಾತುರವಾಗಿ ಪರಚಯಸುತೆತುೕವೆ. ಕೆೈಗಾರಕಾ ವಲಯದಲ್ಲಿ ಉಪಯೕಗಿಸುವ ಹಲವು 
ವಿಧಾನಗಳಾದ ಟೊಯೕಟಾ ಪ್್ರಡಕ್ಷನ್ ಸಿಸ್ಟಮ್, ಪುಶ್ ಸಿಸ್ಟಮ್ ಹಾಗು ಪುಲ್ ಸಿಸ್ಟಮ್ಗಳನುನು ಆಸ್ಪತೆ್ರಯ 
ಪರಸರಕೆಕೆ ಹೋಲ್ಸುತತುದೆ. ಈ ಪ್ರಬಂರದ ಮುಖ್ಯ ಪ್ರಶೆನು "ಸಂಪೂಣಥಿ ಅತು್ಯನತೆ ಸಾಧಿಸಿದರೆ ನಿವಥಿಹಣಾ ವೇಳ  ೆ
ಮತುತು ನಿರೕಕ್ಷಣಾ ಸಮಯ ಕಡಿಮೆಯಾಗುವದೇ?" ಗೆ ಉತತುರ ಹುಡುಕುವಲ್ಲಿ ರೂಪರೇಖೆಯನುನು ಸೃಷ್ಠಿಸುತತುದೆ. 
ಅಧಾ್ಯಯ ೨ ರಲ್ಲಿ ಈ ಪ್ರಬಂರಕಾಕೆಗಿ ಮಾಡಲಾದ ಸಾಹಿತ್ಯ ಸಮೀಕ್ೆಯನುನು ವಿವರಸುತತುದೆ. ಓಪಿಸಿಗಳ ಕಾಯಥಿ 
ನಿವಥಿಹಣೆಯನುನು ಉತತುಮಗೊಳಿಸಲು ಬೇಕಾಗುವ ಅಂಶಗಳು, ಸಂಪನೂ್ಮಲಗಳ ಬಳಕೆಯ ವಿವಿರ ಮಾಗಥಿಗಳನುನು 
ಪರಶ್ೕಲ್ಸುತತುದೆ. 
ಅಧಾ್ಯಯ ೩ ರಲ್ಲಿ ಈ ಸಂಶೆೋೕರನೆಯ ವಿಧಾನವನುನು ವಿವರಸುತತುದೆ. ಆರರಸಿ ಮದುರೆೈನಲ್ಲಿರುವ ಅರವಿಂದ್ ಕಣಿಣಿನ 
ಹಾಸಿ್ಪಟಲನುಲ್ಲಿ ಈ ಸಂಶೆೋೕರನೆಗೆ ವಿನಾ್ಯಸ ಗೊಳಸಿದ ಬಗೆ, ರೋಗಿಗಳ ಮಾಹಿತಿ ಸಂಗ್ರಹಣೆಯನುನು ಹೇಳುತಾತು, ಈ 
ಸಂಶೆೋೕರನಾ ಮಾಗಥಿವನುನು ವಿಶೆಲೀಷ್ಸುತತುದೆ. 
ಅಧಾ್ಯಯ ೪ ಭವಿಷ್ಯದಲ್ಲಿನ ಬೇಡಿಕೆ ಆಧಾರತ ಸಂಪನೂ್ಮಲಗಳ ಯೕಜನೆಯು ಹೇಗೆ ಓಪಿಸಿಯಲ್ಲಿನ ನಿರೕಕ್ಷಣಾ 
ಸಮಯವನುನು ಸುಧಾರಸುತುತದೆಯಂದು ವಿವರಸುತತುದೆ. ಮೊದಲ ಹಂತದಲ್ಲಿ ಓಪಿಸಿ ರೋಗಿಗಳ ಆಗಮನದ 
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ಮಾದರಗಳನುನು ಮತುತು ಸಂಪನೂ್ಮಲ ವೇಳಾಪಟ್್ಟ ವಿವರಗಳ ಅರ್ಯಯನ ಮಾಡಲಾಗಿದೆ. ಸಮಯಕೆಕೆ ಮುಂಚಿತವಾಗಿ 
ಹಾಗೂ ವಿಭಾಗಗಳಲ್ಲಿ ಸಥೆಳೀಯ ನಿಯಂತ್ರಣ ಆರರಸಿ ನಿಗದತ ಸಂಪನೂ್ಮಲಗಳ ವೇಳಾಪಟ್್ಟಯನುನು ತಿಂಗಳಿಗೊಮೆ್ಮ 
ಮಾಡಲಾಗುತತುದೆ. ಓಪಿಸಿಯ ಕಾಯಥಿನಿವಥಿಹಣೆಯನುನು ಅರಥಿಮಾಡಿಕೊಳಳುಲು ಒಂದು ಪ್ರತ್ಯನುಕರಣೆ ಮಾದರಯನುನು 
ನಿಮಿಥಿಸಲಾಗಿದೆ. ಪ್ರಸಾತುವಿತ ಮಾದರಯಲ್ಲಿ ಭವಿಷ್ಯದ ಸಂಪನೂ್ಮಲ ಯೕಜನೆ ಜಾಗತಿಕ ದೃಷ್್ಟಕೋನದಂದ 
(ಸಂಪೂಣಥಿ ಓಪಿಸಿ) ಮತುತು ಅಲಾ್ಪವಧಿಯ ಬೇಡಿಕೆ ಏರಳಿತ ಪರಗಣಿಸುತತುದೆ. ಈ ಮಾದರಯು ರೋಗಿಯ ಬೇಡಿಕೆ, 
ಲಭ್ಯವಿರುವ ಸಂಪನೂ್ಮಲಗಳ ಮತುತು ಒಳಹರವು ಆದ್ಯತೆ ನಿಬಥಿಂರಗಳನುನು ಪರಗಣಿಸುತತುದೆ ಮತುತು, ಓಪಿಸಿಯಲ್ಲಿ 
ಪ್ರತಿದನದ ಸಂಪನೂ್ಮಲ ಯೕಜನೆಯ ವೇಳಾ ಪಟ್್ಟಯನುನುನೀಡುತತುದೆ. ಸಂಪನೂ್ಮಲ ಯೕಜನೆಯನುನು ಜಾಗತಿಕ 
ದೃಷ್್ಟಕೋನ ಅಳವಡಿಸಲು TPSನ ಟಕ್್ಟ ಸಮಯ ನಿವಥಿಹಣೆ ಮೂಲಕ ಅಳವಡಿಸಲಾಗಿದೆ. ವಿವಿರ ರೋಗಿಯ 
ಬೇಡಿಕೆಗಳಿಗೆ ಸಂಪನೂ್ಮಲ ಯೕಜನೆಗಳನುನು ಪಡೆದು ಅದರ ಆಧಾರದ ಮೇಲೆ ವೇಳಾಪಟ್್ಟಗಳನುನು ಓಪಿಸಿಯ 
ಪ್ರತ್ಯನುಕರಣೆ ಮಾದರಯಲ್ಲಿ ಮತುತು ವಾಸತುವ ಓಪಿಸಿಯಲ್ಲಿ ಅಳವಡಿಸಿ, ಅದರ ಫಲ್ತಾಂಶಗಳನುನು ಪಟ್್ಟ ಮಾಡಲಾಗಿದೆ. 
ಪ್ರತ್ಯನುಕರಣೆ ಅರ್ಯಯನದ ಸಮಯದಲ್ಲಿ ನಿರೕಕ್ಷಣಾ ಸಮಯವು 41.1% ರಷು್ಟ ಮತುತು ಅನುಷಾಠಿನದ ಸಮಯದಲ್ಲಿ 
43.4% ರಷು್ಟ ಕಡಿಮೆಯಾಗಿದೆ ಎಂದು ಖಚಿತಪಡಿಸಿದೆ. ಬಾಹ್ಯ ಅರವಾ ಆಂತರಕ ಅಂಶಗಳು ಎರಡೂ ಪ್ರತಿಕಿ್ರಯ 
ಸಮಯವನುನು ಪ್ರಚೋದಸಿತು. ಬೇಡಿಕೆ ಏರಳಿತ ಮತುತು ಯೕಜನಾ ವಿಧಾನಗಳ ಜೊತೆಗೆ ಪ್ರತಿಕಿ್ರಯ ಸಮಯ 
ಸಹ ನಿರೕಕ್ಷಣಾ ಸಮಯದ ಮೇಲೆ ಪ್ರಭಾವ ಬಿರುತತುದೆ. ಆದದುರಂದ, ಆಪಿ್ಟಮೆೈಜೇಷನ್ ಮಾದರಯಂದ ಸಂಪನೂ್ಮಲ 
ಯೕಜನೆಗಳನುನು ವಿವಿರ ಪ್ರತಿಕಿ್ರಯ ಬಾರ ವಿಶೆಲೀಷ್ಸಿದಾದುರೆ. ಈ ಅರ್ಯಯನವು ಹೀಗೆ ಜಾಗತಿಕ ದೃಷ್್ಟಕೋನದಂದ 
ಅಲಾ್ಪವಧಿಯ ಬೇಡಿಕೆ ಪ್ರಕಾರ ನಿರೕಕ್ಷಣಾ ಸಮಯವನುನು ಅತು್ಯತತುಮವಾಗಿಸುವುದನುನು ಪ್ರದಶ್ಥಿಸುತತುದೆ.
ಅಧಾ್ಯಯ ೫ ರಲ್ಲಿ ರೋಗಿಗಳಿಗೆ ಅತು್ಯತತುಮ ಪರವನುನು ಆಯಕೆ ಮಾಡಿ ವೇಳಾ ಪಟ್್ಟಯನುನು ತೆೈಯಾರಸುವ 
ಮಾದರಯನುನು ವಿವರಸಿದೆ. ಅದಕಾಕೆಗಿ ಸಂಪೂಣಥಿ ಓಪಿಸಿಯ ಆಗು ಹೋಗುಗಳನುನು ನೆೈಜ ಸಮಯದಲ್ಲಿ 
ಸಂಗ್ರಹಿಸಿ, ಅದರ ಆಧಾರದ ಮೇಲೆ ಅತು್ಯತತುಮ ಪರವನುನು ಪರಶ್ೕಲ್ಸಿ ಆಯಕೆ ಮಾಡುತತುದೆ. ಹೆೈಬಿ್ರಡ್ ಆoಟ್ 
ಏಜೆಂಟ್ ಅಲಾ್ಗರದಮ್ ಅನುನು ಸಂಪೂಣಥಿ ಓಪಿಸಿಯ ವಾಸತುವಿಕ ಸಿಥೆತಿಗತಿಯ ಪರಗಣಿಸಿ ಅಭಿವೃದಧಿಪಡಿಸಲಾಯತು. 
ಪ್ರತ್ಯನುಕರಣೆ ಅರ್ಯಯನದ ಸಮಯದಲ್ಲಿ ನಿರೕಕ್ಷಣಾ ಸಮಯವು 33% ರಷು್ಟ ಮತುತು ಅನುಷಾಠಿನದ ಸಮಯದಲ್ಲಿ 
26.5% ರಷು್ಟ ಕಡಿಮೆಯಾಗಿದೆ ಎಂದು ಖಚಿತಪಡಿಸಿದೆ. ಈ ಮಾದರಯ ಅನುಷಾಠಿನವು ಐಟ್ ಮೂಲಸೌಕಯಥಿಗಳು 
ಹೇಗಿವೆ ಎನುನುವುದರ ಮೇಲೆ ಅವಲಂಬಿಸಿರುತತುದೆ. 
ಅಧಾ್ಯಯ ೬ ರಲ್ಲಿ ಸಂಪೂನೂ್ಮಲಗಳ ನಡುವಿನ ಸಹಕಾರದ ವಿಧಾನವನುನು ವಿವರಸುತತುದೆ. ಸಂಪನೂ್ಮಲಗಳ 
ವೆೈಯಕಿತುಕ ಗುರಯು ತಮ್ಮ ಬಳಕೆಯನುನು ಸುಧಾರಸುವುದಾಗಿರುತತುದೆ. ಅದೇ ರೕತಿ ರೋಗಿಯ ವೆೈಯಕಿತುಕ 
ಗುರಯು ತಮ್ಮ ನಿರೕಕ್ಷಣಾ ಸಮಯವನುನು ಸುಧಾರಸುವುದಾಗಿರುತತುದೆ. ಈ ಅರ್ಯಯನದಲ್ಲಿ, ರೋಗಿಗಳು 
ನಿಷ್ಕೆರಿಯ ಪ್ರತಿನಿಧಿಗಳಾದರೆ (ಏಜೆಂಟ್) ಸಂಪನೂ್ಮಲಗಳು ಸಕಿ್ರಯ ಪ್ರತಿನಿಧಿಗಳು. ಎಲಾಲಿ ವಿಭಾಗಗಳು ವಾಸತುವಿಕ 
ಸಿಥೆತಿಗತಿಯನುನು ಅವಲಂಬಿಸಿ ನೆೈಜ ಸಮಯದಲ್ಲಿ ಸೂಕತು ಪರದಲ್ಲಿ ರೋಗಿಗಳನುನು ಕಳಿಸುತತುದೆ.ಸಂಪನೂ್ಮಲಗಳನುನು 
ಮರುಯೕಜಿಸಲು ಓಪಿಸಿಯಲ್ಲಿ ಲಭ್ಯವಿರುವ ಸಂಪನೂ್ಮಲಗಳನುನು ಗುರುತಿಸಲು ಒಂದು ಸಂಪನೂ್ಮಲ ಪೂಲ್ 
ನಿವಥಿಹಿಸುತತುದೆ. ಸಹಕಾರದ ವಿಧಾನದಂದ ನೆೈಜ ಸಮಯದಲ್ಲಿ ಸಂಪನೂ್ಮಲಗಳ ಮರುವೇಳಾಪಟ್್ಟಯನುನು 
ಬಯಸಿಯನ್ ಗೇಮ್ ಮತುತು ಹರಾಜು ವಿಧಾನಗಳನುನು ಬಳಸುತತುದೆ. ಅಗತ್ಯ ಉಂಟಾದಾಗ, ಸಂಪನೂ್ಮಲಗಳು 
ಪೂಲ್ ಅರವಾ ಇತರ ವಿಭಾಗಗಳಿಂದ ವಗಾಥಿವಣೆಯಾಗುತತುದೆ. ಪ್ರತಿಕಿ್ರಯ ಸಮಯವು ನಿರೕಕ್ಷಣಾ ಸಮಯದ 
ಮೇಲೆ ಪರಣಾಮವನುನು ವಿಶೆಲೀಷ್ಸಿದೆ. ಪ್ರತ್ಯನುಕರಣೆ ಅರ್ಯಯನದ ಸಮಯದಲ್ಲಿ ನಿರೕಕ್ಷಣಾ ಸಮಯವು 55.8%ರಷು್ಟ 
ಮತುತು ಅನುಷಾಠಿನದ ಸಮಯದಲ್ಲಿ 51.6%ರಷು್ಟ ಕಡಿಮೆಯಾಗಿದೆ ಎಂದು ಖಚಿತಪಡಿಸಿದೆ. ಸಂಪನೂ್ಮಲ ಬಳಕೆ 
ಅನುಷಾಠಿನ ಸಮಯದಲ್ಲಿ 8.3%ರಷು್ಟ ಏರಕೆಯಾಯತು.
ಅಧಾ್ಯಯ ೭ ರಲ್ಲಿ ಈ ಪ್ರಬಂರದ ಮುಖ್ಯ ಸಂಶೋರನೆಯ ನಾಲುಕೆ ಉಪ ಪ್ರಶೆನುಗಳನುನು ಚಚಿಥಿಸುತತುದೆ. ಈ ಪ್ರಬಂರ 
ಅಭಿವೃದಧಿಪಡಿಸಿದ ಎಲಲಿ ಅತು್ಯತತುಮವಾಗಿಸುವ ಮಾದರಗಳು ಪುಶ್ ಹಾಗು ಪುಲ್ ವ್ಯವಸೆಥೆಗಳ ಸೂಕತು ಮಿಶ್ರಣವನುನು 
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ಗುರುತಿಸುತತುದೆ. ಹಾಗು ನಿವಥಿಹಣಾ ಕಾಯಾಥಿಚರಣೆ ವಿನಾ್ಯಸದಲ್ಲಿ ವಿಭಿನನು ಸಂಯೕಜನೆಗಳನುನು ಬಳಸಲಾಗಿದೆ. 
ಫಲ್ತಾಂಶಗಳು ಸೂಕತು ಮಿಶ್ರಣವನುನು ಭವಿಷ್ಯಸೂಚಕ ಸಂಪನೂ್ಮಲ ಯೕಜನೆ (ಪುಶ್), ಅವಿಭಾಜ್ಯ ರೋಗಿಯ 
ಸಮಯವನುನು (ಪುಲ್) ಮತುತು ನೆೈಜ ಸಮಯದಲ್ಲಿ ಸಹಕಾರದ ವಿಧಾನದಂದ (ಪುಲ್)ನ ಸಂಯೕಜನ ಎಂದು 
ತೋರಸುತತುದೆ. ಓಪಿಸಿ ವ್ಯವಸೆಥೆಯು ಪ್ರತೆ್ಯೕಕವಾಗಿ ಉಪವ್ಯವಸೆಥೆಗಳನುನು ಸರಳೀಕರಸುವ ಬದಲು ಸಂಪೂಣಥಿ 
ವ್ಯವಸೆಥೆಯ ರೂಪದಲ್ಲಿ ಮತುತು ನೆೈಜ ಸಮಯದಲ್ಲಿ ಸಂಪನೂ್ಮಲ ಯೕಜನೆ ಆಧಾರತ ವೇಳಾಪಟ್್ಟಯಂದ, 
ನಿರೕಕ್ಷಣಾ ಸಮಯವನುನು ಕಡಿಮೆ ಮಾಡುವುದು ಎಂದು ಖಚಿತಪಡಿಸುತತುದೆ. ಈ ಅಧಾ್ಯಯವು ಸಿದಾಧಿಂತ ಮತುತು 
ಆಚರಣೆಗೆ ಕೊಡುಗೆ, ಅರ್ಯಯನದ ಮಿತಿಗಳನುನುಪ್ರತಿಬಿಂಬಿಸುತತುದೆ ಮತುತು ಭವಿಷ್ಯದ ಸಂಶೋರನೆಗಾಗಿ ಸಾರ್ಯ 
ಮಾಗಥಿಗಳನುನು ಸೂಚಿಸುತತುದೆ.
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வெளிநோயாளர் சி்கிச்சயின் தரத்த ்கண்டுபிடிக்க நோயாளி்களின் 
்காததிருககும் நேரம் (OPCs) ஒரு முக்கியமான சுட்டிக்காட்்ா்க உளளது. 
இது முக்கியததுெம் ொய்நததா்க இரு்நதாலும் வெளிநோயாளர் 
சி்கிச்ச ்மயங்கள இன்னும் ்காததிருககும் நேரத்த திறம்ப் 
கு்றக்க முயறசி்கள எடுக்கெில்லை. வசயமு்ற நமலைாண்்மயின் 
தறநபா்தய பயன்பாடு்களின் ெழங்கள நோயாளி்களின் நத்ெககு 
ஒதததா்க இருக்கிறது. OPCயின் அ்மப்பு ஒரு உ்நதுதல அ்மப்பா்க 
உளளது. அதில நோயாளி்கள அட்்ெ்ை மறறும் ெளங்கள, 
வபரும்பாலும் உண்்மயான நத்ெ அடிப்ப்்யில அ்மயெில்லை. 
நமலும் OPC க்களின் வசயலபாடு்கள உளோட்டில ேிர்ெ்கிக்க மறறும் 
ெளங்க்ள நமம்படுததவும் மறறும் நோயாளி்க்ளயும் து்ற்களின் 
ே்ெடிக்்க்க்ளயும் நமம்படுதத பிரநயாஜனமாய உளளது. 
து்ற்களின் அளெில வசயலதிறன்்க்ள அ்்ய, மறற து்ற்க்ள 
குறிதது நபாதிய அறிவு இலலைாமல முக்கியமான முடிவு்கள 
எடுக்கப்படு்கிறது. OPC க்க்ள குறிதத ்கருததுக்கள ேீண்் ்காலை 
திட்்மி்ல மறறும் அட்்ெ்ை்க்ள உருொக்க பயன்படு்கிறது.
எனினும், உண்்மயில, ஓபிசி அ்மப்பு்கள ஓபன் லூப் அ்மப்பு்க்ள 
தங்கள சூழலைில மாறும் திற்நத ெ்ளய (ஓபன் லூப்) அ்மப்பு்கள 
உ்்யது. எதிர்பாராத நோயாளி நத்ெ, ேி்லையறற நோயாளி 
ேி்லை்ம்கள மறறும் சிக்கலைான நோயாளி பா்த்க்ள குறிப்பா்க 
இ்நதிய OPC ்காரைமா்க உயர் OPC ்களில அதி்கமா்க ஏறபடு்கிறது. 
OPC க்கள திறன்ப் வசயலப்முடியா்மககு பின்ெரும் இயக்க 
மு்ற்ம்களில இருககும் அறிவு பயன்படுததுெதறகு முக்கியமான 
்காரைங்களா்க ்ீகநழ வ்காடுக்கப்பட்டுளளது:
(1)  திட்்மி்ல மறறும் அட்்ெ்ை முன்கூட்டிநய 
யயப்படு்கின்றன.
(2)  திட்்மி்ல மறறும் அட்்ெ்ை உண்்மயான நோயாளி 
்ெ்ய அடிப்ப்்யா்க வ்காண்்்ெ அலலை.
(3)  ்கருததுக்க்ள எதிர்்காலை திட்்மிடுதலுக்கா்க மட்டுநம 
பயன்படுததப்படு்கிறது.
(4)  OPC க்கள ஒன்்ற ஒன்று சார்்நதிருககும் அ்மப்பு மு்றயா்க 
்கெனிக்கப்ப்ெில்லை.
வெறுமநன, OPC க்கள நோயாளி்கள நச்ெ்க்ள உ்நதுதல (மிகுதி 
அ்மப்பு) ந்கட்கும் நபாது அ்த ெழங்க நெண்டும். இ்நத நோக்கம் 
அ்்ய, OPCs நோயாளி்கள மறறும் ே்ெடிக்்க்கள ்கட்டுப்படுதத, 
அட்்ெ்ை மறறும் தங்கள ெளங்கள உலை்க ்கண்நைாட்்ம் 
வ்காண்் உண்்மயான நேரதில திட்்மி் நெண்டும்.
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எனநெ, வெறுமநன ஒரு தற்காலைி்க மறறும் தனிப்பட்் மு்றயில 
பதிலைலைிப்பத்த ெி், அஙகு ேிலைவும் சூழேி்லை்ய வபாறுதது 
மு்றயா்க ஓபிசி அ்மப்பு ேிர்ெ்கிக்க ஒரு நத்ெ ஏறபடு்கிறது. 
தறநபாது ஆயெறிக்்க ்காததிருககும் நேரததில மறறும் சுழறசி 
நேரத்த கு்றககும் ஒரு இயஙகும் அ்மப்்ப ெடிெ்மக்க 
முயறசிக்கிறது. தறநபா்தய ஆயெறிக்்க ்கருதுந்காள "முறறிலும் 
நெறான து்ை அ்மப்பு்கள வ்காண்் ஒரு மருததுெம்ன தனியா்க 
து்ை ஒருங்கி்ைப்பதறகும், சுழறசி கு்றக்க / ்காததிருககும் நேரம் 
கு்றக்க அலலைது திட்்மி்ல மூலைமா்க உண்்மயான ்காததிருககும் 
நேரத்த கு்றக்க முடியாது"
தறநபா்தய ஆராயசசியில, உண்்மயான நேரம் திட்்மி்ல மறறும் 
உலை்க ்கண்நைாட்்ங்கள இயங்க, அதாெது, ெள திட்்மி்ல, நோயாளி 
திட்்மி்ல மறறும் ெள ஒருங்கி்ைப்பு ஒவவொரு உள அ்ங்கிய 
பகுதியா்க பயன்படுததப்படு்கிறது. உண்்மயான நேரம் மு்ற அநத 
நேரததில நதர்வுமு்ற்ய பயன்படுதது்கிறது, இதனால ம்றேி்லை 
கு்ற்கிறது. இ்நத மூடிய ்கண்ைி மு்றயிலைிரு்நது திற்நத ெ்ளய 
அ்மப்பா்க ஓபிசி அ்மப்பு உருமாறு்கிறது. இப்படியா்க நதர்வுமு்ற 
மாதிரி்கள மறறும் அ்னதது ஆயவு்களின் முடிவு்கள சுருக்கமா்க 
ெிெரிக்கபட்டுளளன.
அததி்காரம் 1 OPC அ்மப்பு்கள (வசயலபாட்டு மறறும் வசயலபாட்டு 
அ்மப்பு) ்காததிருககும் நேரம் மறறும் சுழறசி நேரம் நபான்ற 
வசயலபாட்டு சிக்கல்க்ளயும், ்காரைங்க்ள குறிதது அறிமு்கப்படுதது 
-்கிறது. அது என்னவெனில வ்ாநயாட்்ா உறபததி இயக்கம் 
(TPS) நபான்ற உறபததித வதாழில்களில பயன்படுததப்படும் இழு 
மறறும் தளளு இயக்க மு்ற்க்ளநபாலை மருததுெம்ன்களிலும் 
வசயலபடு்கின்றன. ஆயெறிக்்க அவுட்்லைன் மறறும் ஆயெறிக்்க 
-யில பயன்படுததப்படும் வசாற்கள வசயலபாட்டு ெ்ரமு்ற்களு்ன் 
அதி்காரம் முடிெ்்்கிறது. தறநபாது ஆயெறிக்்க ஒட்டுவமாதத 
ஆராயசசி ந்களெி 'ரியல (Real) நேரம் திட்்மி்ல நசர்தது ஒட்டுவமாதத 
(உலை்க) நதர்வுமு்ற ்காததிருப்பு நேரம் / சுழறசி நேரத்தயும் 
மருததுெம்னயில வசயலதிற்ன நமம்படுதத ெழிமு்ற்க்ளயும் 
இ்நத அதி்காரததில அறிமு்கப்படுதது்கிறது. ெளங்கள திட்்மி்ல, 
நோயாளி அட்்ெ்ை, ெளங்கள ஒருங்கி்ைப்பு மறறும் உ்க்நத 
்கலை்ெயின் உலலை்ங்கிய பகுதி ஆராயசசி ந்களெியின் ோன்கு 
து்ை ந்களெி்களாகும்.
 அதி்காரம் 2, தறநபா்தய ஆயெில இலைக்கிய ஆய்ெ 
ெிெரிக்கிறது. இ்நத அதி்காரம் இ்நத து்றயில உளள பலநெறு 
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ஆயவு்க்ள பரீட்சிதது ஒரு இயக்க மு்ற்ம்ய ெடிெ்மதது 
நத்ெயான முக்கியமான ்காரைி்கள அ்்யாளம் வ்காண்டு 
OPC ்களின் வசயலதிற்ன அதி்கரிக்கிறது. ெளம் திட்்மி்ல, 
நோயாளி்கள அட்்ெ்ை மறறும் ெளங்கள திட்்மி்ல, மறறும் 
ெள ஒருங்கி்ைப்பு பயன்படுததப்படும் பலநெறு மு்ற்கள 
மறறும் நுட்பங்க்ள மதிப்பிடு்கிறது இ்நத அதி்காரம். தறநபா்தய 
ஆயவு, ஏற்கனநெ அறியப்பட்் ஆராயசசியின் நமல்கட்டி, 
ஆராயசசி அ்்யாளங்க்ள ்கண்டுபிடிதது, தறநபா்தய ஆயெின் 
அடிப்ப்்யா்க ெிளஙகு்கிறது இ்நத இலைக்கிய ெிமர்சனம்.
மூன்றாம் அதி்காரம் இலைக்கிய சர்நெ மூலைம் அ்்யாளம் ்காைப்பட்் 
ஆராயசசி மு்ற, ெடிெ்மப்பு மாறி்கள, மறறும் ஆராயசசி உததி்கள 
மறறும் ெடிெ்மப்பு, பஙந்கறபாளர்்கள மறறும் தரவு நச்கரிப்பு 
மு்ற்ய ெிெரிக்கிறது. ஆராயசசி இ்ம் (இ்நதியாெில மது்ரயில 
உளள அரெி்நத ்கண் மருததுெம்ன (AEH) உலை்கில வபரிய ்கண் 
பாது்காப்பு ெழஙகுேர்்கள). அதி்காரம் ஆராயசசி ஓட்்ம் ெழங்கலு்ன் 
முடிெ்்்கிறது.
அதி்காரம் 4 ஒரு ெலுொன முன்னறிெிககும் ெள திட்்மி்ல, 
வெளிநோயாளர் மருததுெம்னயில ்காததிருககும் நேரத்த மறறும் 
சுழறசி நேரத்த கு்றககும் என்ப்த ெிெரிக்கிறது. ஒரு பூர்ொங்க 
்கட்்மா்க, AEH நோயாளி்களின் 'ெரு்்க்ய ெடிெங்கள மறறும் ெள 
அட்்ெ்ை்க்ள ெிரிொ்க ஆயவு வசயயப்பட்்து. AEH உளள OPC 
ெளங்கள மாதததிறகு ஒரு மு்றயாெது, குறிப்பிட்் நேரததுககு 
முன்பா்க சராசரி நத்ெ அடிப்ப்்யில, உள து்ற்கள ்கட்டுப்பாடு 
திட்்மி்ப்பட்டுளளது. ஒரு உருெ்கப்படுததுதல மாதிரி மாறி்களின் 
அடிகந்காட்டு வசயலபாட்்் புரி்நது வ்காளள ்கட்்ப்பட்்து. 
முன்வமாழியப்பட்் நதர்வுமு்ற மாதிரியில, முன்னறிெிககும் 
ெள திட்்மி்ல உலை்க ்கண்நைாட்்ம் (முழு OPC) மறறும் ஒரு 
குறு்கிய ்காலை நத்ெ மாறுதன்்மநய ்கருதப்படு்கிறது. இ்நத மாதிரி, 
நோயாளி நத்ெ, ்கி்்ககும் ெளங்கலைளின் எண்ைிக்்க, மறறும் 
உளளடீு்கள முன்னுரி்ம ்கட்டுப்பாடு்க்ளயும் மறறும் வெளியடீு 
OPCஅ்மப்பு தினசரி ெள திட்்ம் நெ்லையும் வசயலபடுதது்கிறது. 
ெள திட்்மி்்லை உலை்க முன்நனாககு பரெலைா்க பயன்படுததப்படும் 
TPS யன்படுததப்படும் TAKT நேரம் நமலைாண்்ம, மூலைம் 
வசயலபடுததப்பட்்து.
ெள திட்்ங்கள வெவநெறு நோயாளி ந்காரிக்்க்கள ன்வமாழியப்பட்் 
நதர்வுமு்ற மாதிரியில இரு்நது வபறப்படு்கின்றன. ெளங்கள 
அதன்படி உருெ்கப்படுததுதல மாதிரி மறறும் AEH உண்்மயான 
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மாதிரி இரண்டிலும் திட்்மி்ப்பட்்து. முடிவு்கள OPC சராசரி 
்காததிருககும் நேரததில உருெ்கப்படுததுதல ஆயெின் நபாது, 
43.4% அ்கா கு்றக்கப்பட்்து என்றும், மறறும் உண்்மயான 
வசயலபடுததப்பட்் நபாது 41.1% ஆ்க கு்ற்நதது. எதிர்ெி்ன 
நேரம் உள ்காரைி அலலைது வெளி ்காரைி்களால தூண்்ப்படு்கிறது 
என்றும் மாறறம் பதிலைளிக்க எடுததுகவ்காளளும் நேரம் ஆகும். 
நத்ெ மாறுதன்்ம மறறும் திட்்மி்ல மு்ற்களுககு இ்ை்நது, 
எதிர்ெி்ன நேரம் ்காததிருககும் நேரததில மறறும் சுழறசி 
நேரததில தாக்கம் இருப்பதா்கக ்கண்டுபிடிக்கப்பட்்து. எனநெ, 
நதர்வுமு்ற மாதிரி ெள திட்்ங்கள வெவநெறு எதிர்ெி்ன 
மு்றயில இ்ை்நது பகுததாயவு வசயயப்பட்்து. தறநபா்தய 
ஆயவு ஒரு சிற்நத திட்்மி்்லை வசயலபடுதது்கிறது என்று குறு்கிய 
்காலை நத்ெ்களுககு ஏறப, ஒரு உலை்க முன்நனாககு வபாருட்்கள 
வபாரு்நதும் என ேிரூபிதததால ்காததிருககும் நேரம் மறறும் சுழறசி 
நேரம் கு்ற்நதது.
OPC யில உளள அ்னதது து்ற்கள உண்்மயான ேி்லை்ய ்கருதி 
்கலைப்பின ANT மு்கெர் ெழிமு்ற உருொக்கப்பட்்து. ்காததிருககும் 
நேரம் மறறும் சுழறசி நேரம் கு்றதத நோயாளி்கள ஒரு ெழிமு்றமூ 
-லைமா்க உ்க்நத ெழிதத்ம் அ்்யாளம் ்காைப்பட்்து. உதநதச 
மாதிரி்ய AEH உருெ்கப்படுததல மாதிரி ஒருங்கி்ைக்கப்பட்் AEH 
மருததுெம்னயில நமலைாண்்ம அ்மப்பில வசயலபடுததப்பட்்து. 
ஒருங்கி்ை்நத நோயாளி திட்்மி்ல உருெ்கப்படுததுதல ஆயெின் 
நபாது 33% OPC உளள சராசரி ்காததிருககும் நேரம் கு்றக்கப்பட்்து, 
மறறும் அதன் உண்்மயான வசயலபடுததின நபாது 26.5% ஆ்க 
கு்ற்நதது. சராசரியா்க, அ்னதது நோயாளி்கள ்காததிருககும் நேரம் 
அநத அளொய இரு்நதது, மறறும் திட்் ெிலைக்கல சுட்டிக்காட்டிய 
்காததிருககும் நேரம் மாறுபடும் கு்றக்கப்ப் நெண்டும் என 
அனுசரிக்கப்பட்்து. ெழக்கமான மறறும் எதிர்பார்க்கப்படு்கிற 
இ்்வெளியில OPC யில இரு்நது அறிவு வபறறு நோயாளி 
்காததிருககும் உண்்மயான நேரததில திட்்மி்ல IT ள்கட்்்ம்ய 
வபாறுததது. இ்நத ஆயவு ஒருங்கி்ை்நத நோயாளி திட்்மி்ல 
்காததிருககும் நேரம் மறறும் OPCs சுழறசி நேரம் கு்றக்கப்பட்்து 
என்ப்த உறுதிப்படுதது்கிறது.
அதி்காரம் 6 ்காததிருககும் நேரததில மறறும் சுழறசி மு்ற 
மீண்டும் திட்்மி்ல (rescheduling) ெளங்கள எப்படி உண்்மயான 
நேரம் ஒருங்கி்ைப்பு வபாறிமு்ற்ய கு்றக்கிறது என்ப்த 
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ெிெரிக்கிறது. நோயாளி்கள தனிப்பட்் இலைககு, தங்கள ்காததிருககும் 
நேரம் கு்றக்க நெண்டும். அநதசமயம், ெளங்களிலைன் இலைககு 
அெர்்கள பயன்பாடு நமம்படுததநெண்டும். OPC அ்மப்பின் இலைககு 
்காததிருககும் நேரம் மறறும் சுழறசி நேரம் கு்றக்க நெண்டும் 
என்பநத. எனநெ, OPC தனி மறறும் OPC யின் இலைககு்க்ள ேிெர்ததி 
வசயய ஒரு பலை-ஏவஜண்ட் அ்மப்பு மாதிரியா்க உளளது.
தறநபா்தய ஆயெில, நோயாளி்கள வசயலைறற ்காரைி்களா்க 
உளளன. அநதசமயம் ெளங்கள வசயலைில மு்கெர்்கள. நோயாளி்களின் 
உண்்மயான நேரம் திட்்மிடுதலைின் ்காலை அட்்ெ்ை்களின் 
உ்க்நத பா்த, OPC யில உளள அ்னதது து்ற்களின் உண்்மயான 
ேி்லை்ய வபாறுததது. OPC யின் திட்்மிடுதலைின் குளம் ெளங்க்ள 
அ்்யாளம் மறறும் ெளங்கள அட்்ெ்ை்ய மாறறி வசயலபடுதத 
பராமரிக்கிறது.
ஒருங்கி்ைப்பு வபாறிமு்ற உண்்மயான நேரம் ெள 
அட்்ெ்ை்ய மாறறி அ்மக்கவும் Bayesian Game மறறும் auction 
bidding மு்ற்க்ள பயன்படுதது்கிறது. நத்ெப்படும்நபாது ெளங்கள 
அலலைது மறற து்ற்களின் ெளங்களிள இரு்நது மாறறப்படும். 
எதிர்ெி்ன நேரம் கூ் ்காததிருககும் நேரத்த பாதிககும் 
என்பதால ஒருங்கி்ைப்பு வபாறிமு்ற்ய வெவநெறு எதிர்ெி்ன 
மு்ற வ்காண்டு ஆராயப்பட்்து. இ்நத ஆயெின் ்கண்டுபிடிப்பு்கள 
உண்்மயான நேரம் திட்்மி்ல உண்்மயான நேரம் 
ஒருங்கி்ைப்பு வபாறிமு்ற்ய உண்்மயான வசயலபடுததலைின் 
நபாதும் உருெ்கப்படுததுதலைின் நபாது 51.6% மறறும் ்காததிருககும் 
நேரம் மூலைம் 55.8% ஆ்க கு்றக்கப்பட்்து என்பது உறுதி. ெளங்க்ள 
உண்்மயா்க வசயலபடுதத நபாது 8.3% ஆ்க அதி்கரிததுளளது.
அதி்காரம் 7 தறநபா்தய ஆயெறிக்்க ஆராயசசி ந்களெி்களில 
ஒவவொரு முக்கிய ்கண்டுபிடிப்பு்க்ள ெிொதிக்கிறது. இ்நத 
ஆயெறிக்்க அபிெிருததிய்்்நத அ்னதது நதர்வுமு்ற 
மாதிரி்களின் நோக்கம் பலநெறு நசர்க்்க்கள இயஙகும்படி 
ெடிெ்மக்கப்பட்்து. ெள திட்்மி்ல (push), ஒருங்கி்ை்நத 
நோயாளி திட்்மி்ல (pull) மறறும் உண்்மயான நேரததில 
ஒருங்கி்ைப்பு வபாறிமு்ற்ய (pull) இ்ை்நத உ்க்நத ்கலை்ெ 
முடிொ்க ்காட்டு்கிறது. OPC அ்மப்பு தனியா்க ஒருங்கி்ைப்பதறகும் 
து்ை அ்மப்பு்கள மூலைம் அலலைது உண்்மயான நேரததில 
திட்்மி்ல மூலைமா்க ்காததிருககும் நேரம் கு்றக்க முடியாது 
என்ப்த ஆராயசசி முறறிலும் உறுதிப்படுதது்கிறது. இ்நத அதி்காரம் 
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தறநபா்தய ஆயவு பங்களிப்பு மறறும் ெரம்பு்க்ளப் பிரதிபலைிக்கிறது 
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